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Preface 
In recent years there have been many changes in the high sd10ol news-
paper, anLl secondary aJmini st rat ors have had to deal with increasing demands 
for press freedom on the part of high school students. Sometimes these <lcman<ls 
arc accompanied by the recognition that students also have certain responsibil-
ities in carrying out the freedoms requested; sometimes not. 
111e need for clarification of student rights and responsibilities in 
the area of school newspapers is probably felt most intensely by administrators 
in the larger high schools, since these schools, for a variety of reasons, 
appear to have a greater number of articulate proponents of press freedom. But, 
like many areas of education, it is probably only a matter of time until ad-
ministrators in even the smallest schools will have to consider how much free-
dom the high school newspaper should have. This question is applicable to 
public high schools to a greater extent than to private high schools, so far 
as the legal aspects (i.e. court decisions) are concerned, but all schools must 
deal with the question. 
\\1lile there are a limited number of publications available which dis-
cuss the legal ramifications of certain alleged rights and responsibilities of 
the hi.gh school press, there has been little done to develop a workable docu-
ment d1ich coulLl sen·e as a policy guideline for students and administrators. 
TI1crc is a significant need to determine how the sometimes conflicting needs 
of stud:-nts and aJ1iiinistrators can be met under the framework of court deci-
sions and so;md edu..:ational policy, and to develop a press policy handbook 
\\°11ich can be used by adr,1ini st rat ors, staff, and students as quest ions arise 
concerning press frccJom a11ll rcsponsib i li ty. 
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This need has been expressed through the Student Senate and by the 
principal at Quincy Senior High II, Quincy, Il. The adviser of the official 
high school newspaper, The Q-Review, has also expressed the need for a work-
ing document which can be used as a guideline in determining the extent and 
form of press freedom and responsibility. 
This paper begins with a discussion of the law of the high school press, 
since it is assumed that administrators and other educators will desire to 
operate according to the law of the land. From a discussion of the legal as-
pects, the paper moves to the educational and political reasons for press free-
dom. In order to gain perspective, a brief description of high school jouTnal-
ism today is given next, based on the excellent 1973 study by the Commission 
of Inquiry Into High School JouTnalism. Since the basic thrust of this paper 
involves the question of censorship, a brief look at "Who Censors and \\by?" is 
included as deserving of a separate chapter. The next chapter is devoted to a 
discussion of the situation at Senior High II to indicate a need for a compre-
hensive written publications policy. Lest it be forgotten that one of the key 
purposes of a publications policy is a more ethical and responsible press, a 
separate chapter is devoted to the ethics of jouTnalism. Based on this rather 
extensive volume of background material, Chapter Seven is devoted to specific 
items which should be included in a comprehensive publications policy. Having 
laid a reasonably solid foundation, the suggested publications policy (or agree-
ment) is detailed in Chapter Nine. 
The Law and l!igh 51.'..hool :,c\\spapers 
Lei~al Guide 1 incs are Chan::ing 
In formulating a lcgi tiri1ate hi&h school press policy, it is important 
to be aware of constitutional lm\'., state law, and judicial law, since both 
students and administrators must operate within the legal framework. Especially 
from an administrative standpoint, it is difficult to conceive of a policy or 
a practice in which either the letter or the spirit of the law may be ethic-
ally violated. 
The law as it relates to high school publications has changed greatly 
in recent years, principally through judicial interpretations which reflect 
social changes. TI1e law continues to change, of course, and administrators 
must modify their behavior to reflect this change. Formerly, the law, as 
interpreted by most observers, at least, ga\"e administrators almost complete 
control over student publications. 
Only eleven years ago a professor of journalism, writing in a journal-
ism magazine, was lamenting that "scholastic and collegiate editors do not 
have the legal protection of the First .~end.-nent to the Constitution. Legally, 
school administrators, in loco pare~:is, have complete control over the school 
newspaper. Legally, those administrators may censor as they see fit. 111 In 
1960 a teacher at Fresno State Colle;e a;reed "ith the then current situation: 
1E. G. Blinn, "The l<lC'a of FrccJorJ," Quill and Scroll, february-March 
1964, p. 9. 
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"Control must rest with the adviser •••• The fre('do::1 gu:irantecd (by the Con-
stitution) 1s the right to publish a paper. The control rests \,ith the persons 
who put up the money and stand to m:1kc the profits and losses •••• The board 
of education is the ultimate authority for the papcr--anJ can start and stop 
., 
publications under the power invested in it by the people of the corrnnunity."-
The situation is considerably different in 1975 as a result of numerous 
judicial decisions. Like ci vi 1 rights law, the L.n, concerning student rights 
has been extended and, to some extent, clarified. 
A Landmark Decision 
The landmark decision in defining current student rights to free ex-
pression in the school setting came in 1969 in the famous case of Tinker v. 
Des Moines Independent School District (393 U.S. 503, 89 s. Ct. 733, 21 L.Ed. 
2d 731 1969). In upholding the right of the Tinker children to protest the 
Vietnam War by wearing armbands, the Supreme Court said: 
First Amendment rights, applied in the light of special 
characteristics of the school environment, are available to 
teachers and students. It can hardly be argued that either 
students or teachers shed their constitutional rights to 
freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate. 
This has been the unmistakable holding of this Court for 
almost 50 years. On the other hand, the Court has repeat-
edly emphasized the need for affirming the comprehensive 
authorities of the states and of school orficials, con-
sistent with funclamental constitutional safeguards, to pre-
scribe and control conduct in the schools. Our probler.1 lies 
in the area where stuclents in the exercise of their First 
., 
.:..John ll. Duke, "\','ho Runs the Show???'?'' T:1c Publications Adviser 
(Fresno, Calif.: San Joaquin \'alley Schobstic Press Association, 1~160), 
cited by Samuel Feldman, The' Student .Journalist :1:1d Lcs:tl and Ethical Issues 
(New York: Richard Rosen Press, lnc. 1963). p. 51. 
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Amendment rights collide with the rules of school authorities •••. 
Our problem invo 1 \:es direct, prim:iry first Amendment rights akin 
to "pure speech."') 
In looking at the facts in this case, which involved students wearing 
armbands to protest the Vietnam War, the Supreme Court found that the action 
by the students caused no substantial disruption to the educational process, 
and that, "in our system, undifferentiated fear or apprehension of distur-
bance is not enough to overcome the right to freedom of exprcssion. 114 The 
Supreme Court also noted that "it is also relevant that the school authori-
ties did not purport to prohibit the wearing of all symbols of political or 
controversial significance •••• Clearly the prohibition of expression of one 
particular opinion, at least without the evidence that it is necessary to 
avoid material and substantial interference with school work or discipline, 
is not constitutionally permissible. 115 
The Court rejected the argument that school administrators had com-
plete control over students: "In our system, state-operated schools may not 
be enclaves of totalitarianism. School officials do not possess absolute 
authority over their students. Students in school as well as out of school 
are persons under our Constitution .••• In our system, students may not be 
regarded as closed-circuit recipients of only that which the state chooses to 
conununicate. TI1ey may not be confined to the expression of those sentiments 
6 that are officially approved." 
3 Donald M. Gillmor and Jerome A. Barron, Mass Communication Law, 2d ed. 
(St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1974), p. 89-90 
4Ibi<l., p. 90. 
5Ibid., p. 91. 
6Ibicl. 
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Thus, among other things, Tinker specified that students and teachers 
have basic rights under the First Amendment, which reads: "Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of the press_; or the right of the 
people peacefully to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." The Fourteenth Amendment makes the First Amendment applicable to 
the states, and thus to the public school systems of the various states: 
" •••• No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges 
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive 
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of the law; nor 
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws •••• " 
Substantial Disruption of Education 
The Supreme Court in Tinker v. Des Moines found that the school dis-
trict had not shown the likelihood that substantial disruption of the educa-
tional process would result from the wearing of armbands. The courts have 
held that school administrators have a duty to prevent activities which 
cause substantial disruption of the educational process, but judicial de-
cisions have not resulted in delineating specific activities which would 
disrupt. The Supreme Court said in Tinker v. Des Moines that "undifferenti-
ated fear or apprehension of disturbance" is not sufficient grounds for 
prohibiting free speech, noting that only a few of the 18,000 students in the 
Des Moines school system wore the armbands, and that there was no indication 
that school work or classes were disrupted (although a few students made 
hostile remarks to armband wearers outside of class, there were no acts of 
violence or threats of such acts on school grounds). The court therefore 
ruled that school authorities had not shown that their actions were "caused 
by something more than a mere desire to avoid the discomfort and unpleasant-
ness that always accompany an unpopular viewpoint. Certainly where there is 
s 
no f'in<ling on<l no showing that engaging in the forhi<l<lcn condurt would 
'materially and suhstant ially int crf ere with the rcq11 ire men ts of appropriate 
discipline in the school,' the prohibition c:1nnot be sustaincJ." 1 
In the Scvcntl1 Circuit, which includes Illinois, the case of Scoville 
v. Joliet Tmmship lligh School District 204 (286 F. Supp. 988--N.D. Ill. 1968; 
rev'd, 425 F.2d 10--7th Cir. 1970; cert. denied, 400 U.S. 826, 1970) dealt 
with this question of substantial disruption. In this case, 60 copies of 
Grass High, a 14-page journal containing poetry, an editorial, and reviews 
were produced outside school and distributed on school grounds. An editorial 
urged students "in the future to either refuse to accept or destroy upon ac-
ceptance all propaganda that Central's administration publishes." The editor-
ial also called attendance regulations "utterly idiotic and asinine." It 
accused a school dean of having a "sick mind. 118 The two students responsible 
for the publication were suspended, then eventually expelled from day classes. 
The District court, acting in 1968 before the Tinker decision, upheld the 
school board. The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, however, reversed 
the decision in 1970, relying on the Tinker decision. The Supreme Court, also 
in 1970, refused to hear the case, thus allowing the appeals court decision to 
stand. 
The appeals court dealt basically with the issue of whether the school 
board had shown that the actions taken by the board were "upon a reasonable 
7Ibid. 
8Ibid., p. 103. 
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forecast of a substantial disruption of school activity. 119 The court said 
that no such reasonable forecast could be drawn from the material provided 
by the school board. Said the court: 
The criticism of the defendants' disciplinary policies and the 
mere publication of that criticism to sixty students and faculty 
members leaves no room for reasonable inference justifying the Board's 
action. While recognizing the need for effective discipline in 
operating schools, the law requires that the school rules be related 
to the state interest in the production of well-trained intellects 
with constructive critical stances, lest students' imaginations, 
intellects and wills be unduly stifled or chilled. Schools are 
increasingly accepting stu15nt criticism as a worthwhile influence 
in school administration. 
In deciding that the school board had not proven reasonable prediction 
of disruption, the court noted that "no evidence was taken, for example, to 
show whether the classroom sales were approved by the teachers, as alleged; 
of the number of students in the school; of the ages of those to whom Grass 
High was sold; of what the impact was on those who bought Grass High; or of 
the range of modern reading material available to or required of students in 
the school library. 1111 The court said that the fact that the two students may 
have intended that their criticism would cause substantial disruption or 
materially interfere with the enforcement of school policies "is of no signif-
icance per se under the Tinker test. 1112 The allegation that a school dean has 
"a sick mind," said the court, "reflects a disrespectful and tasteless attitude 
toward authority. Yet does that imputation to sixty students and faculty 
members, without more, justify a 'forecast' of substantial disruption or 
9scoville v. Board of Education, U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh 
District, April 1, 1970, p. 36. 
lOibid. 
11 rbid., p. 37 
12Ibid. 
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material interference with the school policies or inva<le the rights of others? 
We think not." 13 
Robert Trager, an authority on the law and the high school press, 
points out that "in determining whether students may be prohihite<l·from dis-
tributing papers because a<lministrators could prove material and substantial 
interference with the educational process, it is necessary to ascertain 
whether disruption was caused by the student publisher or by other students 
hostile to him. A fundamental First Amendment concept is that officials are 
obligated to regulate the hostile conduct of others rather than abridge an 
individual's right to free expression, unless that expression takes the form 
of 'fighting words,' words which on their face incite violence and lawless-
14 
ness." In supporting this statement, Trager cites Chaplinsky v. New Hamp-
shire (315 U.S. 568, 1942), Bachellar v. Maryland (397 U.S. 564, 1970), and 
Gregory v. City of Chicago (394 U.S. 111, 1969). Elaborating on this concept, 
Trager said, "It is not a simple task to determine whether disturbance is 
caused by a speaker or distributer of a publication or by the recipients. 
However, it does seem clear that if a student complies with reasonable rules 
regarding time, place, and circumstances of distribution in a non-disruptive 
manner, his protected expression should not be abridged because others are un-
ruly. If it were otherwise, an easy way to stop free expression of ideas 
ld b . d. . d . 1115 wou e to organize a 1srupt1ve emonstration. 
TI1ere is, however, one category of speech which courts have been quick 
13Ibid., p. 37-38 
14Robert Trager, Student Press Rights (Urbana, Ill.: ERIC Clearing 
HOUSC, 1974), p. 30. 
15Ibid., p. 31. 
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to allow schools to suppress \dthout the necessity of shmdng specific pre-
diction of <li:.;ruption, That ...:atcgory involves material likely to create or 
. . . l 1 16 pcrpetnate racL1l tcn,;1ons 111 ;1 sc wo • ~hilc none of the cases in this 
category have involved newspapers thus far, the principles applied to the 
wcari ng of buttons (G11:ick v. Drcbus 4::;1 F2d 594 6th Cir, 1970), the use of 
the Confederate Flag as a school symbol, the use of "Rebels" as a school nick-
name, and the wearing of a Confederate flag on clothing (Augustus v. School 
Board of Escambia County, 361 F. Supp. 383 N.D. Fla. 1973) would appear to 
also apply to publications. Thus, administrators appear to have a much wider 
latitude in prohibiting material which could cause racial tension. 17 
Gross Disobedience or Disrespect 
Several courts (outside the jurisdiction which includes Illinois) have 
ruled that students may be punished for gross disobedience of, or disrespect 
for, school administrators, without reaching constitutional questions concern-
ing due process or freedom of expression. 18 These courts have reasoned that 
students often have ways of testing the validity of rules without actually 
19 
violating them, assuming that the rules are clear. In Schwartz v. Schuker 
(298 F. Supp. 238 E. D. N.Y. 1969) the court ruled, for example, that a 
student who distributed an underground newspaper in violation of rules and 
repeated verbal orders could be punished for violating the rules and orders, 
even though he caused no substantial disruption. This appears to conflict 
16Ibid., p. 
1 7 l . I I )H • 
'17 
~ I • 
18 Ibid., p. S-t. 
19 Ibid. 
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with Tinker to some extent, since the Tinker c~ilJ~en knew they were violating 
school rules by wearing annb:rnds. 111c ,li:·:·e:ri:::1cc in the two cases seems to be 
the "spiteful and <lisrcspcctful to:1c" sho•,,:1 by the student in Schwart: and 
similar cases, plus the fact that the District Court in Schwart:: apparently 
'?Q 
believed the regulations could be tested Kithout disobeying the rules.- This, 
obviously, is a very unsettled area of law. In the Seventh District, which 
includes Illinois, the Court has tended to place the rights of students higher 
than the rights of administraters so far as enforcement of rules which the 
court considers unconstitutional are concerned, indicating that schools should 
not make rules which violate students' rights (Fujishima v. Board of Edu-
cation). The actual effects of disrespect on the part of students has also 
been a factor (Scoville v. Joliet Township HS), so Illinois administrators 
must be especially careful in disciplining students for gross disobedience and 
disrespect when constitutional rights are involved. Ideally, of course, admin-
istrators will not violate students' constitutional rights, thus avoiding un-
necessary confrontations. 
Libel 
Libel is a very complex field of law, being defined "in terms of time, 
place, context, and the condition of public sentinent. That is, what is action-
21 
able libel at one time and place nay not be. so at another time and place." 
The law of libel is derived from both statt:te law and judicial precedent. 
Libel has been variously defined, but the definitions vary mostly in 
detail. Basically, libel is printed defarr.ation. A more elaborate definition 
20 rbid., p. 53. 
21 Gillmor and Barron, ~-b-:s Cc:·::\.:r:ic;1tion Law, p. 180. 
10 
was given in the case of Kimmerle v. '.\c\;' Yort F.\·enin!~ Journ:11 in 1933: "Words 
which tend to expose one to public hatred, sh:1ne, obloquy, contur:iely, odium, 
contempt, ridicule, aversion, ostracise, degradation or disgrace, or to induce 
an evil opinion of one in the minds of right-thinking persons, and to deprive 
'.)'.) 
one of their confidence and friendly intercourse rn society." --
Courts consider "the effect of language, as understood by the ordinary 
reader, in judging the actionable quality of libel. The question is not what 
the writer intended, but what the consequences \\ere for the plaintiff, and 
this is a question for the jury •••• Libel may lurk in irony, sarcasm, invective, 
and sometimes, unfortunately, in well intentioned humor. 1123 It is important 
to note that newspapers have been found guilty of actionable libel "in cases 
of typographical errors, where the defendent honestly believed his report to 
be true and was repeating it on good authority, where praise rather than defa-
mation was intended, where a name believed to be fictitious was used, and 
where there were mistakes in names, photographs, or addresses. 1124 Facts not 
known to a reporter or his editor may result in actionalbe libel; even though 
the story may appear to be quite innocent (in one case, a routine birth an-
nouncement from a hospital carried the name of the father; however; the mother was 
not actually married to him). 25 Even the most conscientious newspaper can 
become involved in actionalbe libel, although care in checking facts and in 
proofreading will reduce the number of inst::mces. 
In high school publications, the following types of material are more 
22 Ibid., p. 183-84. 
23Ibid., 184. 
24 Ibid., p. 209. 
25 Ibid., p. 187. 
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Likely to involve actionable libel: letters to the editor, humor columns, 
gossip L:L)lumns, fictionali:ing, sarcasm, crime news, advertisements, April 
26 Fool editions, and reports on student government. 
Despite the many pitfalls in the area of libel, very few cases in-
volving colleges or high schools ever come to court. A University of Cali-
fornia survey, conducted in 1969, failed to turn up a single case of a libel 
judgment against a college newspaper on record, and research for a school 
law book turned up only one case decided against a public school district. 27 
While there have been a few suits against schools, most have been dropped by 
the plaintiffs or settled out of court. 
Libel Defenses 
From a journalistic standpoint, it is not desirable to avoid libel, 
although it is mandatory to avoid libel for which there is no good defense. 
It is permissible, and sometimes desirable, for example, to libel a public 
official who is not carrying out his duties satisfactorily, provided there is 
no malice or reckless disregard of the facts involved: 
The beginning of wisdom for the newsman in this area of law is 
the recognition that libel is a defensible tort. Without an under-
standing of the primary defenses against libel, the newsman would be 
reluctant to print anything critical of men, measures, rind institu-
tions of public concern. Timidity is no guardian of the public in-
terest. But there are private interests also. In recent years, as 
shall be noted, the primary defenses have been so liberally defined 
that often the question for the newsman is not the extent of his 
liability, but the cluality of his mercy. The newsman must continu-
ally weigh individual against social rights in deciding whether or 
not to publish. Only when the public's right to know is overriding 
should ~J1e newsman print that which will injure an individual repu-
tation.-8 
26 George E. Stevens and John B. Webster, Law and the Student Press 
(Ames, Iowa: The Iowa State University Press, 1973), }'• 26. 
27 Stevens and \i'cbster, Law anLl the Stwknt Press, p. 43-44. 
28G. 11 d ' . . I '> 15 1 mor an Barron, Mass Conmun1cat1ons .:11.·, p. _ . 
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But \\'hen such an instance arises, it is imperative th:it the defenses for libel 
are known. 
Fair comment ;ind criticism. This is a commonly used libel defense for 
defamatory material regarding public officials. In the words of two authori-
ties on communications law: 
Traditionally, the defense of fair comment and criticism ••• has 
protected criticism of men, measures, and social institutions seek-
ing public :ipproval. A communications medium under this pri vi lcgc 
can go to the utmost lengths of denunciation, satirization, sarcasm, 
and condemnation if it docs so with honest purpose and thereby a 
lack of actual malice. This means that governmental bodies, busi-
nesses, unions, picketers, demonstrators, the creators of books, 
articles, plays, music, art, films, radio and 1V programs, sports 
events, scientific discoveries, and all who invite public contro-
versy or appear to serve a public interest, are open to attack. 29 
While fair comment is a defense against the libelous expression of an opinion, 
such as criticism of a play, it is not intended as protection against the mis-
representation of fact. It is also advisable for a publication to distinguish 
between the public and private life of the target of criticism or comment. 30 
The libel laws are very liberal when public officials are involved, and only 
slightly less liberal when "public figures" are involved. The landmark case 
in this area of law is New York Times Co. v. Sullivan (376 U.S. 254, 84 s. Ct. 
710, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686 1964) in which the court held that there is a '~rofound 
national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be 
uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it may well include vehement, 
caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and public 
officials. 1131 The court concluded in this historic case that "the constitutional 
29 Ibid., p. 234. 
301bid. 
31 Ibid., p. 240. 
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guaLliltl"-·s rc,t,iin', '.\·e think, a federal rule that prohibits a public official 
from rc-:o\·~rin~ da;;:1;:c·s for :i <lcfau:itory falsehood relating to his official 
condu..:t unless he JH'O'.'C:, that the statcm<.'nt h·as made h'ith 'actual malice'--
that is, with kno1degc that it 1,;as false or hith reckless disregard of whether 
-) 
it was false or not."''- In a 1972 case a court noted that "units of govern-
ment, political parties, an<l broadly based political interest groups ••• can be 
criticized 1,i th impunity. /.lunicipal corporations and other government bodies 
cannot sue for libel because the right of the citizen to criticize is over-
riding, no matter how grossly he may be in error •••• Generally, utterances or 
publications against the government may be considered absolutely privileged. 33 
As a practical matter, then, public officials can be libeled with impunity so 
long as the writer is not malicious or does not act with reckless disregard 
for the truth. 
TI1e question of who is a public official and who is not has not been 
settled conclusively in all cases. Obviously, the President and mayors are 
public officials, but are all public employees? In a case involving criticism 
of a supervisor of a recreation area, the Supreme Court said in Rosenblatt v. 
Baer (3S3 u.s~ 75, 86 s. Ct. 669, 15 L.Ed. 2d 597 1966), "It is clear, there-
fore, that the 'public official' designation applies at the very least to those 
among the hierarchy of government employees who have, or appear to the public 
to have, subst:rnti:ll responsibility for or control over the conduct of govern-
mental affairs. 1134 111c "public official" or "public figure" rule has been 
intcrprctcJ by lower courts to include a U.S. senator, a former legislator and 
university professor, the director of the F.B.I., a deputy sheriff, an ex-
governor, school bo:irJs, a deputy chief of detectives, a police captain, 
~ ') 
.)._Ibid.' p • .., 1') 
-·+.:.. 
33 Ibid. 
P • .::-;n 
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policc1acn and firemen seeking election to a public safety council, a head 
basketball coach, a well-knm-m trainer of horses, RqH1blican Party workers and 
precinct delcg:1tes, :t highh·ay department employee, a clerk of criminal and 
circuit courts, a m:1yor's law firm, a tax assessor, a city attorney, a manager 
of a c01mnuni ty center, an army of fie er referre<l to in reports of the My Lai 
massacre, an architect appointed by a city manager to supervise construction 
of a school, a college student senator, the executive secretary of a temperance 
organization, members of grand juries, and candidates for public office. 35 
Trager concludes that ''certainly public school administrators and teachers are 
public officials, since they are paid by taxpayers, responsible to citizens in 
the community, and hired by school boards which are given their authority by 
state legislatures. 1136 High school students and other non-public persons, how-
ever, are usually not considered public officials or public figures, and malice 
by the publications is always presumed in the libeling of "private" persons. 37 
In terms of criticism of public officials and public figures, then, high school 
newspapers have wide latitudes so far as the laws of libel are concerned. 
However, severe criticism of school personnel may be prohibited in high school 
publications if it falls into the category of "gross disrespect" which would 
cause substantial disruption of the educational process. 38 Moreover, libel of 
public officials which is not actionable, but which is unfair or otherwise un-
professional, may possibly be prohibited by advisers of high school newspapers 
which are used as laboratories for instructional purposes, although courts 
35 Ibid., p. 251-253. 
36 Trager, Student Press Rii:hts, p. 37. 
37 l . i I )H. 
38 Ibid., p. 54. 
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have apparently not ruled on this question. 
\'{hile fair-comment and criticism apply only to public officials or 
public figures, it is important for the journalist to know that there are 
other commonly used defenses against libel he can utilize in carrying out his 
journalistic obligations with a minimum of risko 
Truth. 1his is a basic defense in libel trialso 1he Constitution of 
the State of Illinois provides that "all persons may speak, write, and publish 
freely, being responsible for the abuse of that liberty. In trials for libel, 
both civil and criminal, the truth, when published with good motives and for 
justifiable ends, shall be a sufficient defense. 1139 In utilizing truth as a 
defense, it is generally agreed that "it is not necessary to prove the literal 
truth of the accusation in every detail, and that it is sufficient to show that 
the imputation is substantially true, or, as it is often put, to justify the 
gist, the sting, or the substantial truth of the defamation," according to 
Prosser's Handbook of Torts. 40 
QU3lified or conditional privilege. 1his is another libel defense 
commonly utilized by newsmen. 1he theory behind the defense of privilege is 
that in some situations the public interest is more important than resulting 
harm to an individual's reputation. For example, a newspaper may publish a 
fair and impartial report of legislative, executive, judicial, quasi-judicial, 
or other public and official proceedings, even though an individual's reputation 
may be harmed by such reports. Also protected are reports bearing on official 
documents. 
Consent of the plaintiff. 1his is a legitimate defense in a libel 
trial. If the victim clearly gives a publication permission to use material 
~Illinois Revised Statutes 1973, State Bar Association Edition (St. 
Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1974), p. 15. 
40Gillmor and Barron, Mass Communication Law, p. 215-216. 
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which li.hcls him, tlw Jllthli,::tt.i. n ..::rnw,t he -;11·.:::essfully sued for libel. 
School publications, then, should not anJ, legally, cannot be pro-
hibitcll from publishing libelous or defamatory m:1tcrial for which there is a 
legitimate defense, unless su-:h ::utcrial would cause substantial disruption 
of the c<lucationl process or unless, in the case of a publication used for 
instructional purposes, publication of the material would be journ11istically 
unethical or unprofessional. 
Should libel appear in a student nm,;spaper, and no good defense is 
available, anyone who could have prevented the libel is technically liable 
(i.e. responsible). 41 For a high school publication this could include the 
writer, the editor-in-chief (if he has the authority to delete the material), 
the adviser (if he has the authority to delete the material and is respon-
sible for all material included in the publication), the principal (if he 
sees the material), the school district (the adviser and principal are agents 
of the district), the printer (if he is aware of what he printed), and the 
distributer of the printed papers (if he is aware of what is in the papers). 
Even the news source who generates libel and authorizes publication is liable. 42 
If the adviser does not normally see material before it is published, did not 
see the material in question an<l is non:1ally not held responsible for check-
ing the content of the publication as part of his duties, he may not be liable 
(this is much more likely in a college setting th:m in a high school). Advisers 
run an additional risk: "If there is a knm..-n ha:ard, the teacher is expected to 
41 Jerome L. Nelson, .!.JJ'c 1 (.-\nes, Io,,·a: Im..-~ State University Press, 
1973), P· 44. 
42Gillmor :md Barron, :-1:,ss Cor:nmic:-itior:. L:n,, p. 198. 
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instruct the students thoroughly as to the dangers involved. Failure to 
furnish ordinary precautionary instruction constitutes negligence on the part 
43 
of the teacher." While this is a general statement which applies to all 
aspects of teaching, its application to the liability of journalism teachers 
and advisers in libel suits should be noted. If the high school principal 
does not normally see material prior to publication, did not see the offending 
material, and is not held responsible for checking the content of the publi-
cation, he may not be liable. The general rule is that a libel defendant 
"must have played a conscious role in the presentation of the offending 
material. He must be something more than an innocent co-worker. 1144 Although, 
as noted, the student writer is theoretically liable for libelous material, as 
a practical matter he is seldom held responsibleo The expert on Torts, William 
Prosser, notes only three cases in which minors were held responsible for defa-
mation, dating from 1835 to 1.910, and none of these involved schoolso Says 
Prosser: 
In the case of negligence, children have been recognized as a 
special group to whom a more or less subjective standard of conduct 
is to be applied, which may vary according to age, intelligence, and 
experience, so that in some cases inununity may4ge conferred in effect 
by finding merely that there is no negligenceo 
Whether the courts will begin to hold students more accountable for their 
actions in libel cases is, of course, a matter of some conjecture. Even if 
such a practice should occur as a natural extension of judging today's students 
more mature and better educated, the fact that most students have limited 
43M. Chester Nolte and John Phillip Linn, School Law for Teachers 
(Danville, Ill.: Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1963), P. 246, cited by 
Stevens and Webster, Law and the Student Press, p. 29. 
44Ibid. 
45william L. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts, 4th ed. (Sto Paul, 
Minn: West Publishing Coo, 1971), po 997. 
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financial resources of their own would no doubt still discourage the filing of 
libel suits against students. 1he school district, administrators, and the ad-
viser should be protected with libel insurance as a routine matter of caution. 
Invasion of Privacy 
1hose persons who are not public officials, public figures, or involved 
in newsworthy events have the right to be left alone by the presso Newspapers 
can be sued for invasion of privacy for (a) publishing private (although truth-
ful) information about a person, (b) publishing false (although not defamatory) 
material, (c) using a person's name or photo in an advertisement without 
authorization, (d) invading an individual's solitude, or (e) using fictional-
ized material (ioe. adding false to factual material) in order to entertain or 
dramatize. Truth without malice is not a defense in privacy cases, as it is 
in libel cases. Also, material does not necessarily have to be defamatory to 
invade privacy. 1he best defense in privacy cases involves being certain of 
the newsworthiness of the material (i.e. the material is being printed in the 
public interest). 46 It must be noted that public interest is not synonymous 
with public curiosity. 
Obscenity 
Obscenity means many different things to many different persons, and 
it is difficult to obtain widespread agreement as to what is obscene. 1he 
entire issue of obscenity and pornography has caused widespread disagreement 
among courts and individual judges. 1he Supreme Court's obscenity expert is 
Justice Brennan, who "would punish hard-core pornography, that is patently 
offensive material well beyond the bounds of contemporary conununity standards, 
lacking social value, and pandered to the prurient interests of an innocent or 
46Trager, Student Press Rights, pp. 40-41. 
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47 
at least sexually im1!1:1turc audience for conuncrcial gai.n." .Justice l\'hite 
sides with former J11:;ticc Clark in being um,illing to use the "social value" 
test inJcpentlcntly lwc:n1sc he feels that "appeal to prurient interest should 
he the sal icnt test for obscenity, .a category of speech that can be socially 
,13 
harmful." The "elderly modernists," Black and Douglas, "1"ould allow no 
suppression of any kind of expression unless there is a cle • .r an<l present 
49 danger that anti-social or criminal behavior would result." Justice Stewart 
"would permit both state and federal governments to suppress hard-core por-
nography," which he docs not attempt to dcfine. 50 In 1968, Justice Harlan 
summed up the court's position as "utter bewildcrment. 1151 
TI1e book Captive Voices contends that obscenity refers to the content 
of an entire writing, not to specific language used, and that so called dirty 
words should not be considered legally obscene unless the document as a whole 
meets three standards of obscenity established by recent decisions of the 
Supreme Court: 
(1) predominently appeals to prurient, shameful interest of minors; 
(2) patently offends community standards regarding suitable sexual 
materials for minors; 
(3) taken as a whole lact2 seriO\lS literary, artistic, political or 
scientific value for minors. 
47Gillmor and Barron, Mass Communications Law, p. 365. 
48 Ibid. 
49 IbiJ. 
501bid. 
51 Ibid. 
52Jack Nelson, editor, C:1ptivc Voices, The Renart of the Commission of 
Inquiry into lli!1.h School .Journ:i.lsir:1 [.\c11 York: Schockcn Books, 1974), p. 156-57, 
citing KO!'JH~fl v. Levine (:,,p F. SL~pp. -+S6 E.D.N.Y. 1972) and Jacobs v. Bo:i.r<l 
of School Coinnissioncrs of InJianapolis (349 F. Supp. 605 S.D. InJ. 1972, Aff'd 
--F. 2d-- (7th Cir. Dec. 14, 1973). 
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To be illegal, says Captive Voices, questionable material must meet all three 
tests, and "political and social literature and most other writings appearing 
in the student press meet none of these tests. There are no court decisions 
holding that dirty words as used in any high school newspaper or undergrounds 
h d b . 1153 ave amounte too scen1ty. 
While not a basic issue in the Seventh District case of Scoville v. 
Board of Education of Joliet Township High School, the court in that case none-
theless commented on the possibility that obscenity questions could be raised: 
Finally, there is the Grass High random statement, "Oral sex 
may prevent tooth decay." This attempt to amuse comes as a shock 
to an older generation. But today's students in high school are not 
insulated from the shocking but legally accepted language used by 
demonstrators and protestors in streets and on campuses and by 
authors of best-selling modern literature. A hearing might even 
disclose that high school libraries contain literature which would 
lead students to believe the statement made in Grass High was un-
objectionable.54 
Since Illinois is within the Seventh Circuit, the only conclusion which 
can be drawn is that the legal view of obscenity in high school publications 
is not as restrictive as many administrators and community leaders would de-
sire. In the case of an official school newspaper used as a laboratory for 
teaching sound journalistic principles, the use of language tending to offend 
would no doubt be more restricted, since general journalistic practices are 
normally somewhat more restrictive then the courts (i.e. respectible newspapers 
do not use as much questionable language as is legally allowable). The comment 
offered in Captive Voices appears to be appropriate: "While the use of most 
language that school officials will label obscene is not illegal, dirty words 
are often unnecessary, and students will save themselves a great many problems 
53Ibid. 
54scoville v. Board of Education of Joliet Township High School Dis-
trict 204, p. 38. 
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1 '' ss by substituting other . an1:u:1ge. 
Prior Restraint 
Courts have llisagreed as to whether school administrators may exercise 
the right to approve materi:11 before it is published in a student publication. 
In the Seventh District, of which Illinois is a part, the court has held that 
a Chicago School Board rule requiring prior approval of contents of publica-
tions distributed on school grounds was unconstitutional (Fujishima v. Board 
of Education ( 460 F. 2d 1355 7th Cir. 1972). TI1e Chicago rule read: "No per-
son shall be permitted ••• to distribute on the school premises any books, tracts, 
or other publications, ••• unless the same shall have been approved by the General 
Superintendent of Schools." In calling the rule "unconstitutional as a prior 
restraint in violation of the First Amendment," the court said, "We believe the 
(Second District) court erred in Eisner. in interpreting Tinker to allow prior 
restraint of publication--long a constitutionally prohibited power--as a tool 
of school officials in forecasting substantial disruption of school activi-
t . 1156 1es. The Fujishima case involved non-official or so-called underground 
publications. 
In Eisner v. Stamford Board of Education (440 F.2d 803 2d Cir. 1971), 
which was criticized in the Fujishima case above, the court had held that 
"blanket prior restraint" without procedural safeguards and the right of p.ppeal 
is unconstitutional. The court said: "The (board's) regulations provide none 
of the procedural safeguards designed to obviate the dangers of a censorship 
system. Among other things, the regulations do not specify the manner of sub-
mission, the exact party to whom the material must be submitted, the time 
55 Nelson, Cantive Voices, p. 157. 
56 Stevens and Webster, J..Jw :ind the :::tudcnt Press, p.11 
within which a dC'cision mu:,t be rendt·rcd; 11,)r do they provide for an adversary 
proceeding of any type or for a right 0 C appc:11." The court :iddcll that student 
newsp:,pcrs :ire "valuable C'Jucati_o11:1l toob" an<l "pc'accful channels of student 
57 protest which should be c11co1ir:igcd, not ~.upprcsscJ." 
l\1li le prior restr:1int m:1y be unconstitutional if applied to unofficial 
publications in the Scn~nth District (which includes Illinois), the situation 
for official publications has not been clarified by the courts. Outside the 
Seventh District, most courts have held that rules requiring submission of 
material prior to publication would be constitutional if aimed at screening 
out material not constitutionally protected (such as libel for which there is 
no good defense, invasion of privacy, obscenity, and language likely to cause 
substantial disruption to the educational process), provided that specific and 
58 
reasonable procedures are set up. The Eisner court suggested the following 
guidelines: "The policy should prescribe a definite brief time within which 
an initial decision must be made, (2) describe the kinds of disruptions which 
would justify censorship, and (3) indicate the areas within the school where 
d. . b . f . 1 ld b . d d . 1159 1str1 ution o materia wou e cons1 ere appropriate. In Baughman v. 
Freienrnuth (478 F.2d 1345 4th Cir. 1973) the court said a regulation requiring 
prior submission of m:iterial would be allowed if drawn with precision and if 
it (1) indicated forbidden material that a "reasonably intelligent" student 
could underst:-ind, (2) carefully defined "distribution," (3) m;i<le provision for 
prompt approval or disapproval of matcTial, (4) specified what would happen if 
the administration neither approved nor disapproved the material, and (5) made 
57 • 
Ibid. 
5" 
''Trager, Student Press Ri::hts, p. 44-SO. 
provisions for an a~)JWal procedure. 
') -
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A legal ~.!e;:iorandun from the :-.::.itional A~sociation of Secon<lary School 
Princip:1ls, written in October, 1971, lists guidelines from the Goo<lman v. 
Board of E<lucation case Ckw Jersey Cor.rn1issioner' s decision, March 12, 1971) 
as follows (only applicable portions included): 
C. Approval: The previous day or earlier by appropriate class 
dean or principal, if dean should be absent. For materials not read-
ily classifiable or approvable, more than one day should be allowed. 
E. Unacccntablc items: "So-called 'hate' literature which 
scurrilously attacks ethnic, religious and racial groups, other ir-
responsible publications aimed at creating ho9tility and violence, 
hardcore pornogra~1y, and similar materials are not suitable for 
distribution in the schools." 
~taterials denigrating to specific individuals in or out of the 
school. 
Materials designed for commercial purposes--to advertise a product 
or service for sale or rent. 
Materials which are designed to solicit funds, unless approved by 
the Superintendent or his assistant. 
"Literature which in any manner and in any part thereof promotes, 
favors or opposes the candidacy of any candidate for election at 
any annual school election, or the adoption of any bond issue, 
proposal, or any public question submitted at general, municipal 
or school election ••• " 
F. Acceptable r11aterials: Materials not proscribed in section 
E unless dean or principal should be convinced that the item would 
materially disrupt classwork or involve substantial disorder or 
invasion of the rights of others. 
G. Appeal: Pupil denied approval may appeal to the principal 
who with a student advisory coll'Jni ttee of one representative from 
each class will review the matter. Should the petition be denied, 
the petitioner may 65i11 appeal to the Superintendent, then to the 
Board of Education. 
The guidelines suggested by the above legal memorandum appear to fall short of 
court requirements. Under "C. Approval," for example, the time period for ap-
proval of material is vague. Under "E. Unacceptable ·items," the prohibition 
60A Lct~al :.tc::1or~nduu, Student Publications, National Association of 
Secondary School Principals, hashington, D.C., October, 1971. 
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against "materials denigrating to specific individuals in or out of school" is 
vague and probably unconstitutional; "materials designed for conunercial pur-
poses" would rule out advertising in school publications; "literature which in 
any manner and in any part thereof promotes, favors or opposes the candidacy of 
any candidate, etc." may be unconstitutional. 
In summary, school administrators apparently have the right in most 
parts of the United States to require that material intended for a student 
publication be submitted to them prior to the publishing of that material, pro-
vided the material is submitted for the purpose of locating items not consti-
tutionally protected (such as actionable libel, obscenity, material which would 
constitute invasion of privacy, and, especially, material which would be likely 
to cause substantial disruption to the educational process), and provided a 
fair and specific system for submission and approval has been established. At 
the same time it must be pointed out that the Seventh District Court, which in-
cludes Illinois in its jurisdiction, has indicated in Fujishima v. Chicago 
Board of Education that prior restraint is unconstitutional, and that action 
to suppress material not constitutionally protected must come during the process 
of distribution of the publication. While this case involved unofficial publi-
cations, there appears to be no reason to believe that the situation would be 
different for official school publications, since the material which is con-
stitutionally protected for unofficial publications is also protected for of-
ficial publications. Under these circumstances, administrators may request the 
submission of material prior to publication, but may not require such submission. 
In the case of an official school publication used as a laboratory in the teach-
ing of journalism, the adviser will routinely see all material prior to publi-
cation for the purpose of instruction anyway. If he sees material which is not 
constitutionally protected, he may censor it on the grounds that it does not 
constitute responsible journalism, To date, no court decision would seem to 
prohibit such an approach. 
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Who is the Pub 1 i :-;her·? 
Although it may appear logical to view school boards as publishers of 
officia 1 school publications with the sar:1e cont ro 1 as private publishers have 
over commercial publications, the courts h:r:c not acceptcc.l this approach. In 
explaining the position of the courts, Trager says: 
Indeed, in conunercial, profit-making publications, the owner-
publisher has absolute authority, able to publish only what he wishes. 
No reporter for such a newspaper or maga:inc can successfully go to 
court and claim c.lcprivation of his First Ancndmcnt rights because his 
superior refused to print a story. The owner-publisher is not clothed 
in state action. Ile is a private indi\'idual; in no way is he the 
goverrunen t. 
Public school board members, however, are very much clothed in 
state action. Their power is derived from state legislatures and, 
therefore, they cannot abridge individuals' First Amendment rights 
(a restriction imposed through the Fourteenth Amendment). Perhaps, 
then, school officials should not be thought of as "publishers" of 
school newspapers, yearbooks, and maga:ines •••• School officials do 
not "own" the publication. They may allocate monies to it, but 
they are tax monies, not their own funds. ~lore to the point, they 
can no more arbitrarily violate students' First Amendment rights 
than can Congress or a state legislature. This has been demonstrated 
in numerous college cases and in at least the Zucker and Koppel! 
cases on the high school level. The question of who is the "pub-
lisher" of61chool-sponsored publications, then, may be an inappli-
cable one. 
Captive Voices comments: 
Notwithstanding Tinker, many school officials claim the authority 
to fully control the content of school publications. A major obstacle 
facing high school journalists (and often their advisers) is the as-
serted administration position of the school as publisher. The argu-
ment set forth by these officials is: 11 \·:e finance the paper, therefore 
we rightfully control its contg13t." This argument has been consis-
tently rejected by the courts. -
Gillmor and Barron observe: 
As the Supreme Court indicated in Tinker v. Des Moines Inde-
pendent Community School District ••• school boards and districts, as 
61 Trager, Student Press Rights, p. 69. 
62Nclson, Captive Voices, p. 154. Cases cited include Trujillo v. 
Love, Antonelli v. lla11m1onc.l, Dickey v. Ahbama, Lee v. Boarc.l of Regents, and 
Zucker \'. Panit:. 
agencies of the state, arc not i;· :-:~::::: : :-c·. First ,\JncndmL'llt rest ric-
t ions, and high Si.:liool and colL :·~· .::·.,:t·,·.:s cr,joy the s:rnic 1:irst 
,.\Jnend1:1cnt protection as the r(·q cf:·-· citi:cnry--at lc:1st tn the 
point \,herc(~ulllications interfere :-:c:ic::c:sly i,·ith school order anJ 
l . . l . ) .) l 1sc1p inc. 
Fol101,ing is a brief review of so;:,c of t:w cases cited in this arc:1 of school 
press law: 
Tinker v. Des :,toincs (393 U.S. 503 1969). "School officials do not 
possess absolute authority over their stuclents •••• They are possessed of funda-
mental rights which the State must rcspcct •••• Thcy may not be confined to the 
expression of those sentiments that are officially approved. In the absence 
of a specific showing of constitutionally valid reasons to regulate their 
1 d . 1 d f d f . f h . . 11 64 speec  stu ents are entit e to ree o~ o expression o t eir views. 
Koppel! v. Levine (347 F. Supp. 456 E.D.~.Y. 1972). In this case a 
high school principal in New York confiscated copies of a mimeographed literary 
magazine because he contended it contained a poem and essay "which society con-
siders obscene."65 The magazine utili:ed school funds and its adviser was an 
English teacher. In ordering its release and distribution, the federal judge 
said the words and context were not obscene and did not go beyond community 
standards, and that the material was "high in a literary sense and of high and 
considerable quality. 1166 The judge ruled that, despite its support by the 
school, it "had the character of a prin.te creation by the student editors. 67 
63Gillmor and Barron, Mass Co:-:1::1'..:nication Lai,, p. 101. 
64 Ibid., p. 91. 
65 Stevens and Webster, Law anJ t:-.e Stuc:ent Press, p. 51-52. 
66 1b· l r:7 
~·· p. ~-. 
6' 
'1·rager, Student Press Rights, p. 6S. 
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'Ihe judge thus ruled that the principal could not control the publication, <ll'-
spite the fact it was school-supported. 
Antonelli v. J!;immond (308 F. Supp. 1:;~~ D. '.-lass. 1970). In this case 
the prc:,;idcnt of a state college in Massachusetts objected to an article sub-
mitted by the editor of the college newspaper. The president said he would 
refuse to allocate money for future editions of the paper unless he or his 
agent could control the content of the paper. The president then created an 
advisory board to examine material prior to publication. TI1e editor, John 
Antonelli, brought suit on the grounds that the president's actions violated 
press freedom guaranteed under the First and Fourteenth amendments. The court 
found in favor of the editor, noting that while the advisory board was created 
to screen out obscene material, which is not constitutionally protected, the 
board's powers were virtually unlimited and "could presumably be used, without 
change in form or need for expansion, to achieve complete control of the content 
of the newspaper," and that no procedural safeguards had been set up: "The ad-
visory board bears no burden other than exercising its judgment; there is no 
appeal within the system from any particular decision; and there is no provision 
for prompt final judicial determination. 1168 The court said the establishment 
of the advisory board was "an unconstitutional exercise of state power. 1169 The 
court did say, however, that reasonable restrictions could be applied: "For 
example, it may be lawful in the interest of providing students with the oppor-
tunity to develop their own writing and journalistic skills to restrict pub-
cation in a campus newspaper to articles written by students •••• But to tell a 
student what thoughts he may co:·1:mnicate is another matter •••• It would be in-
68Stevens and Webster, Law and the Student Press, p. 13. 
69 Ibid. 
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consistent with the basic assumptions of First Amendment fn.:cdons to permit a 
campus nc\,spaper to simply be a vehicle for iucas the state or the college ad-
. . . ! . ,,70 
muust ration ( ccms appropriate. In summing up the case, the juJge said: 
11w st;1tc is not necessarily the unrestrained master of 1,:hat it creates 
and fosters. Thus in cases concerning school-support1..:J publications 
or the use of school facilities, the courts have rcf,1scJ to rccogni:e 
as permissible any rcgulat ion infringing on free speech h·hen not rc71 
lated to the maintenance of order and discipline within the school. 
The important point here is that the state college president could not control 
the contents of the official school publication as a commercial publisher would 
be able to control a commercial newspaper. 
Trujillo v. Love (322F. Supp. 1266 D. Colo. 1971). This case involved 
the takeover of a student newspaper (financial 'support) by Southern Colorado 
State College. Prior to the college's decision to use the newspaper as an 
"instructional tool," the paper had been supported by student activity fees 
with no control over content. The editor, Dorothy Trujillo, clashed with the 
adviser over censorship, and the editor was suspended from her duties. The 
editor then brought suit, contending that the acts of censoring her articles 
and suspending her were unconstitutional under the First Amendment. The court 
ruled in favor of the editor, saying that the college could change the func-
tion of the newspaper, but that the change should have been made with more 
clarity and consistency. The court pointed out that "student writing was not 
supervised. No advice or help was extended to the Arrow staff either directly 
or in journalism classes. No standards were promulgated until after one issue 
had been unilaterally altered, and even then staff mer.ibers \•;ere only put on 
warning that they must secure approval for 'controversial' naterial. 1172 
7011 . ! 
---22:..:_., p. 14. 
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The conrt said the conduct of the adviser "h.d the effect of reining in on the 
writings of one student while leaving the work of other Arrow st;1ff members un-
expurgated," anJ that the term "controversial" \,as too vague. 73 The key point 
in this case is that the col lcgc w;-is not allo;,,cd the options open to a conuncr-
cial publisher: arbitrary control of content and the right to dismiss a staff 
member. 
Panarella v. Birenbaum (327 ~~.Y.S. 2d 755 1971). This case involved 
an attempt by two presidents of state colleges to interfere with attacks 
against religion by campus newspapers, the State Island Community College 
Dolphin and the Richmond College Times. The court ruled that the presidents 
could not interfere, since the state must be neutral in regard to religion, 
and that the college papers were being used as "a forum for free expression" 
of student opinions which were not threatening the operations of the two 
74 
colleges. Thus, while conunercial publishers would have been able to control 
the content of their conunercial newspapers, the state college presidents were 
not allowed to function in that role. 
Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education (273 F. Supp. 613 M.D. Ala. 
1967). This case concerned an editor's violation of a rule imposed by a state 
college president against criticizing the governor or the state legislature. 
The president testified that the reason for the rule "was that a newspaper 
could not criticize its owners, and in the case of a state institution the 
owners were to be considered as the governor and the meml:-ers of the legisla-
ture.75 Editor Dickey wrote an editorial criticizing the legislature which 
73 Ibid •. 
74 Ibid., p. 14. 
75Gillmor and Barron, ~bss C0~.1::t:1,ic:,tions Law, p. 102-103. 
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his ad\·i ~er anJ the col lcgc president told him not to publish. The cJitor 
left a bLrnh spat:c \,;here the editorial would have appeared in the paper and 
inserted the \,ord "censored" in the spa..:c, antl mailed the eLlitorial to a com-
. l 76 mcrc1a nc\\°Spapcr. Dickey was refused re:1dmission to the college because of 
77 
"willful and deliberate insubordination. The court found in favor of Dickey, 
saying, 
It is hasic in our law in this country that the privilege to 
communicate concerning a matter of public interest is embraced in the 
First Amendment right relating to freedom of speech and is constitu-
tionally protected against infringement by state officials •••• and 
these First Amendment rights extend to school children and students 
insofar as unreasonable rules are concerned •••• In the case now before 
this Court, it is clear that the maintenance of order and discipline 
of the students. 7shad nothing to do with the rule that was invoked 
against Dickey." 
State school authorities were thus not permitted to operate as a publisher of 
a commercial newspaper would be able to operate. 
Zucker v. Panitz (299 F. Supp. 102 S.D.N.Y. 1969). In this case, 
students sought to place an advertisement opposing the Vietnam War in the 
student newspaper. The request was approved by the editorial board but de-
nied by the school principal, so the students brought suit. The school argued 
that only conunercial advertising was accepted in the school paper as a matter 
of policy. Moreover, argued the school, citizens have no general right of ac-
cess to a privately-owned newspaper, so students should have no right of access 
to a school-sponsored newspaper. The school also contended that the school 
newspaper "is not a newspaper in the usual sense, but is part of the curriculum 
and an educational device. 1179 . The court rejected the school's arguments, saying, 
7(1 Stevens and Webster, Lah' and the Student Press, p. 12. 
77 lb id. 
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'I11c prcscnsc of :1rticlcs conccrnini: the Jr;tft and student opinion 
of UnitcJ States p:1rticip:1tion in tliL! 1,:1r sho1-.'s that the war is con-
si,krcd to lw a SL'hool-rl'lateJ subject. This being the case, there 
is no logi,:al reason to permit nch:', storivs on the subject and pre-
cl!dL' student advcrtising •••• Not only docs the district's polic.y 
prefer certain classes of protected ideas over others, bnt it goes 
even furtlwr anJ affords total freedom or the forum to mcrc:rnt i le 
mcss:1gcs 1-;hi le banning the vast majority of opinions and beliefs 
cxt:mt i-·hich enjoy First Amendment protection because of their non-
commercialism ••• l\'e have found, from review of (the paper's) contents, 
that within the context of the school :md educational environment, it 
is a forum for the dissemination of iJ.eas •••• llere, the school paper 
appears to have been open to free expression of ideas in the news 
and editorial columns as well as in letters to the editor. It is 
patently unfair in light of the free speech doctrine to close to 
~he st~eents the forum which they deem effective to present their 
ideas. 
Lee v. Board of Regents of State Colleges (441 F.2d 1257 7th Cir. 1971). 
This is another case involving advertising, and is especially significant for 
Illinois since the case was decided by the Seventh Circuit Court on appeal from 
a district court. The case is similar to Zucker v. Panitz in that the plain-
tiffs sought to include advertising of an editorial nature. The court said, 
"It is conceded that the campus newspaper is a state facility. Thus the appeal 
does not present the question of whether there is a constitutional right of 
access to press under private ownership. 1181 Thus the court quickly differenti-
ated between a school newspaper and a private commercial newspaper. The court 
also noted that ''the case does not pose the question whether defendents could 
have excluded all advertising, nor whether there are other conceivable limita-
tions on advertising which could be properly imposed. 1182 The basic issue, said 
the court, \\'as whether the campus newspaper, having been opened to commercia 1 
801bid., p. 578-79. 
81 Ibid., p. 580. 
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anLI ct·rLtin other types of a<l\'crtising (:;u..:l: as from political candidates), 
could L·onstitutionally refuse ads because of tl:cir editorial character (race 
rel:ltions, pro-union, Vietn:un). Notinl,; that "decisions cited by the district 
court support the proposition that a state public body h·hich disseminates paid 
advL'rt ising of a commercial type may not ,·ej cct other paid advertising on the 
basis that it is editorial in character,'' the Circuit Court upheld the district 
court's decision against the school's advertising policy. 83 It is significant 
that tho courts decided the case on the basis of the publication being a state 
publication, rather than a private commercial publication. 
Distribution of Publications 
The courts, including the Supreme Court, have consistently upheld the 
rights of administrators to establish and enforce reasonable rules concerning 
the time, place, and manner of distributing student publications. Ho~ever, 
these restrictions, which are designed to prevent disruption of the educational 
process, must not be related to the content of the publications being regulated. 
In the Seventh District, which includes Illinois, the court has said that ''the 
burden is on administrators to tell students the acceptable method of distri-
bution, and not upon students to submit material for inspection before such 
conditions are set (Fujishima v. Board of Education). 1184 
Regulation of Advertising 
Public high school newspapers which accept commercial advertising must 
also accept "editorial" advertisements (see Lee v. Regents and Zucker v. Panitz 
in previous section concerning 11 \\110 is the Publisher?"). It should be noted 
that in the Zucker case the court evaluated the news and opinion content of the 
83 11. ·l 5° H ( • , p. c) 1 • 
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"cditu1·i:tl" type rn:1tcr1:ll 1:tl to JC a\.:ccptc, :is a ve:·t1.s1ng. 
school pt1hlic:1tions can refuse "editorial" ad\·erti.sing which is obscene or 
othcrh·isc not constitution:illy protcctcJ, although no specific rulings have 
involvf'd this point. Advertising which libels prcswnably requires the same 
type and degree of defense as other material incluJed in the newspaper (see 
New York Times Co. I v. Sullivan, 1964). School newspapers can apparently re-
fuse any conunercial ads they choose, since these are not protected under the 
First Amendment. 86 Prestunably, schools may prohibit student publications from 
accepting commercial advertising if such a rule is not directed at denial of 
constitutionally protected rights. 
Arc Administrators Liable in Denying Civil Rights? 
\~1ile it is understood that advisers and administrators cannot legally 
deny students their civil rights, the extent to which school personnel may be 
held legally liable for such denial is not as clear. Suits may be brought, of 
course, under section 1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871: 
Every person ~10, under color of any statute, ordinance, regu-
lation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory, subjects, or 
causes to be subjectcll, any citi:en of the United States or other per-
son within the j11rsJiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, 
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall 
be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equip;, 
or other proper proceeding for redress (42 U.S.C.A. sec. 1983). ' 
As of 1974, at least, there had been no suits involving student publications 
in which courts haJ granted damage ahards. 
In 1973, however, a federal court in Ohio's Southern District did hold 
school officials personally liable .:md a\,ar<l~,! monetary d:m:1gcs for depriving 
a hir:h schoo 1 student of his ci vi 1 rights. The stwknt had been suspended for 
p. 65. 
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"·caring .111 armband to co1:rn1crnorate the shooting by National Gu:1rJsmcn of four 
students :1t Kent State llni\'C'rsi_ty, a situation so similar to the Tinker case 
that the court felt school authorities were Jcfying a previous court decision. 88 
In a 19i5 case involving student discipline, John P. \\'ood v. Peggy 
Strickland, the Supreme Court cited the 1871 Civil Rights Act in ruling that 
school board members arc liable for damages if a student proves "intentional or 
otherwise inexcusable deprivations" of his or her constitutional rights. The 
court said a board member is liable "if he knew or should have known that the 
action he took ••• woul<l violate the constitutional rights of the student affect-
ed, or if he took action with malicious intention to cause a deprivation of 
constitutional rights or. other injury to the student. 1189 In writing the major-
ity opinion, which was opposed by four members of the court, Justice White said 
the decision did not place an unfair burden on a person in a responsible public 
office requiring a high degree of intelligence, "in light of the value ••• ci vi 1 
90 
rights have in our legal system." 
88Nelson, Captive Voices, p. 161. 1be case is Borenstein v. Jones, 
Civil Action No. 72--188 (S.D. Ohio 1973). 
89 
"The Supreme Court," Facts on rile 35 (March 1, 1975): 123. 
90 rbid. 
Chapter II 
Pedagogy of a Free and Responsible Press 
It is generally recognized that high school students of today are 
somewhat different from those of the 1950's. Many of today's students have 
become concerned with public issues which apparently did not interest students 
a few years earlier. These broader views of the world have led, in some cases, 
to what some adults consider as disrespect for authority, but which some 
students view as the exercise of rights due them. This feeling on the part of 
students has led in turn to greater use of the media, including commercial 1V, 
newspapers, and magazine~ as vehicles for their concerns. Within high schools, 
the so-called underground or unofficial newspapers have served some of the more 
vocal students, backed by court decisions. Gradually, students have begun to 
demand that policies concerning official student newspapers be broadened to 
allow them to communicate their concerns to each other and to the overall school 
population .• 
Buell G. Gallaher, president of City College of New York, said, "Censor-
ship of news and editorial opinion is a reprehensible doctrine, since it de-
stroys a fundamental tool of the democratic educational process: freedom of 
discussion and debate. 111 Fred M. Hechinger, a member of the editorial board of 
the New York Times and author of the forthcoming book Growing Up in America, 
stated, "TI1ere is a ••• pedagogical contradiction in the view that the schools as 
1 Buell G. Gallaher, "An Adrainistrator Looks at the Campus Press," in 
Herman A. Estrin and Arthur M. Sanderson (eds.), Freedom and Censorship of the 
Colkr:e Press (Dcbuque, Im,:a: \'iilliam C. Brown, 1966), p. 98. 
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the i:L:tit11:ional synbols or· :1 socic:y under Ln\· can teach what they do not 
pr:is:t i ,.·~· ... - llcchin?cr j s referring to the fact that school a<lminist rators somc-
tin:c~s vioL1tc the constitutional and judicial requirements regarding freedom of 
ex:1:·eo;,.io:1 by students while requiring those same students to be familiar with the 
constitutional form of government and to obey judicial decisions. Courts 
have, as already noted, supported the idea that there arc compelling social 
reasons for students having freedom of expression. In Zucker v. Panitz (299 F. 
Supp. 102--S.D.>l.Y., 1969), for example, a United States District Court stated, 
"This lawsuit comes at a time when many in the educational community oppose the 
tactics of the young in securing a political voice. It would be both incongru-
ous and dangerous for this court to hold that students who wish to express their 
views on matters intimately related to them, through traditionally accepted non-
disruptive modes of communication, may be precluded from doing so by that same 
adult community. 113 Another U.S. District Court in Eisner v. Stamford Board of 
Education (440 F.2d 803--2d Cir. 1971) noted: 
The risk taken if a few students abuse their First Amendment rights of 
free speech and press is outweighed by the far greater risk run by sup-
pressing free speech and press among the young. The remedy for today's 
alienation and disorder among the young is not less but more free ex-
pression of ideas. In part, the First Amendment acts as a "safety 
valve" and tends to decrease the resort to violence by frustrated 
citizens. Student newspapers are valuable educational tools, and also 
serve to aid school administrators by providing them with an insight 
into student thinking and student problems. They are valuable, peace-
ful channels of student protest which should be encouraged, not sup-
pressed. 4 
2Fred ~I. Hechinger, "What Do We Teach," Saturday Review of Literature, 
May 8, 1971, .p. 45. 
3Gillmor and Barron, Mass Co~aunications Law, p. 579-580. 
4
~elson, Captive Voices, p. 47. 
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In l'l'\'it.'1-ing C1ptive Voices, Chic:tl',O Tribune book reviewer Clarence Peterson 
said, "Even n01.,r there remains a sizable number of dic-hanls who belive that the 
press, not Richard Nixon, was responsible for the two-year national trauma 
called l\'atergate. Perhaps this thinking took root in high school, where free 
speech was pretty much what the authorities dictated to their students. 115 
The prestigious 13-mcmber Commission on Freedom of the Press, headed 
by University of Chicago Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins, concluded in 1947: 
Freedom of speech and press is close to the central meaning of all 
liberty. Where men cannot freely convey their thoughts to one an-
other, no other liberty is secure. Where freedom of expression ex-
ists, the germ of a free society is already present, and a means is 
at hand for every extension of liberty. Free expression is there-
fore unique among liberties as protector and promoter of the others; 
in evidence of this, when a regime moves toward autocracy, speech 
and press are among the first objects of restraint or control.6 
The Commission goes on to say: 
The motives of expression are certainly not all dutiful; they are 
and should be as multiform as human emotion itself, grave and gay, 
casual and purposeful, artful and idle •••• But there is a vein of 
expression which has the added impulsion of duty, namely, the ex-
pression of thought and belief. If a man is burdened with an idea, 
he not only desires to express it, he ought to express it. The 
socially indispensable functions of citicism and appeal may be as 
abhorrent to the diffident as they are attractive to the pugna-
cious, but for neither is the issue one of wish. It is one of obli-
gation--to the community and also to something beyond the community, 
let us say, to truth. It is the duty of the scientist to his result 
and of Socrates to his oracle; but it is equally the duty of every 
man to his own belief. Because of this duty to what is beyond the 
state, freedom of speech and press are moral rights which the state 
must not infringe.7 
5 
"Paperbacks," Chicago Tribune, Oct. 8, 1974, Sect. 7, p. 8, col. 1. 
6commission on Freedom of the Press, "Swmnary of Principle," t,bss Media 
and Comr.nmication, ed. by Charles S. Steinberg (New York: Hastings House, 1966), 
1;:-rs·~. 
7 Ibid., p. 156-57. 
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The i1:1·1orLmt role of the prc:;s has, of course, been recogni:cd by 
some' of the greatest 1:!inJs 1n history. Thouas .Jefferson, who received more 
th:m his sh:1rc of att:1cks from a press which in his Jay was political, unprin-
dplcd, anJ vi..:ious, nevertheless consistently supported press freedom, even 
though it would have been easier anJ more expedient for him to do otherwise at 
the time. Said Jefferson in his best-known stateraent on the press: "•• .Were 
it left to me to decide whether we should. have a government without newspapers, 
or newspapers \d thout government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the 
latter. But I should mean that every man should receive those papers and be 
capable of reading them. 118 
Thus the high school newspaper, as one segment of the nation's press, 
does not exist only for the purpose of teaching a few students the craft of 
journalism; it is an important element in making our democratic system work 
for students, teachers, administrators, the community, the state, and the 
nation. Freedom of the press is not only legally sound, it is educationally 
valid. 
8QuoteJ by fahdn Emery, 'I11e Press ~rnd America, 2d ed. (Englewood 
Cliffs, :J.J.: 196::?), p. 167. 
Chapter III 
High School Journalism Today 
The most recent and most comprehensvie study of the high school press 
in the United States was made in 1973-74 by the Commission of Inquiry into High 
School Journalism. TI1e Conunission was sponsored by the Robert F. Kennedy 
Memorial and 12 churches and foundations, which made $65,000 available for the 
study. 111e Conunission inc luclecl 22 members: educational administrators, pro-
fessional journalists, high school students, high school teachers, lawyers, and 
community organizers, all of whom served without pay. This group was assisted 
by four staff members, four research assistants, and two consultants. The Com-
mission concentrated on four major areas for research: censorship, minority 
participation, journalism and journalism education, and role of the established 
me<lia in high school journalism. Five basic techniques were used by the Com-
mission to gather data: public hearings, consultation meetings, surveys, con-
tent analysis, and research (theses, published material, judicial decisions, 
etc.). TI1e results of the Conunission' s 15-month study and recommendations 
were published in a paperback book, Captive Voices. 1 
In looking at censorship in the high school press, the commission found 
the following: 
1. Censorship an<l the systematic lack of freedom to engage in 
open, responsible journalism characterize high school journalism. 
Unconstitutional an<l arbitrary restraints are so deeply embedded 
in high school journalism as to overshadow its achievements, as well 
1Franklin Patterson, Introduction to Capti\·c 'rnices, p.xiii-xix. 
.rn 
:1:, it·; other problems. 
2. Censorship of journ:ilism is a matter of school policy--
stated or implicd--in all are:ts of the country, although in isolated 
schools students enjoy a relatively frt'l' pnh;:s • 
. ). Censorship persists c\'en \.;hen.' litit~:ttion or administrative 
act ion has Jestroyc<l the legal founJation of censorship; such de-
e is inns arc either ignored or interpreted in such a way as to con-
tjnue the censor:;hip policy. 
·l. Repressive polidcs arc used against school-oriented mcLlia 
published off campus as well as within schools; many of the several 
hunJrcJ alternate or "unc.lergroun<l" papers that have spmng up in 
recent years have been actively opposed hy school officials. 
5. Although substantive and investigative journalism and con-
troversial or iJT1age-<lamaging information arc most severely censored, 
policies of censorship apply regardless of whether the material is 
substantive or controversial. 
6. Even advisers or journalism teachers who in private favor a 
free student press often succumb to bureaucratic and community pres-
sures to censor school newspapers. 
7. As part of the day-to-day operation of high school journal-
ism, censorship generally is accepted by students, teachers, and 
a<lministrators as a routine part of the school process. This has 
developed into the most pervasive kind of censorship, that imposed 
by students upon themselves. 
8. Self-censorship, the result of years of unconstitutional 
administrative and faculty censorship, has created passivity among 
students and made them cynical about the guarantees of a free press 
under the First Amendment. 
9. Fear of reprisals and unpleasantness, as well as lack of a 
tradition of an independent high school press, remain the basic 
forces behind self-censorship. 
10. Censorship is the fundamental cause of the triviality, in-
nocuousness, and uniformity that characterize the high school press. 
It has created a high school press that in most places is no more 
than a house organ for the school administration. 
11. Where a free, vigorous student press docs exist, there is a 
healthy ferment of ideas and opinions, with no indication of disrup-
tion or negative side effects on the educational experience of the 
school. 
12. The professional news media docs not take seriously the first 
Amendment problems of high school journalists and does little to help 
protect the free press rights of students.2 
2Nelson, Captive Voices, p. 47-49. 
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The Commission's stu,ly of high school journalism and journalism educa-
tion resulted in the follm-:ing conclusions: 
1. The great ri:ijority of high school journalism programs in-
vcsti1:atcd by the Commissilrn did not encourage free expression, in-
dependent inquiry, or im·L'Stigation or important issues in either 
the s,:hool or the com1mmity. ~lost high school publications analy::ed 
,·i,.TC' found to be blanll and often served as public relations tools for 
the schools. 
2. The Commission found relatively few instances of community-
based journalism developed by or substantially involving youth. ~bst 
community based-media programs developed by young people were short-
Ii ved and suf fcred from lack of financial support an<l serious journal-
ism skills problems. In few instances did the Conunission find that 
such media experiments were assisted by adults. 
3. Generally, the Con~ission found that the nation's high schools 
accord journalism an<l journalism education low priority. This is re-
flected in the elective nature of the courses and assignment of teach-
ers an<l advisers without special skills in the subject area. Often 
they are assigned against their preference, with relatively little or 
no compensation for long hours of extra work. The problem is under-
lined by the fact that most media production, for budgetary and 
scheduling purposes, is considered as extracurricular activity. In 
addition, the Commission found that most teachers and advisers had 
little experience in dealing with First Amendment issues or minority 
access problems associated with high school journalism. 
4. TI1e Commission found that in low-income areas, problems of 
journalism were further exacerbated by serious economic problems 
facing schools and students. This was reflected in extremely small 
publications budgets, a high rate of inexperienced and "assigned" 
teachers and advisers in journalism programs, and in many cases, an 
alarming absence of any media programs. 
5. In general, the Conunission found that professional organi-
zations of journalism educators have been slow to initiate change or 
support reform in the field of scholastic journalism. However, with-
in the past year, the Journalism Education Association·has begun to 
support teachers and students involved in controversies over the 
right of free expression. 
6. Awards programs, whether at a state or national level, do 
little to encour:1gc substantive reporting. \\'hile form, layout, and 
variety of coverage receive priority attention in judging high school 
papers, thL're is pr:1ctically no emphasis given to in-depth and in-
vestigative reporting. 
7. 1·:hile the Co1;mission noted some unusually good summer work-
shops for high school journalists (for example, Blair, Northwestern, 
Unj vcrs i ty of \\'iscons in, and several of the Newspaper Fund I s Urban 
.Journalis::1 Workshops), it found that most programs \.;l're of extremely 
short duration, did not deal with what the Commission believes arc 
till' basic issues in high school journalism, and had very little minor-
ity p:1rt icipation. 
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S. The Commission found rdativl'ly little exposure of high-
school-age youth to electronic medi;1 instruction OT production. 
li'lwrc- ac1:ess to equipment exists in the schools, relatively little 
crc.1ti\'C use has been m:1dc of it. Because of a variety of prob-
lem'.,, includini: costs, low-income areas h;1\'C ha<l the least oppor-
tunity to experiment 1~ith media forms, including electronic me<lia. 
Yet it was in those are;1s that the Commission felt some of the 
greatest potential existed for experimental use of electronic 
mc<lia in community-base<l programs, inclu<ling experiments in cable 
TV. For the most part, ho1vever, youth involyement in community-
based electronic media programs was limited • .:, 
3 Nelson, Captive Voices, p. 111-113. 
Ch;iptL· r IV 
hho Ccn :.;or:; ;111d I\ Ly? 
Ccnsor:;hip hy School .\di:iinistrators 
111e Conunission of Inquiry Into lligh School Journalism study indicates 
that many of the restrictions placed on the high school press by educational 
administrators arc the result of fears of adverse reaction from the public, 
rather than from any philosophy related to educational goals. A story about 
drug usage, for example, was stopped by a California administrator because, in 
the words of the student journalist involved, "of this fear the principal has 
regarding public pressure, and the climate at Hills High School in relation to 
the community and the kind of influence they have over what happens at the 
school." The material on drug usage was not allowed because it "was inflamma-
tory and detrimental to the school image. 111 It should be noted that the prin-
cipal in this case did not deny the truth of the material prepared by the 
student journalist, only the effect the truth would have if the public became 
aware of it. An Ohio princip:il probably expressed the feelings of many ad-
ministrators when he told the Commission that he was concerned about community 
pressures and about the possibility that articles and editorials in the school 
newspaper would be vieh·ed by the community as representing official sanction by 
the school administration. Ile said that the fact that views arc printed in an 
official school publication convinces many persons that the administration is 
"s}1np:tthctic 1,·ith the vic,..,·s expressed therein.'' !le said some stories are not 
1
~elson, Captive Voices, p. 42. 
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"proper" for school newspapers. "An article on planned parenthood, telling 
students where to obtain information to prevent pregnancy, implies we accept 
premartial sex and advise those who engage in it how to keep from getting 
pregnant," he said, 2 indicating that the acknowledged control of content in 
student publications which administrators have exercised in the past makes it 
more difficult for them to divorce themselves from what appears in these publi-
cations today. 
There is evidence that some administrators are even more conservative 
than the communities in which they work. An issue of the Bronco Times of Union 
Grove High School in Wisconsin was banned by school officials who said it was 
"too pornographicl' to be distributed to students. The issue contained stories 
on "Birth Control--Alternative to Pregnancy"; "Who Are the Real Rape Victims?"; 
"School Assistance for Unwed Families"; and "Keep the Child: A First-person 
Account." Hearing of the ban, the Racine, Wisconsin, Journal. Times printed all 
the material from the banned issue of the student newspaper. City Editor John 
Fridell explained, "We did not find the stories at all objectionable, and felt 
the content was exceptional." The only public reaction to the stories consisted 
of a call from a mother who wanted the paper to do a story on her daughter keep-
3 ing a baby born out of wedlocko 
Rather than educating the public and explaining what courts have ruled 
about freedom of expression for students, many administrators are apparently 
content to take what they perceive as the easier path of continuing to control 
content, in violation of the law, in order to protect their (or their schools') 
images. It is, of course, difficult to educate the public about legal rulings 
2Ibid., Po 28 
311Racine, Wis. ,Journal Times Prints Banned High School Newspaper," 
Chicago Tribmte, May 15, 1974, s eco 3, Po 19, colo So 
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and other aspects of current educational affairs. In the area of student sus-
pensions and expulsions, for example, the general public seems unaware of court 
decisions which restrict the actions of administrators. Even so, it appears 
that most administrators are now operating within court guidelines in suspending 
and expelling students. This would indicate that administrators should also be 
able to operate under the law involving freedom of the press. As previously 
noted, it appears that much of the fear that administrators have regarding press 
freedom involves publicity concerning matters which they do not want publicized 
because such publicity reflects adversely on their administration. This appears 
to be similar to the attitude common to other public officials, from the local 
court house to the White House. Watergate is, of course, a notable example. 
The problem, then, involves public officials controlling the press to 
further their own ends, not necessarily for the good of society. It would seem 
that school administrators., like other public officials, must be more willing 
to work under the scrutiny of the press--including the student press. The courts 
have in effect said this., excepting only criticism by the student press which 
would substantially disrupt the operation of a particular school (a prohibition 
which the "adult" press does not have). 
Censorship by Advisers 
An extension of., and sometimes a substitute for., the principal as censor 
is the faculty newspaper advisero As the Commission discovered., faculty advisers 
dictate the content of student publications in a majority (64 to 87 percent) of 
4 
cases. According to the Commission., "neither a stated nor an implied policy of 
censorship is necessary in some cases for advisers to censor the papers. They 
do it because they believe in it and see it as a duty to the school, as reflected 
4Ibid., p. 193. 
l.v a ~~:1tional Education ,\ssodation St!l"\'l')' that found th;it c,.2 p,~rcent of Amcri-
5 
',in se ... ~ondary school teachers f:n·or'-''-i \'.Cnsorship of school papers." As late 
•1·; 1970, an adviser was writing in a national journalism maga:ine that (1) the 
l•.1pcr' s publ ishcr is the school adninist ration, (~) journalists should learn 
'lie personal philosophy of the principal and pay allegiance to him in print, and 
6 IS) journalists should respect all "sacred cov.s." Some advisers, like princi-
hls, apparently insert their personal prejudices or moral codes into what should 
l.e professional decisions regarding what is "fit to print." For example, the 
1
·1rnunission was told by an Indiana adviser: 
I was asked about an article on abortion, or planned parenthood •••• 
I think I have personal Christian convictions I would have to put into 
this, I'm sure, because I would have to consider the community we pub-
lish our paper in. I do not think I would personally put this in if 
it was given to me. If somebody else wanted to put it in, I don't know 
what I would do •• 7.I have personal convictions, because I am the parent 
of four children. 
!,1nne advisers may not prefer to censor material, but fear retaliatory action if 
'hey allow items of a "questionable nature. 118 Describing his adviser, a Wash-
ington, D.C., student editor said, "It's almost like it's his paper, it's not 
'he students' •••• He puts sort of a ban on really provocative issues and he makes 
·,ure that certain materials never appear in the paper. It's censorship in all 
forms of the word because he'll look at a certain article or a certain topic and 
~ion' t even take it or he' 11 use some other excuses and he won't let you develop 
51bid., p. 29. 
6 Sandra Grasingcr, Quill and Scroll (October-November 1970), p. 6. 
7 Nelson, Captive Voices, p. 30. 
8 Ibid. 
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l'.crtain subjccts."9 But \d1cn an ;1..!vi~;l'l' atten;pts to conscientiously operate 
within the framework of bnth stu,:cnt rii~hts and school policy, he is sometimes 
faced with impossible altcrnati·,cs. ,\ good example is the case of Don ~ichol-
son, adviser at Torrence High School in California. Faced on the one hand with 
journalists having lcgiti1:1atc stories, and on the other hand \dth a principal 
who insisted on using the Rotary International (a service club) "Four-Way test" 
to decide what stories could be printed, the adviser eventually found himself 
in trouble. The Rotary "Four-li·ay Test" is: (1) Is it the truth? (2) Is it fair 
to all concerned? (3) Will it build goodwill and better relationships? (4) 
Will it be beneficial to all concerned? Nicholson did not object to the first 
two items, but pointed out that news stories could not always build better re-
lationships or always be beneficial to all concerned. After unilaterally ap-
proving articles concerning the problems of Chicano living conditions, a survey 
of police-student relationships, reviews of the musical "Hair" and the movie 
"Midnight Cowboy," and a headline implying a coach had been fired, Nicholson 
was fired for insubordination. Supported by the Journalism Education Associ-
ation, Nicholson sued the board (Xicholson v. Board of Education, No. 73-1420-
A~--SD Calif. 1973). 10 The case is still pending. As Trager points out, the 
newspaper adviser is clearly caught in the middle, especially where there are 
no written guidelines or press policies: 
lie is as much a school official as is the principal, being hired 
by the school board an<l paid by taxpayers, anJ he can no more 
abridge students' First Ancnducnt rights th:1n can an ad,ainistrator. 
lloh·l'Vcr, the adviser's contr;ict uay stipulate that he must obey 
the school regulations, including those \,hich may be repressive 
9 Ihi<l., p. 31. 
101· S l rag er, , tth cnt Press Rights, p. 72. 
tm:;i1·d stud•:-nt publications, or that he ,::rnnot be insubordinate 
by cli.SL)hcying :1 prin,:ip:ll's ordL·rs to cc1hor the school press. 
Cnnn'rscly, tllL'l'L: is the quc:,tion of :rn :td\·iser's :1cadcmic frcc-
do1,1. ls he able to tell stuLknts J11)t to print something if he 
sincerely believes that is the !'lost cf1·ccti\'l' 1:icthoJ or teaching 
thc·m proper j,Jtirnalistic practice<' The ad\·i,;cr's position, then, 
contilll!l'S to !w unclear. Students' frc(•clo::1s became more solidi-
fied i,licn stuJcnts and parents bcg:rn taJ....ing school officials to 11 
court. AJ\·iscrs may also have to d(·finc their rights in court. 
A clearcut press policy which is acceptable to the administration, the ad-
viser, and student journalists coulJ also do much to clarify the adviser's 
position. 
An important clement in making any sort of reasonable policy work is 
the employment of a competent person as adviser. An observation made in 1968 
concerning the college adviser is applicable to the high school adviser of to-
day: 
The role of the adviser ••• must be given status equal to the respon-
sibility which he constantly must exercise •••• It is quite likely that as 
the pressures on the campus newspapers increase, the post of campus news-
paper adviser will go more and more often to an experienced journalist 
(even if he is hired for that sole purpose) than to some energetic young 
man or woman eager but ill-equipped to do the job. Problems which an 
adviser will be called on to help solve often will rival the kind of 
decisions \vhich must be made daily by ranking executives on metropoli-
tan newspapers. In some instances, their decisions will be even more 
difficult •••• the foregoing, it seems, very vividly helps to explain 
why a trained journalist is so important in the post of adviser to 
the campus newspaper. To sununarize, he is there to be consulted and 
help make responsible decisions before errors are made, and he can 
constantly serve as a constructive critic. This would be extremely 
-difficult for anyone not trained or experienced in journalism.12 
. 
Unfortunately, surveys indicate that most advisers have little or no journalistic 
background, and little interest in taking their positions in the first place. 
For example, less than half the advisers surveyed by the Commission of Inquiry 
11 Ibic.l. 
121 ' . 11 . \ F . l "Cl 11 \l d f h " Tl Q . 11 \1 1am , • · is 1cr, 1:1 cngcs , 1ca or t e College Press, ~ u1 
(September 1968), p. 30-31 
Into High Sl'hool Joun1alism h:td ci tiler 1.2 hours or more of journalism or prior 
. . . 1. l} 
experience 111 Journa 1.sm. \·ii thout the commit 11:ent and knowlege which comes 
from acadt'mic training and practical experience, it is little wonder that 
journalism advisers often do not differ from other teachers in their attitudes 
toward the papers they advise. 
13N I 1c son, Captive Voices, p. 89 
Chapter V 
Situation at Quincy Senior High II 
Personnel anJ Policies 
The situation at Quincy Senior High II concerning freedom of the student 
press could be described as better than at many high schools, not as good as at 
some high schools, and poorly understood and defined in many aspects. While 
relatively few direct decisions regarding the content of the Q-Review are made 
by the central office (superintendent and assistant supertendents), there have 
been occasions when significant influence was felt from this direction, as will 
be noted later. The general attitude of the Senior High II principal has been 
one of sympathy with the desires of student writers to print all significant 
material, coupled with a concern for the overall well-being of the school.and 
a commitment to follow directions from superiors. He has stated, for example, 
that he would not hesitate to censor material "which would damage the school. 111 
His policy toward the adviser of the Q-Review has been to request that the ad-
viser show him anything which the adviser considers questionable. The adviser 
has operated under a policy of (a) trying to respect students' legal rights, 
~) trying to make students aware of obligations and responsibilities, (c) 
censoring, through counseling, usually, material not constitutionally protected 
or not written according to the standards of good journalism, and (d) shifting 
some of the "questionable" material which seems legal and journalistically 
sound to the principal for fin:il decisions, as requested by the principal. The 
adviser would prefer, however, to have final authority on all m:1terial, subj cct 
1Discussion with l'rincip:11 Rich:ird fleitholt, Dec. 16, 1974. 
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to :.1pp,·.tl by students. The studl'nts h:t\·,.· :,,:-.:l'})t:.:J th,: c:1rrcnt pr'-'ss situation, 
fort!.,, r:10:;t p:trt, :;incc it is bash::tlly :i L1irly li!:...:·r:d one, although thc·rc 
Critici:~n of .<-;cnior lligh I. The i:1ost ,controYersial material during the 
197,l- 75 year, according to a survey to be discussed in dctai 1 later, involved 
an article and cartoon critical of the rules an<l gcner:il atmosphere at Senior 
lligh I. Senior Iligh I, a freshman-sophomore "feeder school" for Senior High 
II, is loc:itcd just west of Senior Iligh II. Some students from Senior High I 
have classes at Senior lligh II, and vice versa. All Senior High I students who 
do not leave the Quincy public schools eventually attend Senior High II. This 
story involved considcr:ible research by the writer of the article, as well as 
considerable rewriting. TI1e principal of Senior High I was extremely upset 
with the material, calling it "a cheap shot." 2 Senior High II Principal Richard 
l~itl1olt indicated he was not so disturbed by the article, but he was disturbed 
by the cartoon. He expressed surprise the adviser had not brought the material 
to him before publication. 3 Both principals were concerned that the story and 
cartoon would damage the relationship bet1;·een the two schools. The adviser in-
dicated that he had discusse<l the ramifications of the story with the student 
writer, wl10 still felt that other considerations justified having it printed. 
Other student staff members agree<l. The adviser felt the material 111as reason-
ably well-researched, reasonably accurate, reasonably \\·ell-prescnte<l, not 
m:ilicious, not libelous, not obscene, and not likely to cause substantial :rnd 
material disruption to the educational process. He approved the material. 
-, 
-~lceting of Q-l~c·\'iC\\' adviser hitl: >~nior lligh I Princip:d l~urt Rin1·.-
quist and Senior lri_[J1-1l-111,Tncip:ll Ri,:L.,rd Lcitholt, January .:;.), El75. 
-~U,id, 
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1!:1d t!1c r::;teri:il hccn shO\m to the Svnior lligh TI principal prior to publica-
tion, ;~ i,'., of cot1rse, not knoh'n\,hcthcr it 1,ould have been approvcJ as sub-
mittcd, r;(hiificJ, or banncJ. 
Ch.·1incd fire exit door~. :\n article concerning the chaining of fire 
exit doors in certain portions of Senior lli.gh II (done primarily to prevent 
unauthori:.cll use of certain school areas for smoking) was taken by a student to 
both the principal and the director of one of the seven alternative schools at 
Q~I II for the checking of facts prior to publication. The student reported 
that he was harassed and pressured, especially by the director of the altern-
ative school (the student was a member of that school). He was reportedly re-
buked by the director for writing about "negative" aspects of the school in-
stead of the positive aspects. The student withdrew the story from the edition 
of the paper for which it was scheduled. Later, the student writer, the student 
editorial page editor, the director of the alternative school, an interested 
director of another alternative school, the adviser, and the principal met to 
determine what should happen to the story. The principal said that the story 
put him in a bad light, but that he felt he would have to take criticism if 
he deserved it. Certain factual corrections and other changes were made in 
the story and it was run in the next issue of the paper (in the meantime, 
modifications here made in the fire door policy). 
Criticism of school board member. In the spring of 1975 an editorial 
page :1rticle on the topic of students being criticized for being in a local 
park during school hours was censored by the central administration. The 
article i-·as given tentative approval by the adviser, subject to some facts 
bl'in~~ ch:.-.·kl'll. It was also tentatively approved by the Senior lligh II prin-
c i p:1 l, 1.ho, l:,)hever, said he \Wuld prefer that the story not be run. The 
prin,'ip:,: 1'l·frrrcJ the :irticlc, throu:;h the adviser, to the assist:rnt super-
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illtcndl'nt in ch:1rgc or personnel (:rnJ public rcL1tions), who felt it should be 
modified to climin:ttc din·ct reference to the sdwol bo:irJ member. The super-
intendent supported this position. TI1e sl'.hool lawyer, who h:1ppencd to be in 
the building, at first sah' no problem with the article, but after aJditional 
Jiscussion dcl'.ided the part which referred to the school board member "would 
have to go. ,,4 111c adviser did not agree that the material constituted action-
able libel. 111c story was modified to eliminate direct reference to the school 
board member. Previously, the adviser had censored a cartoon drawn for the 
same story, contending that the cartoon misrepresented the situation, was un-
necessarily degrading to policemen, and was unprofessional. 5 
Criticism of personnel policies. One story written by a student and 
intended for publication was prohibited entirely in the spring of 1975. Even 
before the student had shown the story to the principal, the principal had in-
formed the adviser that the story could not be run because of its subject 
matter (TI1is decision may have been made at a higher administrative level). 
The story concerned personnel policies of the school district which were al-
legedly responsible for the resignation of a teacher at the end of 1972-73 
and the impending resignation of a teacher at the end of 1974-75. The student 
journalist had solicited and received material from the two teachers, and each 
had indicated in writing that the material could be used by the student news-
paper. Conmunications from the assistant superintendent in charge of personnel 
and from the QIIS II principal to the teacher currently "under fire" were also 
obtaineJ from that teacher. TI1e administrators involved were contacted by 
4
~!eeting of Q-Rcv iew aJviser Dwight Connelly wj th Superintendent 
\\'illi:1m Alberts, ,\ssistant Superintendent Robert E. Meyer, and :ittorney 
\\'illiam Dieterich, May 15, 1975. 
5 . b 1-lc·et 1ng et\-Jccn 
adviser Dwight Connelly, 
student editorial page cJitor Jim Coyne :rnd Q-Revicw 
:,Lty Li, 1075. 
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the stlllknt writer for their sillc~ of the story, but declined to make a state-
ment:. · ThL' adviser informed the student 1,T it er that the story wou lll be pro-
hibi tcd by th<.' administration, hut continued to work with the student on the 
story for a time in onlcr to instruct the stullcnt in the proper handling of 
this type of material as part of a journalism class. Al though the student 
indicated he would eventually run the story in an underground newspaper, he 
did not do this. The story was undeniably significant to students, since it 
involved personnel policies which affect the type of teachers they have. The 
story was apparently not libelous, did not violate the privacy of the teachers 
involved without their permission, would apparently not have caused substan-
tial disruption of the school system, and was not obscene. Thus it appeared 
to meet judicial criteria for constitutionally protected free speech. It 
also appeared to meet the standards of responsible journalism, although it 
never reached "finished form." 
Literary material. Also prohibited during the 1974-75 school year was 
a poem which had certain elements of sex in it (unfortunately, the poem's 
writer has the poem at this point, thus making it unavailable as an appendage 
to this paper). The adviser had some question about the material, and the 
Senior lligh II principal felt it was not suitable for the_Q-Revicw literary 
section. Under court guidelines the poem was apparently not obscene. How-
ever, there was some lc~itimate question as to whether it was suitable as news-
paper material, since the newspaper serves partially as a laboratory for good 
journalistic practices. It is doubtful that most commercial newspapers would 
have run the poem. Part of the difficulty in this case lies in the attempt of 
the Q-Rcview to crn;ihine the functions of a student literary magazine and the 
structure of a newspaper. 
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Tlic:· c loscst the (1-Rcv ~ ,_,1;· c:1me to pr i 1.t i ng profanity or obsccni ty in 
l(l'.'·l--';':, lttl'l,~:;s one· considers stories abnut \'!) obscene) was a passi.ng refer-
en~,· to a lapvl button ,wrn by hanJ lC'adcr Stan Kenton: ",\ small button on his 
lapel re:1,ling 'i·ight bullshit' broke th~ ice. After explaining who we wci·e--
aspiring journalists fro:n the Q-Rcvi cw--wc asked what he thought of. ••• 116 
1~11ilc this may possibly have caused offense to some readers (tlv::re was no 
report of this), the writers and adviser felt the use of the material was 
justified on the basis of adding a significant element to a feature story 
about a well-known person. 
TI1e above five exalilples of problems with censorship in 1974-75 in-
volved (1) criticism of published material which did not have prior approval, 
(2) modification of material prior to publication in consultation with students, 
(3) modification of material by the administration and adviser without student 
input, (4) outright prohibition of what appeared to be constitutionally-protected 
material because of the subject matter, and (5) prohibition of material which 
might not have been suitable for an official school newspaper used as a journal-
istic laboratory. In addition, there were numerous instances of stories being 
modified or discontinued after sessions between the adviser and the student 
writers. TI1ere \iere undoubtedly several instances of self-censorship by students 
which the adviser and administration were never aware of. 
·niroughout the discussions involving students, adviser, and administra-
tors, there appeared to be no specific guidelines or reference points that were 
agreeable to all. 1't1ch of the decision-making was on the basis of one person 
or another being "on the spot." TI1ere seemed to be an atmosphere which enc our-
6Patti DelaBar and Carla K. Johnson, "St:rn Kenton--Intervie,.,ring the 
Chirf," Q-Rcview, October 16, 197-l, p, col. 2. 
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:11:cd "ruk by men, rather than by law." Undvr conditions \.;here there arc no 
written gi1i<lclines, courage is sornctilllL'S required to merely act according to 
the law of the land, so far as student press rights arc concerned. Under pres-
ent CO!l<l.itions, critics of particular articles or cartoons may point to an in-
dividual as the villain (usually thl' highest-ranking person to approve the 
~tcrial in question), rather than to a policy apptoved calmly by a group of 
responsihlc educators not subjected to inunediate threats and recriminations. 
TI1e experiences of the past year, where conscientious educators wrestled with 
difficult decisions without much guidance, points clearly to the need for a writ-
ten policy concerning the student press. 
Areas of Agreement 
In looking at a set of questionnaires concerning policies for the Q-
Review filled out by the superintendent, the two assistant superintendents, the 
Senior High I I principal, and the Q-Review advisor, several areas of agreement 
are observed (See Appendix B). TI1ese include concepts of press freedom, as well 
as the types of material viewed as legitimate for the Q-Review. All five re-
spondents see a need to set up a local press advisory council, and, perhaps most 
important, all are in favor of a tJritten policy statement for the Q-Review. 
This broad area of agreement should provide a firm base for future agreement on 
a specific press policy, especially since the opinions of the administrators 
and adviser conform for the most part with judicial opinions handed down in 
recent years in regard to student rights. 
Chapter \'I 
,Journalism Lthics 
TI1e ethics of journalism should be seriously considered by .students y;ho 
prodt1ce :ill types of school publications, since ethical standards help to in-
sure fair play while not unduly restricting journalists in their efforts to 
inform and influence readers. It would appear that all school publications 
would play a more influential role in the long run if they would abide by a 
reasonable code of ethics, the ingredients of which have been tested by a viable 
commercial press for many years. For an unofficial or underground paper, a 
code of ethics is optional; for an official school-sponsored newspaper used for 
journalistic instruction, a code of ethics is a must. 
A code of ethics which has stood the test of several years is the Canons 
of Journalism, adopted by the American Society of Newspaper Editors in 1923. 
Not all commercial newspapers follow this code, of course, since it is volun-
tary and since different newspapers sometimes have different purposes and phi-
losophies. TI1e best newspapers meet or exceed it, however. 
Canons of Journalism 
A. Responsibility: 
'!110 right of a newsp;1per to attract and hold readers is restricted by 
nothing but considcr:it ion of public welfare. 'I11e use a nc\,·spapcr makes 
of the share of p11hlic attention it gains serves to determine its sense 
of responsibility, 1d1ich it shares with every member of its st;iff. 
A journ:1list v;ho u~;cs his power for :1ny selfish or othcnvise urworthy 
purpose is Lt i th less to a high t rnst. 
B. Freedom of the Press: 
Fn'cdom of the press is .to he r.1· ,nkd :1s a vital right of mankir.J. 
It is the unquestionable right to discuss wh:itcvcr is not explicitly 
forbid,lcn by Ln·,, incL1din1'. :he 1·:isclo1;1 of :my rcstrjctivc st:1tu:::·. 
To its privilc)•.,·s rn:dc-r tile Cr·ci.•drJ1:1 of A,1icricm institutions :11·c· in.-
separably joined its rc>;;rnrbihi I it ies for :rn intcll.igL'llt fidclit:, to 
the Constitution ot the Unitv,l SL1t,_,:-;, 
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C. l n,kpcndc:nc(': 
Fr,·ednta from :ill ohlig:itions L·xccpt t:nt of fidelity to the r,11)lic 
i!l' •'l'L'St is \'iLtl. l'rorn()t ion of .rn:, ;11·1\·;t~c inlL'l'L'St .:.-ontr;11·:· to 
thl' )'_•.'llcra1 \\:el i·:1n'. for 1,;li-1tt·\'('l' l't.' !.;,1n, is not co:11p:1t ihlc \•;i th 
hont'St journal islll. So-L·,ll led n<'hS ,,i::::::mic:1tions fro;n pri\':ttc 
:-'.O''f'L'CS should not he Jllthlishcd h'ithout public notice of tli..·i.r source 
c,r else :,nhsL1ntL1tion of their cl:11n1s to r:tluc as ne1,s, both i:1 
form and substa1h:c·. I':irtisanship in cditori:11 comment ,d1L:h knoi~·-
·i::1•,ly departs from the truth doe's viokn,-L' to the best spirit of 
k:·.'rican journalism; in the nc1,s l'01:unns it is subversive of a 
fund;1111cntal principle of the profession. 
D. Sincerity, Truthfulness, Accuracy: 
Good faith with the reader is the foundation of all journalism worthy 
of the name. By every consideration of good faith, a newspaper is 
constrained to be truthful. It is not to be excused for lack of 
thoroughness, or accuracy within its control, or failure to obtain 
command of these essential qualities. 
Headlines should be fully warranted by the contents of the arti-
cles which they surmount. 
E. Impartiality: 
Sound practice makes clear distinction between news reports and ex-
pressions of opinion. News reports should be free from opinion or 
bias of any kind. TI1is rule does not apply to so-called special 
articles unmistakably devoted to advocacy or characterized by a 
signature authorizing the writer's own conclusions and interpreta-
tions. 
F. Fair Play: 
1. A newspaper should not publish unofficial charges affecting 
reputation or moral character, without giving the accused an oppor-
tunity to be heard; right practice demands the giving of such op~or-
~mity in all cases of serious accusations outside judicial proceed-
ings. 
2. A newspaper should not invade the rights of private feelings 
without sure warrant of public right as distinguished from public 
curiosity. 
3. It is the privilege, as it is the duty, of a newspaper to 
make prompt and complete correction of its own serious mistakes of 
fact or opinion, whatever their origin. 
G. Decency: 
A newspaper cannot escape conviction of insincerity if, while pro-
fessing high moral purpose, it supplies incentives to base conduct, 
such as arc to be found in details of crime anJ vice, publication of 
which is not demonstrably for the general gooJ. Lacking authority to 
enforce its canons, the journalisn here rc:;:-cscntcd can but express 
tLc hope that deliberate pandering to \"icious instincts wi 11 encounter 
effective pt1hlic disapproval or vicld to the influence of a prcpond-
f. . 1 J . , crant pro ess1ona con cmnat1on •.. 
1 Quoted b>' Earl English :rnd Clarence l'.:1ch, SchoL1stil.' Journ:llisn ;:")t:1 ,,J. 
(:\1:ll's, Tow:1: The lm\·:1 State Uni\·crsity !'ress, 1~172), p. s1:·-1~i. 
Ch:1ptcr \'Il 
Publications Policy Criteria 
A Speci fj c Pol icy for a Specific Purpose 
In developing a workal1le policy on student publications it is necessary 
to look not only at general concepts, but specific guidelines. Moreover, it 
may be necessary to have several policy statements. There should be a separate 
policy statement for the official school newspaper which is used as a laboratory 
for teaching journalism. There may well be a need for a separate policy state-
ment for the official school yearbook, since the functions of a yearbook usually 
differ from those of the official newspaper. If there is an official literary 
magazine, there should be a separate policy statement for it. There should also 
be a policy statement for unofficial publications, since the courts have indi-
cated that less control is permissible for them. This paper, as previously ex-
plained, is concerned only with a policy for the Q-Review, the official news 
publication of Quincy Senior High I I. 
The primary audience for the Q-Review is made up of high school juniors, 
high school seniors, and faculty members. The maturity level of Q-Review student 
readers is basically that of upper high school, ages 15-13. Most Quincy Senior 
High II students are beyond the compulsory school attendance age of 16, but have 
not reached the age of 18, which means they are not yet classified as adults in 
the lcflal sense (nor arc they legal voters). A small number have already t:1kcn 
on some of the responsibilities of ;idults: marriage, full-time jobs, separate 
li\'ing quarters, and/or chil,lren. i\s a \,hole, then, the students at Qujncy 
Senior lligh II could be classified a:; being un the brink of adulthood, both 
leeally and in terms of their C\pc'rien~'L' level. 
Given this audience, the Q-Rl·\·in,·, as a nc\,s and opinion mcdiu;:1, would 
be expected to cover a Kidc range of topi,:s. These topics could, and should, 
include school, community, stat0, nat ion;1 l, and i nternat iona 1 concerns. Ac-
cording to a survey of Quincy school administrators and the Quincy Senior High 
II adviser, there is general agreement on this point. 
Tuo Sample Policies 
Pn adviser at West High School in Davenport, Iowa, who co-authored a 
high school publications policy at the request of the Davenport school board, 
fuels such a policy should result in (1) freedom of the high school press, (2) 
a responsible, professional journalism, and (3) an effective learning exper-
ience.1 Following is the Davenport policy, adopted in 1970-71: 
The high school publications are vital and necessary tools of edu-
cation to be utilized in teaching students the purposes and functions 
of mass media in a democratic society. It is essential that students 
who participate as editors and staff members be offered the opportun-
ity to gain educational and realistic experiences in the concepts of 
the provisions of the First Amendment to the Constitution which asserts 
the freedom of the press and speech. 
In order to achieve such experiences, students ,vi 11 be offered the 
opportunities to inform, to entertain, to investigate, to interpret, 
and to evaluate--all being accepted, responsible functions of the 
traditional democratic press. Through the open forum function of 
editorial pages, all students and other interested persons will have 
the opportunity to express their attitudes and views. The criteria 
for the inclusion of a story or any other material in the publication 
will be those of accepted, responsible journalism, which include the 
restraint by the student journalists an<l the advisers in such matters 
as libel, privacy, contempt, obscenity, :mJ copyright. It is recog-
nized that a school public:1tion is prepared ~rnd published by students 
rather than profcss:i.on;illy compensated jounulists and that it thus 
becomes necessary to provlJc the sttidents with a journalism adviser 
who has professional journalism tr:iininr, and experiences and whose 
1Rocl Vahl, "Adopting :1 P-c:ilistic Policy for School Publications," 
Quill and Scroll (April-:,lay 1971), p. 11. 
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duties incluJe: to tcaL:h and to impll'i'lL'llt accepted, rcsponsihle 
jo·.1:·ntli:;n; to tc:1l·h stlldcnts tlw 1a,_·-.·li:1niL::1J prucedurcs .in pub-
lishin·: a 1ncdia prodtKt; to su111..'n·isc thl' fin:il1L·i:d-raisini: duties 
o:· tlw stafrs; to advise anJ to counsel the stu,knts in the inple-
:-:c11t:1tion of the criteria for the inclusion of stories and other 
matvrial in the publication. 
In su1irn1~iry, it is rccogni:ed that students wi 11 be affonlcLl 
experiences to he gained throuj1 exercising concepts of freedom 
of the press, that they should be free of external forces which 
seek to restrict these freedoms, and that they he provided with a 
professionally trained adviser to teach, to advise, :ind to counsel 
them in the achievement of an accepted, responsible journalism. 
1110 student journalists must recogni:e their responsibility to 
provide a forum for all diverse opinion, to serve the interests 
and needs of the reading public, and to provide news and conunen-
tary that is accurate, fair, objective and honest.2 
There should be no quarrel with these three goals. The policy developed to 
accomplish these goals does the following things, according to Vahl: 
(1) the opening statement asserts the right of high school 
students to gain experiences in the concepts of freedoms of the 
press and speech; 
(2) the policy provides that student publications fulfill 
the identical roles any responsible, professional newspaper per-
forms; 
(3) the adviser is provided criteria upon which to judge any 
action he takes in teaching and advising student journalists; and 
(4) the school board policy asserts the staffs 3should be free 
of external forces which seek to restrict freedom. 
Following are the "model guidelines" for official student publications 
suggested in Appendix A of the book, Captive Voices: 
Content: School journalists may report on and editorialize 
about controversial and crucial events in the school, community, 
nation, and world. llowever, school ellitors and \ffiters must ob-
serve the same le1;a 1 rcsponsib i 1 it ics as those imposed upon con-
vcntiona l ncv:sp:1pcrs and news media. Thus, school journalists 
must refr:1in from publication of material \.;hich is: 
(a) obscene, acconli ng to current lcg:1 l dcfini tions; 
(b) libelous, accordin§~ to current legal definitions, or 
(c) creates a clear and present d:111ger of the imrncdi:1te 
material and substantial physical disruption of the school. 
\ 1:1hl, "Adopting a Rc:ilistic l'olicy for SL·h,,ol Publications," p. 11. 
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In determining the type of rnatL·ri:tl that violates till' ;1hove re-
strictions, it rwst be noted th;1t the dissemination of matc!"ial that 
im·itcs or sti11:ulates heated disc11ssion or dch:1tc amoni-1, students or 
in the con:rnmity does not constit11tc till' type of <li:,ruption prohibited. 
Cc:1sorship of Content: Student publications may not be sulijcl'.tcJ 
to prior restraints or censorship by faculty :1dvisers or school ad-
ministrators. ,\cconlingly, the responsihi lity for the contents of 
the student publication shall he tl1at of t~.1c student staff and not the 
school administration or district. 
Restrictions on Time, Place, and Manner of Distribution: The 
school district may adopt reasonable restrictions on the time, place, 
and manner of distribution. For example, distribution may be restricted 
to periods of time in ~1ich students arc not in classrooms--e.g., before 
school, lunch time, and after school--and may be restricted in a reason-
able manner so as not to substantially interfere with the normal flow of 
traffic within the school corridors and entrance ways. Limitations that 
effectively deny students the opportunity to deliver literature to other 
students may not be imposed. 
Advertisements: If conunercial advertisements are permitted in 
school publications, political advertisements may not be prohibited. 
Access by Non-staff Members: Access must be provided for opin-
ions that differ from those of the publication4staff, particularly 
when there is only one school paper available. 
Neither of the above publication policies is specific in terms of how 
the goals of the policies are to be carried out, nor do they include safeguards 
against some of the more common methods of censorship, such as policies involv-
ing the selection of the student editor, the selection of the adviser, the dis-
missal of the student editor, the dismissal of the adviser, and financial con-
siderations. The Da,·enport policy does not clearly define the powers of the 
adviser, and the Captive Voices guidelines specifically give the adviser no 
power to withhold material, which seems undesirable for an official publication 
which serves as a journalistic laboratory (depending upon the process of select-
ing student staff members, the "official" newspaper might not differ from the 
"unofficial" newspapers under such a guideline, and the adviser might well be 
superfluous. li11ile advising, counseling, and convincing are certainly appro-
priate means of influencing stt~cnt staffers concerning inclusion or exclusion 
4 Nelson, Captive Voices, p. 164-65. 
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of material, the adviser may occasionally need the "ace in the hole" consisting 
of the power to prohibit specific material, subject to appeaL Assuming the 
adviser is competent, and assuming a detailed and realistic publications policy 
is in existence, there is little reason for students to fear the adviser as a 
censor--unless the student staff is interested in violating the law or good 
j ourna.listic practices. A detailed publications policy spelling out roles 
and procedures is necessary if the day-to-day questions are to be resolved 
([Uidly and satisfactorily. It is well to keep in mind that the personnel who 
develop a particular written policy may not always be available later to in-
terpret it, since students, advisers, and administraters are noted for their 
mobility. And even the parties who develop general guidelines may not agree 
later on specific applications and procedures. 
Specific Considerations 
Turning again to Vahl's goals for a high school publications policy at 
Davenport, let us look at specific items which should be considered under each 
goal, keeping in mind court decisions, current practices in high school journal-
ism, current practices in education, and the role currently being played by the 
commercial press: 
Goal 1: Freedom of the high school press 
Ao Establish a comprehensive role for the high school newspaper, allow-
ing staff members to write about a wide range of subjects; have few, if any, 
subjects "off limits." 
B. Establish as clearly as possible the types of material which may 
not be used in the school paper, basing the list on the law and the policies of 
respected commercial newspapers. 
C. Define as clearly as possible what is meant by libel, invasion of 
privacy, material which causes substantial and material disruption, obscenity, 
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profanity, violation of copyright, contempt, and other worJs and phrases which 
may be interpreted di ffcrcnt Iy by di fforcnt persons. 
n. Base the selection of student editors anJ other staff members on 
their competence for the positions, not on whether they arc "safe." 
E. Base the selection and retention of the adviser on competence (aca-
demic training and professional experience). \fl1ere competence is questioned, 
because of perfonnance, set up a system of due process whereby a competent group 
may judge. 
F. Set up a system of due process for dealing with the proposed dis-
missal of a student editor or staff member. 
G. Establish a procedure whereby decisions by the adviser to withhold 
material from publication may be appealed by the student staff to a qualified 
group which has no immediate interest in the material in question. 
H. Provide opportunities for discussions between Q-Review staff members 
and administraters regarding the possible effects of stories, but prohibit ar-
bitrary censorship by administrators of material which is constitutionally pro-
tected and which represents responsible journalism. 
I. Provide that the Q-Review student staff, the adviser, and admin-
istrators are expected to uphold the letter and spirit of the ~s. Constitution 
(in particular the First Amcndemnt) as interpreted by appropriate courts 
~specially the Supreme Court an<l the Seventh District federal courts). 
J. Provide that all members of the Quincy Senior lfigh II community will 
have reasonable access to the Q-Rcvicw. 
K. Provide that financial support of the Q-Revicw by the school or 
school district will not be dependent upon the content of the Q-Rcvicw, that 
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advertisers will not be pressured by school officials to reduce or eliminate 
advertising because of the content of the Q-Review, and that spending by the 
Q-Review will not be restricted directly or indirectly by the content of the 
Q-Review. 
L. Provide that distribution of the Q-Review will not be restricted 
for any reason other than to prevent interference with classes or substantial 
and material interference with the educational process (required by Fujishima 
v. Board). 
M. Provide that prior approval by administrators shall not be required 
for material to be printed in the Q-Review (Fujishima v. Board), although the 
adviser is expected to read and approve all material printed in the Q-Review 
for the purpose of instructing the staff in responsible journalism (the ad-
viser may, of course, consult with administrators or others in determining the 
legality or suitability of material, and may request students to participate 
in such consultation, but the final decision shall rest with the adviser--
subject to appeal. 
N. Provide that no student will be subjected to special pressures or 
intimidation (such as being pulled from classes for conferences with admin-
istrators, being threatened with notations on his record, or having parents 
contacted by administrators) because of his work with the Q-Review, so long as 
his conduct is appropriate under this publications policy. 
O. Provide that both conunercial advertising and "editorial" advertising 
may be printed in the Q-Review, and that all "editorial" advertising submitted 
and paid for shall be printed if it does not violate the standards of this publi-
cations policy (required by Lee v. Board of Regents). 
P. Provide that editorials which purport to represent the Q-Review be 
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approved by the e<litor-in-dlicf. 
Q. Provide that facilities furnished by the school will not be changed 
because of the content of the Q-Rcvi cw. 
R. Provide that the Q-Revicw will not be restricted concerning the 
selection or retention of a printer because of material which appears in the 
Q-Review. 
S. Provide that no rules be made restricting the ability of Q-Review 
staff members to participate on the Q-Review (such as maximum number of extra-
curricular activities) because of the content of the Q-Rcview. 
T. Provide that the Q-Review shall have access to all materials and 
meetings which are legally accessible to the commercial press. 
U. Provide that the publications policy represents an agreement in-
volving the student body, the Q-Review staff, the Q-Review adviser, the Quincy 
Senior High II principal, central office administrators, and the Quincy School 
Board. 
V. Provide that this agreement may not be modified without the con-
currence of the editor-in-chief of the Q-Review, the adviser of the Q-Review, 
the principal of Quincy Senior High II, the superintendent of the Quincy schoo 1 
district, and the Quincy school board, except that changes in the law which 
make any portion of this agreement illegal shall nullify the illegal parts of 
the agreement. 
Goal 2: A responsible, professional journalism 
A. Provide that the Q-Review will operate according to the law, 
emphasizing special care in such areas as libel, obscenity, copyright, invasion 
of privacy, contempt, and substantial and material disruption of the educa-
tional process. 
B. Provide that the Q-Rcvic1.; staff wi 11 operate· under a starHbrd of 
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cthii.:;ll beh:1\·ior \d1ii.:h ::oc:; hcyonJ the limited restrictions imposed by law. 
C. Pro\'idc that the s-:hool will employ a competent advisL·r \,·ho is 
kno1d1'd'.;e;1hll: in L"Ol'a,nmications law, the ethics of journalism, and the respon-
sibi litics of j'lurnalis1;1; prcfrrably the adviser will have ha<l 12 or more 
hours of acadcrnic training in nppropriate journalistic subjects, plus the 
equivalent of at least one year of professional journalistic experience. 
D. Provide that staff members of the Q-Review will be instructed 
continually by the adviser-teacher in the practices of responsible journalism, 
as carried out by respected commercial newspapers. 
E. Provide that student staff members of the Q-Rcview will be select-
ed on the basis of journalistic competence and their devotion to the standards 
of responsible journalism. 
F. Provide that the school will support adequate financing, facili-
ties, and equipment for the Q-Review to encourage favorable working conditions 
for the staff and a quality product. 
G. Provide that administrators at all levels will attempt to assure 
that the Q-Review has access to materials, access to administrative personnel, 
and access to meetings, insofar as possible and practical, to enable staff 
members to obtain factual information firsthand and to check the accuracy of 
material destined for publication. 
II. Provide that the Q-Rcview adviser will continue to have adequate 
time (i.e. one free period per day) for carrying out his responsibilities 
with the Q-Rcvicw. 
Goal 3: An effective J.carning 0,xpcricnce 
A. Prov illc that the <l-Rcv ic1,· Iv i 11 have a competent adv iscr, as out-
1 in ell above. 
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B. Prod de that the Q-l~ev i l'h' adviser h'il 1 continue to have adequate 
··iinc to work 1vith Q-ltc\'it'I-: staff members, as noted above. 
C. Provide that the Q-Revicw adviser will utilize the Q-Rcvich· as a 
1ourna 1 i st ic laboratory for teaching such topics as communications bK, 
journalism ethics, responsibilities of the press, role of the press, reporting 
'.cchniques, ell it ing techniques, photographic techniques, advertising tech-
Iiiqucs, printing production techniques, human re lat ions, sociology, English, 
:ind psychology. 
D. Provide that the Q-Review adviser and staff shall attempt to in-
volve as many persons as possible in producing the Q-Review, including those 
hot enrolled in a journalism class. 
E. Provide that the adviser will not perform duties which should more 
properly be performed by students, except in an emergency situation or at the 
!;pecific request of a student staff member for the purpose of instructing that 
!;taff member. 
It is apparently Mr. Vahl's assumption that carrying out the three 
Hbove goals will result in a high school publication which is of value to the 
publication staff, of value to the student body in general, and of value to 
the entire school system. This would appear to be a valid assumption, although 
110 system or policy can guarantee a finished product of uniformly high quality 
( in fact, the appearance of a student laboratory publication of uniformly high 
. qu:ili ty should be grounds for suspicion that the adviser, not the students, is 
pro<lucin~ it ). 
In analysing the above three goals and the suggestions for accomplish-
ing each, it will be noted that there is some duplication. In developing a 
!,11ggcsted press code in the next chapter, the duplications will hopefully be 
climinatcJ. This will cause a mcrgin;: of the tlirel' goals to some extent, but 
the v:1rious clcracnts of each, as outlined in this d1aptcr, 1,·ill nonetheless 
be included. 
Chapter Vlll 
A Publications Policy Agreement for the Q-Rcvicw 
Section 1: Rationale 
Like their commercial counterparts, high school newspapers play a vital 
role in furthering the goals of a democratic society. High school newspapers 
do not exist solely for the benefit of their staff members, but serve the entire 
school, conununity, state, and nation. The constitutional freedoms which students 
learn to utilize responsibly in school will serve them throughout life; there 
is no better way of teaching the potentials and problems of the democratic pro-
cess than through the actual workings of a free and responsible press. While a 
free press no doubt creates more problems for school officials, these are 
legitimate problems which conscientious administrators and advisers are willing 
to deal with in order to further democratic goals. 
In addition, it is important for educators to serve as good examples in 
upholding the law, both in letter and in spirit. Court decisions have clearly 
indicated that students' constitutional rights are not to be infringed by schools 
except under specific, approved circumstances. It would be inconsistent for 
school officials to demand that students obey rules if school officials were un-
rilling to obey the law of the land. 
Section 2: Purpose of the Q-Review 
The Q-Review shall serve ten general purposes: 
(1) To convey information concerning the school, community, state, 
nation, nnd world; 
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(2) To interpret information concerning the school, community, state, 
nation, and world; 
(3) To express opinions concerning the school, conununity, state, 
n:;.tion, and world; 
(4) To serve as a creative outlet for the Quincy Senior High II com-
munity; 
(5) To serve as a forum for ideas; 
(6) To serve as a laboratory for students desiring to learn and prac-
tice responsible journalistic techniques; 
(7) To serve as a laboratory for students desiring to practice con-
stitutional freedoms in a responsible manner; 
(8) To entertain; 
(9) To advertise products, services, and ideas; and 
(10) To further the legitimate interests of Quincy Senior High II. 
Section 3: Prohibited Material 
While the subject matter permissible in the Q-Review may involve any 
and all aspects of school, community, state, nation, and world, it is recog-
nized that a responsible official school publication will not publish all 
material which might become available to it. Specifically, the following shall 
not be published in the Q-Review: 
(1) Material which is libelous and for which there is no adequate de-
fense which would be acceptable to a responsible commercial publication. 
(2) Material which invades the legal privacy of others. 
(3) Material which is copyrighted and for which legal permission to 
reprint has not been obtained. 
(4) Material which courts have ordered suppressed, under penalty of 
contempt. 
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(5) Material which would be productive of, or likely to produce, a 
substantial and material interference with normal classroom activity or normal 
school functions; however, the likelihood of unjustified and/or illegal dis-
ruptive activities by persons not connected with preparation of the material 
shall not be sufficient to prohibit the material. 
(6) Material which is obscene under current legal definition. 
(7) r~~terial which would be considered unethical under the Canons of 
Journalism of the American Society of Newspaper Editors. 
(8) Material which would be considered irresponsible journalism by 
respected commercial publicationso 
Section 4: Permissible Material 
(1) Except for material prohibited in the foregoing section, the con-
tents of the Q-Review may consist of a variety of material reflecting the pur-
poses of the publication, including the following as they relate to school, 
coIT~unity, state, nation, or world: news and feature stories, interpretive 
stories, commentaries, columns, investigative stories, photographs, cartoons, 
letters to the editor, advertisements, and editorials. 
(2) Specifically, the Q-Review may include such items as stories and/ 
or editorial comments concerning the Quincy Senior High II student government, 
the administration of the Quincy schools, the Quincy city government, the state 
government, the national government, and world governments; material related to 
student health or social concerns, such as stories and editorials concerning 
VD, the prevention of pregnancies, birth control, adoption, smoking, drugs, and 
race relations; criticism, critique, and review of dramatic productions, musical 
performances, coaching or advising of school activities, films, recordings, 
public officials, public figures, public organizations, and other persons, 
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groups, programs, or organi:ations SL'L'l,..ing public recognition, or of legitimate 
concern to the public. 
Section 5; lh1t i C'S of Kc\· Pcrsonnc 1 
Adviser. The adviser shall be the Quincy Senior High II faculty rep-
resentative to the Q-Review. llis primary duties shall consist of supervising 
~he financial operations of the Q-Review, teaching responsible journalistic 
techniques, overseeing production, counseling and advising concerning journal-
istic problems, and insuring that the publications policy is faithfully followed. 
It shall be the adviser's responsibility to read and approve all mat~ral printed 
~n the Q-Review. TI1e adviser may seek advice and information from administra-
~ors, fellow teachers, legal authorities, students, and other persons in determ-
i 
lning whether material should be prohibited or permitted under the guidelines 
pf this publications policy; however, his decision to approve or disapprove 
~rterial shall be final, subject to a procedure of challenge and appeal to be 
~elineated in Section 7: Resolving Conflicts. 
! 
I 
I Editor-in-chief. It shall be the function of the editor-in-chief to 
~ork with the student staff in determining the type of material to print, the 
~ethods of gathering such material, and the methods of processing such material. 
I 
fe has the option of calling upon the adviser for assistance in carrying out his 
~uties, but the editor-in-chief is expected ~o exercise as much autonomy as his 
experience, abilities, and time permit. He is the staff leader and the spokes-
man for the staff. It is the responsibility of the editor-in-chief to lead the 
naff in carrying out the provisions of this publications policy. All editori-
als which purpo~~t to reflect the position of the Q-Re\'iew must meet with the 
approval of the editor-in-chief before they nay be pr intcd. 
Other editors. It shall be the responsibility of other editors ap-
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pointed by the editor-in-chief to perform their assigned functions and to carry 
out the provisions of the publications policy. 
Advertising manager. It shall be the duty of the advertising manager 
to sell advertising and to supervise the sale of advertising, working with 
cm~tracts and other appropriate record~ 1 
Section 6: Selection of Key Personnel 
The study by the Commission of Inquiry Into High School Journalism showed 
that one of the most irnportant tasks in creating or perpetrating a free, re-
sponsible, and capable student newspaper is the selection of student and faculty 
personnelo 
Adviser. The key person for an official high school publication is the 
adviser, since his role involves all aspects of the school publication. The 
adviser should be selected on the basis of journalistic competence (academic 
course work in journalism and successful professional experience in journalism), 
desire to advise, ability to work with people, and devotion to a free and re-
sponsible high school presso Ideally, the adviser should be interviewed during 
the selection process not only by professional educators, but by student publi-
cation staff members as well. 
Editor-in-chief. As the highest-ranking student on the publication 
staff, the editor-in-chief plays a crucial role. He should be selected through 
a process which emphasizes previous publications experience, academic and in-
tellectual abilities, journalistic skills, ability to work with others, leader-
ship qualities, and devotion to the concept of a free and responsible press. 
The student publications staff should have significant influence in the selection 
of the editor-in-chief. The actual appointment should be made by the adviser 
with the approval of the Journalism Advisory Counci 1. 
Other editorial staff members. The selection of editors below the rank 
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of editor-in-chief should be made by the editor-in-chief with the approval of 
the adviser, emphasizing the same criteria utilized in selecting the editor-
in-chief. The selection of reporters and other editorial staff members should 
be made jointly by the editor-in-chief and the adviser. 
Advertising manager. The advertising manager should possess the fol-
lowing qualities: sales ability, knowledge of business, record-keeping abili-
ties, honesty, ability to work with others, and leadership ability. The ad-
vertising manager shall be selected by the adviser. 
Section 7: Resolving Conflicts 
Journalism advisory council. It is important to include procedures in 
this publications policy agreement whereby possible conflicts of opinion be-
tween the adviser and the student publications staff may be resolved fairly and 
expertly. In accomplishing this, an advisory council made up of publications 
experts outside the school system shall be established, thus providing both the 
necessary competence and the necessary independence to provide a "check" on the 
adviser. 
The Journalism Advisory Council shall be composed of three members, 
preferably present employees of the conunercial print media. If suitable persons 
are not available from the commercial print media, other _persons with profes-
sional knowledge and previous professional experience with the commercial print 
media may serve, provided they are not affiliated with the Quincy school system. 
The three members shall be chosen by the Quincy Senior High II principal, the 
Q-Review adviser, and the editor-in-chief of the Q-Review, who shall unani-
mously agree on the membership of the council. In the event agreement cannot 
be reached on council membership, the school board shall meet with the princi-
pal, adviser, and editor-in-chief to resolve the problem of council membership. 
Each member of the council shall serve for one year, but may be selected for 
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sul.'.cecJing tenas. 
The function of this council shall be thrce-folJ; (1) to provide gen-
eral counseling anJ ad\'ice for the journalism anJ publications progr;im at Quinl.'.y 
Senior lligh II; (2) to rule in specific situations on questions concerning the 
correctness of decisions by the adviser as to what constitutes (a) ethical, re-
sponsible journalism, (b) libel for which there is no acceptable defense, (c) 
invasion of privacy, and (cl) material which would be likely to cause substan-
tial and material disruption of the educational process; and (3) to approve the 
appointment or dismissal of the Q-Review editor-in-chief. 
Procedures. As previously noted, the adviser has the authority to 
withhold material which in his opinion violates the restrictions set forth in 
this publications policy, subject to appeal. Likewise, he has the authority to 
approve material which in his judgment conforms to this publications policy, 
also subject to appeal in some cases. If the adviser decides to prohibit any 
material, he shall do so within 24 hours of its receipt by him. He shall im-
mediately notify the author of the material and/or the editor-in-chief of his 
decision to prohibit the material. The author or the editor-in-chief may re-
quest that the question of the adviser's judgment be submitted to the Journal-
ism Advisory Council for a ruling. If the adviser, editor-in-chief, or a major-
ity of the Q-Review editorial staff approves the request, the question shall 
immediately be submitted to the Journalism Advisory Council for a ruling. If 
possible, the advisory co1mcil shall attempt to act on the petition within 24 
hours. 
The Journalism Advisory Council may also be utilized to evaluate the 
suitability of material published by the Q-Review wl1ich any interested person 
feels was prohibited by this publications policy. Those persons having such 
complaints may petition the advisory council to rule on the material published 
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for thl' purpose• of (al establishing future stanJards for decision-making by 
the adviser, or (b) building a case to illustrate the adviser's incompetence 
in making ~tccisions. 
\\11erc time pr·rmits (i.e. Q-Rcview deadlines would not he missed), any 
person who has knowledge of material about to be publishcJ which this person 
feels is prohibited under this publications policy, or shoulJ be viewed by the 
council, may petition the advisory council to meet to determine the suitability 
of such material for publication. 
The Journalism Advisory Council shall notify the editor-in-chief of 
the Q-Review, the adviser of the Q-Review, and the principal of Senior High II 
of any meetings to be held. In reaching a decision, the advisory council shall 
request a written statement from the adviser which explains his actions. The 
council, the adviser, or a petitioner may present written or oral statements 
from other appropriate persons to aid the council in reaching a decision. The 
entire proceedings of the advisory council, including the voting, shall be open 
to the public. The decision by the advisory council shall be final, and all 
persons shall abide by it. Two of the three members of the council shall con-
stitute a quorum for the purpose of conducting business. If the advisory coun-
cil cannot be convened, the decision of the adviser shall stand. 
Section 8: Dismissal or Transfer of Personnel 
If it becomes necessary to dismiss personnel from their positions on 
the Q-Revie1v staff or as an adviser, the following procedures shall be followed: 
Adviser. The adviser shall not be relieved, against his will, of his 
duties as adviser for faith fully following the provisions of this publication 
policy in a straightfon~ard manner, unless it can be shown that he lacks the 
competence to perform his role. 
In assessing competence, the :1dviscr shall be judr:cd according to the 
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quality of the (~-Re\' icw, the cvaluat ions of student staff members, and the 
evaluations of the ,Journalism Ad\·isory Council. One instance of poor jud):ment 
may not, of course, justify an overall rating of incompetent; the adviser's total 
competence, on balance, shall be the basis for jutlgpent. 
Scl10ol officials, of course, have the option of reassigning the adviser 
within the school or school system as the need arises, according to policies 
for such reassignment existing at the time, so long as the reassignment is not 
related to the above points. 
Editor-in-chief. TI1e editor-in-chief shall not be relieved, against 
his will, of his duties for carrying out his duties under this publications 
policy in a conscientious JT1anner. Should his performance under this publica-
tions policy be questioned, the adviser may request a hearing by the Journal-
ism Advisory Council to determine whether the editor should be relieved of his 
duties. If the council concurs, the editor-in-chief shall be relieved of his 
position and a new editor-in-chief shall be appointed according to regular 
procedures. 
Other editors. The editor-in-chief may, for cause, relieve any editor 
below the rank of editor-in-chief of his duties, with the approval of the ad-
viser. 
Advertising manager. The advertising manager may, for cause, be re-
lieved of his duties by the adviser. 
Section 9: Distribution 
The principal shall have the authority to establish reasonable times, 
places, and manner of distribution of the Q-Rcvicw to assure that such distri-
bution will not substantially and materially disrupt cL1sscs or other school 
functions. lie may prevent the distribution of material which is likely, by 
its content or manner of distribution, to cause substantial :rnd material dis-
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ruption of the educational process; however, the illegal and/or unjustified 
actions of those who have not produced the Q-Rcview shall not be sufrid.ent 
cause to prohibit distribution. 
In the absence of specific instructions from the principal concerning 
distribution, the Q-Revicw staff and adviser shall determine the time, places, 
and manner of distribution. 
Section 10: Role of the Administration 
School officials play a very important positive role in establishing 
the basic guidelines for the operation of the Q-Review through approval of this 
publications policy, which is designed to protect the legitimate, legal in-
terests of all parties. While this publications policy does not provide for 
direct involvement by administrators in determining the content of the Q-Review . 
(since the Seventh District courts have ruled that direct prior restraint by 
administrators is not legal in Illinois), it is recognized that administrators 
and other members of the Quincy Senior High II community will have consider-
able influence on what is in the Q-Review. 
Resource persons. Much of the information required for the Q-Review 
will come from administrative sources. It is expected that administrators will 
make themselves available to Q-Review staff members for interviews as time per-
mits. 
Counseling. Administrators often have insights into particular situ-
ations which Q-Review staff members and the adviser do not have. It is expected 
administrators will be utilized as counselors by the Q-Review staff and the ad-
viser on various issues. 
Discipline. It is expected that administrators will prevent disciplin-
ary action from being taken against student journalists for following the guide-
lines of this pub1 i.:ations pol fry. 
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Harassment. Administrators arc expected to discourage harassment (i.e. 
calling students from cl asses for conferences, contacting parents to pressure 
students, threatening notations on permanent records, etc.) of student journ-
alists for following the guidelines of this publications policy. 
Adviser. It is expected that the adviser will continue to have a free 
period for the purpose of carrying out his duties with the Q-Review. 
Finances. It is expected that Quincy Senior High II wi 11 not reduce 
or eliminate financial support from or through the school because of the con-
tent of the Q-Review. 
Advertisers. It is expected that no pressure will be brought to bear 
on advertisers to reduce or eliminate advertising in the Q-Review because of the 
content of the Q-Review. 
Printer. It is expected that there will be no restrictions concerning 
the selection or retention of a printer or other production facilities because 
of the content of the Q-Review. 
Facilities. It is expected that the facilities provided by the school 
for the Q-Review will not be changed because of the content of the Q- lbview. 
Staff members. It is expected that no rules will be made concerning 
the ability of staff members to participate on the Q-Review (number of extra-
curricular activities, grade point average, etc.) because bf the content of the 
Q-Rcview. 
Open records. Access by the Q-Review to school records, documents, and 
files is important in obtaining factual information. All such materials which 
are open to the commercial press shall be open to the Q-Review. 
Administrati\'e meetings. Access by the Q-Revicw to meetings of commit-
tees, councils, directors, faculty, EBC schools, and student groups is impor-
tant in obtaining facts firsthand, rather than indirectly. The Illinois open 
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meetings law wi 11 he fo 1101,cd, and t ht~ Q-l{e\' i cw wi 11 have access to any meet-
ings open to the commen:ial press. 
Through mutual trust and coopl'ration, both the Q-Revicw and the ci<l-
ministration will benefit from a free and responsible press. Continued admin-
istrative support of the letter and spirit of this publications policy is 
essential in making it work. 
Section 11: The agreement 
This publications policy shall constitue an agreement between the Q-
Review, the Q-Review adviser, the Quincy Senior High II principal, the super-
intendent of the Quincy School District 172, and the Board of Education of the 
Quincy School District 172 concerning the operation of the Q-Revicw and shall 
be binding on all parties. However, if any portion of this agreement shall be 
ruled illegal, that portion and only that portion shall be null and void. 
Changes in this agreement may be proposed by any of the parties to it. 
Modifications in the agreement rectuire the consent of all parties (i.e. the 
editor-in-chief of the Q-Review, the adviser of the Q-Review, the principal of 
Quincy Senior High II, the superintendent of District 172, and the District 172 
school board). 
Ch:tptcr IX 
Log of Experiences 
Background 
Essentially, this field experience began in the fall of 1972 when I 
accepted the position of adviser to the Q-Review student newspaper at Quincy 
Senior lligh School, in an effort to gain high school experience for an admin-
istrative certificate. After nine years of teaching, advising, and serving as 
an administrator in colleges and universities, the high school scene proved to 
be a significant change. The level of maturity of the students was lower, of 
course, as was their level of journalistic experience. And, more signifi-
cantly so far as this field experience is concerned, the press freedoms which 
I had experienced in recent years in college were not present at Quincy High 
School, despite the fact it was one of the more liberal high schools in Down-
state Illinois. During that first year, crises in press censorship came and 
went--and considerable insight was gained by the adviser. 
The next year, 1973-74, the adviser moved with his student newspaper, 
the Q-Review, into a new bui l<ling, Quincy Senior High I I. Again it \vas a yc:1 r 
of learning. The Stullent Council at Senior High II, under the able leadership 
of Gorden Chanen, proposed a comprehensive student rights policy, including 
rights involving the student press. I participated intermittently in hclpin): 
to develop policies for the press, but still had little knowledge of the lcg:il 
rii:hts of the high school student press. I determined to make the de\·clopr:,L'rlt 
of a student press policy a goal for the 197-1-75 school year, am! n'u·ivnl ,1j 1 -
proval to do this for my intern pro_i cct. 
It is impossible to list every 1accting h'ith students, faculty, anJ ad-
ministrators \,·hich had some effect on thL' J..:·\·clop1:1cnt of a publications policy 
for the Q-Rcvicw student newspaper at Quincy Senior lligh II. There were con-
versations over coffee, there were unlogged irate phone calls, there were brief 
wnversations in the hallways, and there were many, many individual sessions 
frith student staff members which no doubt have had a bearing on the final pro-
duct. Following are some of the key meetings and experiences I had during 1974-
.75 which directly involved the field study, an<l which were, for the most part, 
!specifically scheduled for that purpose. Research conducted at home in books 
1md other materials purchased, borrowed, or already on hand is not listed, since 
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this was done on an almost daily basis. 
The Log 
September 27-28: Attendance at the Illinois High School Press Associa-
tion annual convention, where I conducted one session on newswriting. While at 
the convention I talked to as many people as possible about a publications pol-
icy, but I was unable to find any which were more than a few lines drawn up by 
rtudents for inclusion on the editorial pages of their newspapers. I did per-
~ive considerable interest, however. 
October 9: Met with Jim Coyne, chairman of the Student Rights Conunittee 
of the Quincy Senior High II Student Counci 1. We went over some ideas concern-
~g a statement on the press for the Bill of Student Rights he was continuing 
work on (it had not yet been accepted by the administration). 
October 11: Met with the full Student Rights Committee. We discused 
some ideas I had written for the occasion, and there was general agreement on 
policies, although there was some opposition to a provision that the principal 
~ould see material before it was printed and could withhold material prior to 
S4 
publication unJer some circumstances. 
October 16: ~let for 25 minutes with Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion ~!ichael B:iLllis, 1"110 1,as visiting Quincy Senior lligh II. lie was very 
interested in ny ,,·ork on a student publications policy, 1,as supportive, but 
indicated he 1,as not cognizant of details regarding high school press law. Ile 
referred me to one of his employees, Ken Midkiff, v:hom I had known at Eastern 
Illinois University. 
October 17: Called Ken Midkiff in Springfield, informed him of my 
project, and received enthusiastic support. He said he would send me any 
material he had on specific cases in high school press law. 
October 20: Received detailed material from Ken Midkiff concerning 
the case of Scoville v. Board of Education of Joliet Township High School. 
November 3: Visited Metro High School in Chicago with a dual purpose: 
to evaluate their "school without walls" concept and to pick up a copy of their 
policies concerning the student press. They had no policy concerning the stud-
ent press. 
December 16: Lengthy discussion with Quincy Senior High II Principal 
Richard lleitholt concerning his concept of the role of the press. lie is very 
open and liberal for an administrator, and expressed the opinion that the Q-
Review should be as open as possible, but that he would not hesitate to censor 
any material 1{hich would hurt the school. 
December 13: Attended all-day r.ecting of Student Counc i 1 group di:;-
cussing the policy on student rights. Ideas were exchanged, but we were Ii 11 it cd 
by lack of material on court decisions. 
January 24: At a hastily-cal led 1:1ccting bet1,ccn the Q-lk\·_i ,'h' :1dv i :.•.· r, 
the Quincy Senior iligh II principal, and the Senior JLigh I princip.ll, I 1>., · 
attackcll by the Senior lligh I principal for app1·oving an ;i1·ticlc ;1,1,i c;1rt.),,:1 
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criti,::il of Senior High T. I said that 1 felt the m:1tcrial was proper un<ler 
current 1:uidclincs {although I \\':.1s not sure \\·hat the guidelines were). The 
Senior lligh II princi:lal 1s·as supporti\'e of me in general, but exprcssc<l sur-
prise th:1t I had not con.sulte~l him before appro\'ing the material. lie did not 
approve of the c:1rtoon. The meeting, though stormy, w::is productive in that it 
gave me further incentive to draw up a written policy. 
February 7: Met briefly with Illinois St::itc Superienten<lent of Educa-
tion Joseph N. Cronin at the Board office in Quincy. Like Bak::ilis, he was 
supportive of my project and, again like l3akalis, he could provide no details 
regarding the law and the high school press. He referred me to Ken Midkiff. 
February 7: Met with Quincy schools Assistant Superintendent Brandt 
Crocker and Q-Review reporter Marc Magliari,who is considered somewhat of a 
rabble-rouser of the Fourth Estate. \Ile discussed press policies and the pos-
sibility of gaining approval of the student Bill of Rights. He said we would 
probably need the support of the Senior High II faculty before gaining approval 
from the board, or at least the presentation of the Bill of Rights to the board 
should be made by the son or daughter of a doctor (he was joking only a little 
bit). 
February 14: Phone call to Ken Midkiff for clarification of some ref-
erences in the booklet he put out concerning student rights and responsibili-
ties. Ile said they \.;ere revising the book, and possibly he could get some 
additional information to me later. 
March 14: Met with Principal Heitholt, Student Council adviser Lucille 
Runnels, Student Rizhts Co1~mi ttee Chairman Jim Coyne, and corruni ttee members 
Marc ;,lagliari and Chris Curtis in lleitholt 's office. Ile \~as presented with a 
tentative outline of the student Bill of Rights, including a brief policy on 
the press, and he gave his personal appro\'al to it. lloh·evcr, he s~1id it could 
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not be implemented until it had the support of the faculty. I detcndned to 
continue my research in an effort to more fully und.crst:n:d the lah concerning 
the high school press, since I ,,,as not entirely happy v.-ith ,d:at little we had 
found thus far (mostly from the Office of E<lucation in Springfield). 
March 15: I recieved t,.o books 1n the mail on the high school press and 
the law: The Law and the Student Press, and The Student Journalist and Legal 
and Ethical Issues. The former 'n"as fairly recent (19i3) and contained brief 
references to specific cases, but the latter was old (196S) and out of date. 
March 16: Visited Quincy Public Library in search for additional infor-
mation on specific cases involving the high school press. Xothing. 
April 11: Met with Principal Heitholt regarding a proposed poem for the 
literary section of the Q-Review. It had references to sex and he felt it was 
not suitable for the Q-Review. It was questionable. I resohed to do additional 
research on obscenity as applied to the high school press. There was also re-
search required to see if the poem would violate the ethics of responsible journal-
ism. 
April 24: Attended workshop session at Eastern Illinois University on 
press freedom, featuring materials from the study by the Commission of Inquiry 
Into High School Journalism. Picked up a copy of the Connis~ion's book, Captive 
Voices. This is a recent book which lists a number of cases; it may go a bit 
overboard on student rights and freedoms, however. 
April 28: Met again with Committee on Student Rights at Quincy Senior 
lligh II to report on the workshop and to exchange views. 
M1y 13: Met with Jim Coyne in his capacity as editor of the editorial 
page to explain why I thought a cartoon proposed for the :1:i:;e was misleading 
and unprofessional. He reluctantly agreed and said he 1,ould h:n·e the cartoon-
ist redraw it. lie expressed a need for more specific ,: .. :iJeL:: .. ~s :1,1Ll I agreed. 
o1 
M1y lS: Met \dth l'rin-:ip:d lkitholt concerning a story critil'al of a 
conservative, outspoLcn rncmht'r of the school hoard. The story \,as r1..'luctant.l)' 
:ippro\·,:·,l hy !lei tltol t, but he askcJ me to show it to Assistant Superintendent 
~~t·ycr. ~let with t-tcyer and he felt the school boarJ mc:n!.Jcr should not be crit-
ici::cJ in the school paper. SupcrintenJcnt Alberts \\·as consulted and he agreed. 
'l11e school lawyer, William Diederich, was consulted. !le at first said there was 
no problem with the story, but after additional conversation with Dr. Meyer ruled 
that the material relating to the school board member was libelous nnd would 
have to be taken out. I did not agree, but had not yet completed enough law re-
search to argue with the school attorney. The need for safeguards to prevent 
censorship through the arbitrarily labeling of material as libelous was very ap-
parent. 
June 5: Visited Ken Midkiff in Sprinr;field to see if he had found any 
additional material. He showed rn~ a proposed revision of the student rights 
and responsibilities booklet which was considerably milder than the first one--
too mild, in my opinion, in the section on press rights. I expressed this, and 
he said he would take another look at it; possibly he could come up with addi-
tional cases to show the legal consultant. I had sti 11 not found enough speci-
fic information to provide him with any real assistance, however. 
June 13: Met with Paula Reynolds at Eastern Illinois University and she 
showed 1,1c a recent book by Robert Trager, probably the foremost authority on the 
la1v of the hieh school press (I had at least done enough research to know that). 
1 wrote dmm the address for the book. 
June 16: Called the Journalism Education Association president, Sister 
Rita Jeanne, in La Crosse, Wisc., explaining my project and seeking advice. She 
was v0ry supportive and helpful, arranging to have some recent r.1aterials sent 
through T. Jan \\'iscman at .Malta, II 1. 
I 
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June 21: Discovered that Quincy has a law library in the court house. 
Visited the law library and found that all the cases I had been digging through 
books and pamphlets for were there in their entirety. Spent the day and several 
succeeding days researching specific cases, especially Supreme Court cases and 
cases from the Seventh District federal court. which includes Illinois in its 
jurisdiction. 
Since this time l have been engaged in attempting to analyse the various 
cases, draw conclusions, and provide a basis for a workable policy which will 
(a) reflect court decisions, (b) place enough legal restrictions on the Q-Review 
to encourage responsible, ethical journalism, and (c) provide freedom from ad-
ministrative decisions based on public relations, rather than on good journal-
ism. It has been an interesting project. 
Appendix,\ 
Sample Art iclcs from the 1974- 75 Q-Rcview 
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The Q-lkvi(•W 
---------------------- January :!4. I!/',":, 
By Jim Coyne 
Quincy Senior High I and II 
are different entities, with sep-
arate policies, programs, and 
personalities. 
Even through the schools are 
separate, many students cross 
over to take classes and are af-
fected daily by the atmosphere 
of their brother building. 
Also. the two years spent at 
QHS I have a grl'at effect on 
what QHS II students will be 
like. 
The two schools have definite 
differencl'S in policy. SH I re-
quires students to have hall 
passes. except in the area from 
the stucknt lounge to the library 
(except PIE students. who n~:iy 
apply for a ""permanent pass·· by 
obtaining four teacher signa-
tures l. :\ow here in SH II are 
hall passl'S required. 
SH I requires all non-PIE stu-
dents to attend a roll call at the 
beginning of their unassign,.'d 
hour. SH II has no such policy. 
SH I requires students to eat 
at school (PIE teachers are en-
couraged to take students to 
lunch. which is allowed l. SH II 
students have open lunch. 
SH I has a yellow line through 
their mall making about 2/3 of it 
off bounds ( this is done to kel'P 
students away from class-
rooms). SH II has the same 
classroom frontage on one of its 
malls, yet has no yellow line. 
(JllS I teachers are asked to 
patrol the halls during their un-
assignPd time. Q HS II tt>achers 
only do so from 7: 30 to B a.m. 
All this is outsidP of the 
sweeping variations in Pduc:i.-
tion:.il programs and philosophv. 
Clearly, then, thcre are some 
sharp differences in the way the 
two schools operate. Then' is 
also a difference in the age of 
the students. 
QHS II principal Richard Heit-
holt explains SH II policy as 
"trying to motivate studc•nts 
without a lot of rules. Too m:rny 
rules can sometimes fill a pl'r· 
son with tension. which mi,;ht 
make him want to go out :ind 
strike back at something_ .. Ik1t-
holt added, "No matter w.,.it 
school policy is, students by and 
large make school what it is."' 
ln tune with that, QHS !rs 
new PIE French teacher Jim 
Campbell said, ··When hirl'd, I 
was not givPn an ironclad st'l of 
rules, but was told to de:d with 
discipline on an individual k1~:i~ 
-handling things as I fdt b,·>t. 
Talking about this yt::ir"s 11 ,11· 
icy, QIIS l dl'an of students Hwh 
ard ;\foorf' st:itt·tl. "W,• have 
hdpcd tht> kids m;1ke some cor-
r<:cted decisions." 
It seems mutually agreed that 
S"hool ruks ;1rt' tightl'1wd at 
Senior High l. but wli;1t is not 
agreed upon is whetlll'r or not 
the arrangl'mcnt is nPcessary. 
"Yes." says Helen Coyne. Sll l 
counsPlor. She adds. "It is a mi-
nority of the students who dis-
turb classt's." Coyne also stated. 
"Most kids like it better this way 
-I haven't heard many com-
plaints about the hall policy." 
Although no second-year stu-
dents interviewed said that they 
liked the rules better. several 
did say they thought they were 
necessary. They included Terri 
Quinn, Voice of I editor, and 
Suzie Holm, SH I Student Coun-
cil president. Holm stated. 
"Some kids just couldn't handle 
it last year." 
Quinn also agreed with the 
school policy, but said. "I would 
like to see the mall situation 
handled some other way and 
would like to see a permanent 
pass system for the whole 
school." 
Most of those interviewed 
were less sympathetic with the 
QHS I policy. Greg Chatten, for-
mer member of the A-160 Advis-
ory Group, commented, "The 
administration has some good 
ideas, but they are going about 
it all the wrong way. I think stu-
dents should be allowed to have 
freedoms until they abuse them, 
then punish the guilty - not 
everyone." He added, "You have 
lo go through a lot of red tape 
bdor<' you can do anythin/! 
Then what vou are allowed to do 
is very li111itcd - students at 
Senior lligh I arc not given any 
l'l'Sp1 msibi I ity." 
Kathy Cervon, instigator and 
mernl)(:r of last year's advisory 
board. now a junior. has this to 
say about Senior High I. "The 
rul(•s Wl're ridiculous. We were 
lrl'al<·d like kindcq!artencrs 
rather Uun fresl!nh n and snpho-
n1or\'s in !ugh :--dwol." She added 
"I thrnk part of the reason for 
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;.ill th(' di:;c1plmt' was that !t•ach-
ers wen• more awarf' of the ft>w 
bad studt'nls than the many re-
sponsible on<'s." 
Terry Mickle. SH I PIE di-
rector. said he would "like to see 
most of the rules done away 
with and deal with the indi-
vidual." 
The QIIS II students inter-
viewed seemed to be generally 
positive about their school and 
the Education by Choice pro-
gram. 
However. one QHS II student 
lodged this complaint. "I think 
the ultimate decision for alter-
native schools should be up to 
the students with advice from 
counselors and parents. Because 
of my parents. feelings I was 
denied entrance to the school I 
really wanted to be in. This de-
feats the purpose of EBC." 
Whatever the viewpoint, it 
cannot be denied the two schools 
affect one another. 
Therefore, the total picture of 
QHS must be considered; the to-
tal affect on the Quincy High 
School student must be weighed. 
The Q-Heview ------------------------- Page 5 
( ha i ned doors no longer used 
By Marc Mogliori 
This Monclay, the QIIS II Ad-
ministration distributed to the 
faculty a copy of a uew Fire 
Evacuation diagram that docs 
not usc chained closed doors as 
escape routes. 
Ever since last year students 
have been unable to use certain 
dt•signated fire exits, except 
during fire drills. In most cases, 
these were stairways that were 
chained closf'd. 
The stairways chained at pres-
ent arc on the second floor of the 
southeast corner of ·D" building 
and both floors of the northwest 
cornpr of 'F' building. 
··student irresponsibility'' 
causPd the chaining of the exits, 
according to (,l HS ll Principal 
Hichard Heitholt. 
"The areas were vandalized." 
Heitholt said. "by burns in the 
rarpd. discoloring the plaster, 
and tracking mud in and out." 
The gathering of students in 
thl'sl' areas was also considered 
undesirable' by the administra-
tion, since the groups some-
times disrupted classes with ex-
cessive noise. 
Several other measures were 
tried bdore the exits were 
chained. The Fine Arts School 
attempted patrolling the areas 
and holding classes in neighbor-
ing hallways, but these ideas 
were "not practical in the long 
run," according to a Fine Arts 
staff member. 
A number of students and this 
reporter, concerned about stu-
dent safety in an emergency, en-
gaged themselves in the reopen-
ing of those exits, which at that 
time included a set of doors in 
the northwest corner of 'A' build-
ing. 
After talking to Fine Arts 
School Director Larry Million 
and Assistant Principal Fred 
Bloss and unsuccessful request-
ing that they unchain the doors, 
other action was taken. 
The students contacted the 
Office of Public Instruction in 
Springfield and then l\layor 
Nicholson, who referred them to 
Quincy Fire Chief Lou Berry. 
Chief Berry seemed upset by 
the information, when contacted 
by this reporter, and cited the 
City and State Fire Codes, re-
garding the closing of the doors. 
Chief Berry promised to investi-
gate. 
Later in the day, Head Custo-
dian "Shag" Jackson saw Chief 
Berry's car in the parking lot 
and proceeded to unchain the 
doors. 
Heitholt called Chief Berry 
the following day, and was in-
formed that the only legal meth-
od of locking the doors was to 
obliterate the "exit" signs on 
the doors in question. 
There has been some question 
by students why the doors were 
locked in the first place and why 
they remain locked since the 
opening of the new smoking 
area. 
Administrative Assistant 
Howard Dewell was asked about 
the chained exits: ·· I would be 1 
against unlocking the doors 
now,'' he said, but the locking of 
the doors with the type of lock 
that can be opened in case of an 
emergency and which would 
sound an alarm if used, is being 
considered. 
-. ) 3 
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South Parl(-
With the hazy stalenH'nts anct 
isolated accus:1tions bC'ing made 
by city council nwmbcrs and 
a few other Inca! citizms. it 
seems time to look into what has 
actually bt.>cn done to remove 
students from the Horseshoe 
area of South Park and why. 
The motion passed by the city 
council stated that the chief of 
police should direct squad cars 
to patrol the area several times 
a week and on weekends and to 
take down license plate num-
bers which later would be 
tracked down and the owners 
called. 
This is apparently being done 
in hopes that parents will direct 
their children to stay away from 
the park. 
The application of the city 
council order, however, has 
come to something more severe. 
Chief of Police Harold Hunsa-
ker stated that the police 
would employ ·'whatever means 
necessary for the best interest 
of the public." 
Those "means" have included 
more than the phoning of par-
ents and deans of colleges and 
high schools. 
According to Hunsaker, offi-
cers have also made direct re-
quests that young people in the 
horseshoe area leave-he went 
on to say that officers used · a 
great deal of discretion in this 
area. 
When asked how a young per-
son who received such an order 
and refused to leave would be 
treated, he replied that it 
could cons ti lute "refusing to 
obey a police officer." When 
asked if that did not apply only 
to situations where a law has 
been broken. "he said that this 
was a "gray area." 
The c1tv council motion and 
the subsf·(JUl'll l police act10n 
was apparently in resp<mSl' to 
c·omp1:11nts made by p;i:;sersby 
~"'"'" 
~" 
and others using the park. 
According to city council 
members. thev have received 
complaints co1i.cerning drinking 
and other objectionable activi-
ties. They and the police force 
have carried out the actions 
they felt would best clear up the 
alleged situation. 
Despite their good intentions, 
we must look a bit deeper than 
a mere satisfaction of com-
plaints. 
The parks are public: property 
paid for by all taxpayers; as 
such they are to be used freely 
by all. Excluding any one group 
from any public facility is a 
clear violation of their right to 
"equal protection under the 
law" as the U.S. Bill of Rights 
states. 
The pertinent question to be 
asked is this: How can an entire 
group of people be punished for 
the heresay offenses of a few? 
Perhaps a good number of the 
complaints are true, perhaps 
some are exaggerations, per-
haps some are false. 
Whatever the case, let the in-
dividual (young or old) be pun-
ished for whatever his offense 
may be, and allow the majority 
to enjoy themselves. 
If we are to scrutinize the 
young for violations. let us also 
look to company and service 
club picnics and family reunions 
for their drinking and littering. 
Perhaps a good part of the 
problem is that certain mem-
bers of the community just do 
not like seeing a large gather-
ing of the young being a bit 
too free anJ a bit too wild for 
their taste. Perhaps they are 
secretly jealous. 
Some nwmbers of the com-
munitv have tended to associ-
:1te ti:e South l'c1rk situ:1tion 
with a lack of discipiirH' :it lJil 
S ll . tksp1te every indication 
that tJl!S stu,knt:-: st·ldom visit 
the p:irk during sc!J;;ul b\iurs. 
Mayor Don Nicholson com· 
mented that a check of autos 
in the Horseshoe area at 11 a.m. 
on a Tuesday morning showed 
that only three out of the nine-
teen cars were owned bv stu-
dents. • 
Chief Hunsaker stated that of 
the latest thirteen traffic 
arrests in the park. two were 
QHS II students ( this includes 
weekends and afternoons). 
Dr. Brandt Crocker. assistant 
superintendent, commented that 
he had toured the Horseshoe 
area of the park on a Friday and 
counted about 95 persons. "My 
judgment was that almost all 
of those kids were in college.'' 
he said. 
Also, no investigation has 
been made of how many stu-
dents from other schools in the 
city visit the park during 
school hours. 
It is unfortunate that the mis-
leading statements 1:iy some, 
such as, "I can't see how 
we can call this education when 
they (students) are all over the 
town." are accepted by a num-
ber of people. 
There has also been criticism 
of the fact that hourly atten-
dance is not taken in parts of 
QHS II . What he totally over-
looked is the fact that stu-
dents and their parents have 
chosen one particular learning 
environment and all that goes 
with it. Some have chosen to 
take a larger degree of respon-
si bili tv for their education. 
It ii puzzling how some lead· 
ing citizens can oppose ttw 
right of the taxpayers to choose 
the types of schooling they like 
best, especially when na tion:il 
tests show that students in till' 
alterna tin• schools are lcarnm g 
at or above the national aver· 
age. 
~) .1 
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By G,.,9 Engelmeyer 
Venereal d1s,•ase has rapidly 
bl•conw a tnJjor problem tn 
Ad:11ns County as wdl as in the 
rest of the l' n i kd Sta tl's. 
In Atbms County last year. 
315 cases of gonorrhea were re-
ported. with that number repre-
senting probably 40'.~ of the to-
tal number of cases in the coun-
ty. Of that 315, 25'1~ of the vic-
tims were 18 or under, and 75'.:~ 
were 22 or younger. 
Not c~lv has there been a 
gonorrhea· explosion, but syph· 
ilis is now on the rise also. How-
ever, only 12 cases of syphilis 
were reported in the past two 
years in Adams County. 
• 
Recentlv the Illinois Depart-
ment of 1.-">ublic Health released 
the nation-wide figures that one 
out of every four high school stu-
dents will contract gonorrhea 
before they graduate. 
It is estimated that 61/z to 7 
million people will become in-
fected with gonorrhea this year 
in the United States alone. Pre-
sently, gonorrhea is the number 
one communicable disease m 
the U.S. l\lore people get it than 
the common cold. 
These facts and figures have 
caused Adams County Venereal 
Disease Epidemiologist Mike 
Hhodes to express great con-
cern over the escalating rise in 
V.D. victims. He comment,0 d, 
"It is really on the incre:.ise. 
There is no way to stop it until 
an immunization is developed, 
and that could be years." 
Rhodes emphasized the need 
for people to come in and get 
a check-up if they have the 
slightest suspicion of V.D. He 
said that the test for V.D. is a 
simple pruccss. and stressed the 
fact that cvervthinr. will t,,, done 
in Cllmp!de C'CJl1fidc·~tialit V. 
lle ~idtkd, "Just i'o io the 
Auams County llcalt!J D,';),,rl· 
nwnt and a:,k for !\l1kl• Rhud(·s. 
By coming to me. you will bt• 
able to st·e a doctor rii.:ht awav." 
The symptoms of go.norrlll'a· in 
the mak and female varv some-
what. Anywhere from 2 to 10 
days after sexual contact with 
an infected partner, a male will 
usually have an itching sensa-
tion and a burning pam when 
urinating. A discharge of pus 
from the penis also usually 
occurs. 
Del aved Symptoms? 
Although a male's symptoms 
may not appear for several 
days, he is infectious from the 
moment the germ enters him. 
Of the women who coritract 
gonorrhea, 80-90% of them will 
have no early symptoms, al-
though, a few may have an itchy 
sensation in the vaginal area or 
feel a burning in the urinal area. 
After two or three months, the 
victim will experience severe 
abdominal cramping. By then 
the germ will have gone all the 
way into the uterus and be ad-
vancing towards the Fallopian 
tubes and the ovaries. 
If gonorrhea is not adequately 
treated, it may cause serious 
and painful conditions, including 
arthritis, sterility, heart prob-
lems. or serious pelvic dis-
orders. A woman may even have 
to have a complete hysterec-
tomy if advanced stages are 
reached. 
After the chancre disappears 
another s~mptom may not ap-
pear for several weeks to sever· 
al months. The second symptom, 
a rash. then appears on any 
place on the boJy ,ind may re-
main from two weeks to two 
months. A pniud of six to nine 
months nurks the l'ntire symp-
tom period Jurin::. wl11ch a S()re 
tl!ro:tt. f0n·r. hl':ulachvs or ltiss 
of hair may occtH". 
:\fter this t : ;; ,,L thtTt' ·.\ 1li bt~ 
destruction uf t1.<.;t1t..: ;1::d 1_:r tr:~ 
'"· ··., .. "'~~;;?\,-T<., 
': .' ,:__ u iii I.a •4111 .;, 
"'4# • 
anywhl're inside the body . .\ per-
son with syphtl1s may ft:d well 
for as long as ~O years, yet still 
han' the disc:1se. 
The resulting effects of syphi-
lis can include insanity, paraly-
sis, heart disease, blindness. 
deafness. and even death. Unless 
syphilis is treated early, an in-
fected pregnant mother may 
bear a child that is deformed 
or born dead. 
Treatment for syphilis can 
last from weeks to months, dur-
ing which a long-lasting penicill-
in is regularly injected into the 
bodv. This will continue until the 
syphilis blood tes;t bec0mes un-
react1ve. 
V.D. is spread through sexual 
intercourse or other intimate 
bodily contact with an infected 
person. The vulnerable points of 
contact are the dark. warm, 
moist areas of the body. These 
are found only in the penis, va-
gina, rectum, mouth. and the lin· 
ing of the eyes. Syphilis can be 
contracted during the first two 
years of infection. 
Danger To Child 
If a woman contracts gonor-
rhea at the time of conception, 
there will be no damage to the 
child until it passes thiough the 
birth canal. If silver nitrate is 
applied to the eyes ( this is the 
normal procedure in all births), 
the child will be completely nor-
mal. If silver nitrate is not ap-
plied. blindness can occur. 
Treatment for both male and 
females is simply a shot of pen· 
icil!in in each hip. This cure is 
99''. effective. However. it docs 
not build up an immunity. The 
treatment services of Rhodes 
are irC'e and the doctor fee is 
usually :::20. 
Duri; : the we(·k following the 
penic1ilrn IOJL·ctions, there 
::hould b(• no ccn"1:mnticn ot a:1v 
t~i-;>_· of alcuholic t~,'\:er,:-i:·~e. 'Tht~s 
L-.; r11:_.r: 1.11:ur:/. si~1(·e alc·r,hul in~ 
creases tht• urinary output, 
whil'h 111 turn <li:-:pusl·S of the 
pcnicillm wry quickly. There 
must also bt> absulutl'lv no sex 
during that \H•l'k. • 
Syphilis. although on the in· 
crease. is not so widespread. It 
is. however. l'onsidered more 
deadly, since it has tht• ability 
to destroy any of the organs 
or tissues in the human body. 
The first symptom of syphilis 
for both sexes is an ugly-looking. 
but painless. open sore on the 
genitals. mouth, rectum, or 
other areas, called a chancre. 
It usually appears between 
the first and second week after 
sexual contact and will last a 
couple of weeks, only to dis-
appear. It does not leave, 
though, but instead goes inside 
the body into the circulatory 
systC'm. 
Many Misconceptions 
There are many common mis-
conceptions about V.D. The 
birth control pill will not pre-
vent V.D. On the contrary, it 
makes the envirionment in the 
vagina more susceptible to V.D. 
V.D. cannot be caught from a 
toilet seat, a doorknob, or by 
holding hands. Also, douching 
will have no effect on gonorrhea. 
The only completely effective 
way to prevent V.D. is not to 
have sex. However, safety pre-
,::autions can be taken which will 
reduce tlie chances of contract-
ing V.D. 
For a male, a condom, or 
"rubber,'' along with good hy-
giene l washing genitals with 
soap and water) is probably the 
best protection. Knowledge of 
the scx partner is ofien help-
f ul. A dt•crcase in the number 
of different contacts also les· 
sens the risk. 
Sexually active women should 
have a pt'riodic gonorrhea cul· 
lure test. If the person has V.D .. 
the reporting of all sexual con-
tacts to the lw:dth dt>p:irtmcnt 
will ll'sscn the spread ir:g of V.D. 
(This is rl'quirt·d by bw 1f a 
person apprtJa<:ht•s t!le public 
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lw;ilth department and does 
liaH' V.D. l 
In conclusion. Hhodes warn('d, 
"'Be wary of any unusual dis-
chaq!t' or sort•. Sel'k medical 
attt>ntion immediately-ifs 
easy to cure in the early stages. 
flw free \' .D. ehecklme num· 
ber is l-8Ul}2;,2-8!l39. 
By Jim Coyne 
Unknown to many persons in 
the community. a birth control 
clinic and abortion referral cen-
ter has been opened in Quincy. 
Located on the top floor of the 
Y.W.C.A. building, 421 Jersey, 
this center offers confidential 
services to persons of any age. 
These services include the sale 
of all "over the counter" contra-
ceptives. pap tests, pregnancy 
tests, and breast cancer exams 
arc offered by registered nurses. 
Birth control pill prescrip-
tions are made and filled at the 
center, and diaphrams may be 
purchased and fitted. 
Both of these services rt'quire 
a complete physical exam by a 
doctor. Such exams are avail-
9b 
able by appointment at the 
clinic on the second l\londay of 
each month for a $15 fe<.'. 
Mrs. Calvin Knapp. executive 
secretary of Family Planning. 
commented, "No one will be 
denied any of our services be-
cause of inability to pay. But we 
would like persons to pay as 
much of the cost as possible so 
we can expand our facilities." 
Information and counseling on 
the use and effectiveness of 
birth control methods is avail-
able free of charge. 
Mrs. Knapp stated, "Confi-
dential abortion counselling and 
referral arc available. How-
ever, these services are always 
accompanied by complete birth 
control information. Abortion is 
no substitute for birth control. 
By law. unmarried persons un-
der 18 must have parental con-
sent to have an abortion." 
She added, "Adoption through 
any of the three Quincy agencies 
is also presented as an alterna-
tive." 
Family Planning Inc., is open 
afternoons Mondays through 
Friday. One may call 224-6877 
or 222-496 for information or 
appointment. 
The center is operated by a 
voluntary 20-membcr board 
whose chairman is Dr. William 
Kerr. The Illinois Family Plan-
ning Council supports Family 
Planning Incorporated finan-
cially. 
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By Patti DcloBor 
and Corio K. Johnson 
Saturday. Oct. 5. l!J74. may 
have been the breaking point in 
our journalistic careers. A fan-
tastic opportunity lay before 
us-an interview with Stan Ken-
ton, famous band leader and 
jazz pianist. 
We were at Macomb with the 
QHS marching band to partici-
pate in WIU band day. Kenton's 
band was also taking part in the 
ceremonies and presenting a 
concert later in the afternoon. 
An interview with Kenton would 
be the ideal chance to test our 
powers as interviewers. 
After a frantic search for pen 
and paper, we approached the 
charter bus where Kenton was 
resting before his performance. 
"Is Mr. Kenton here?" we asked 
timidly. In a few moments, the 
great man appeared. One of his 
band members introduced him 
as "the Chief' and the interview 
began. 
A small button on his lapel 
reading "Fight Bullshit" broke 
the ice. After explaining who we 
were-aspiring journalists from 
the Q-Heview-we asked what 
he thought of the b:md day per-
formann' of his arrangement of 
··MacArthur Park."' Thirty-nine 
area marching bands conducted 
by Robert l\Iorsche had per-
formed this piece at halftime of 
a WIU football game. 
"Great!" he exclaimed. "I 
diQn't think Morsche could pull 
it off. But I felt kind of emo-
tional at the end: I got a lump in 
my throat." 
Since he obviously enjoyed the 
performance, we asked him if 
"MacArthur Park" was his fa. 
vorite song. "No," he replied, 
shaking his head, "I don't have 
favorites." 
We learned that Kenton's first 
band was formed in 1941, but he 
has had many different bands 
since. At present, the Kenton 
band has 19 full time members 
who tour all over the world. Los 
Angeles is their headquarters. 
KCJ1ton told us that playing at 
halftime of a football game was 
a unique experience for him and 
his orchestra. However, thev do 
perform at schools quite often. 
··1 hope everyone enjoyed do-
ing the halftime show as much 
as I did," said Kenton smiling. 
We assured him that we did and 
thanked him for the interview. 
Later, we were tremendously 
gratified when. during the con-
cert, ''the Chief" noticed us in 
the front row of the audience. 
His wink of reeognition made 
October 5, 1974 even more 
memorable. 
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Th..: foll::,w!:;: quo::;ti'nn-~ire iG .,:.::sir:r.-2,l t'.) survey the cpinions of vnrious 
porscn~ ni;~ ·ci~t~~ 'ir.c~lJ "r i~'.ir~~tly with th~ o~(;rnti~n of the Senior Hi~h II 
nc ·.:~;;·:1;;~:r, T::~ Q -i:..:vL·.;, Ti1..! pur~,:,s.:: (")f this survey is to proviclc inf•:>rn:!tion 
which c2:. b,: utili:~ 1 in n rcs-:-.:1rch ;ir::ijcct rcl::tc1l t'J the c.cvcl0r:i(;Ut cf -'l 
writt--n c,t,t ... : :(:nt f ii,·.licy c,,nccrnin~ th.:.: stuc...:nt ncwspa~..,e:r nt S12ni,Jr Hi;h II. 
Your curr,·nt .,; ,ir1.l(1r.g :~~c b-:-ia-- scu;;ht; it is rccc~:niz.:.:J that these 2~.iinicns 
'.;1y c!1,a--· . ..! Ja th..: futu~:..:. \:hil~ the pr.:jcct is bcini~ cknc in p::rti.'..'ll fulfill-
:xnt uf :1 S;,..:cL:li::;ts D..::::-.rcc in Ecuc:ition.:11 A~ninistrntion, inf-::rr.1.1.tion conpilc<l 
will .1.ls: b.:.:: utili::-.:,.! in :\;vclor,in~ c specific "press policy" for sub:::ission 
t:; Quincy Sch) ,1 .:h::-:inistr.'.1t:.:rs .:1nc: the IJ:-,3rL! of Ec~uc::tion. The survey shoul.: 
t~~0 20 t~ 30 ni~ut ... s. Your assist3ncc is cru.:1tly e~prccinted. 
CuDE' 
• 
S - St-tp~>-•~~~ e .... t /I /buts 
As 1 - llss.,s1. ~,.,.,f. ifl~)'~>-
Thank you, 
/iS .'l .. /lss,;.J, s"'l'I. C;oc.k~s-
p - P~,y\,,p .. / He,"-'1.,H 
,4 . /1-cO v,s e>- Co;u'l ~ ''r 
JJW1Sht Connelly / 
QHS II Enslish, Journaliso, Social Studies 
Pl~nsc react to the followin0 continuun questions by placing a vertical 
~1rk thr:iu~h cnch line to express the de~rcc to which you aGrcc or disagree, 
ns in the followinz cxe~plc: 
This questionn.:1iro is i::::;iortont in formulating a written ;;,olicy for the Q-Rcview. 
p A ASl 
.s 
n::rcc l 1 l 
' 
disasrcc 
Conncnt: 
1. "Courts will not ?rotcct 
one, with knowledge that 
rc;~rd cf ~hcthcr it wes 
a newspaper that hns b1;;cn proven to defn::ic soma-
the infornation was false or with reckless dis-
false or not. 11 
I p i's'). f\\l .S 
:a~;r~e I I I disacrcc 
Cot:ocnt: 
2. 110bsccnc ltm:-;u:1se 
schocls. 11 
should not be ~emitted in news;.apcrs distributed in high 
I~ p s 
~~H~ I 
:cmcnt: 
l. "Fr0.::doi1 of cx:-'rcssion my b-:! linit.:ar! if ac.ninistr.:1tc-:-rs 
will n.:1t.::rfally and subst:.:mtially intc:rforc with sch'.)Ol 
A~\ .S l' A~l. 
I l J I 
:cr.:1;::n t : 
disagree 
c2tzminc th:it it 
opcr:itions.u 
<lisar,rcc 
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4. "Stu.knt!1 rm Gt ?·~ c:lr-..:~ul th.1t criticlsn of schcol acoinistr.::itors is con-
struc tiv...: ;rn '. !·,'!s, .. : ,~n ·'..:;,:.:oustr.:i::l.:: f.'.lcts. 11 
? f\'>\ .s 
l I I 
Cc ::.=:-.!nt: 
5. ",\ stu lent n.1.y c:,;:--rcss hin 0pinirin r::n. c:1;:;r1us, even on controvcrsi:11 suh-
j ccts, if h.:: ,:o.::s ~he with-:;ut c.::1t~ri:11ly nn-1 subst.'.!nti:illy interfcrin~ with 
th.;; n.:quir .... :-!,:nts ,,f .:1~)~,rcpri~t.:; L!isci;'linc rm,~ with,]ut collidin~ with the 
ri".hts of oth,.;rs." ? . ..... A S 
l,"rcc ~., II f disaqrcc 
Cor.:ncnt: 
6. "Stuccnt ncwn~)3:)ers nrc vnlu,1ble c<lucntion tools, and nlso serve to nid 
sc?:_:,ol nclninistrr\toro by provicinr, then with insi[;ht into stuccnt thinkine 
and student problcns. They are v~lunblc peaceful channels of stuccnt 
protest which should be cncc,ur:i;cd, nQt repressed." 
? f\~l. A 
L~rcc f I disa3ree 
Ccrn:icnt: 
7. "Official schoclnc.,sp.:ipcrs should h3vc no oorc rir;ht of frccdon of ex-
pression thnn unoffici~l or unrlcq;roun<l pnpers, nor any less." 
r 11sl. .s As• A 
nr.rcJ f I \ l disa~rs;e 
CorITTcnt: 
8. "In our systcn, statc-o~,cratcd schools my not he cncl.'.lvcs of tot.::llitarianisn 
School offici11ls do not r:;sscss absolute authority over their stu,lcnts. 
Stuccnts in school as well as out of sch:Jol arc ?Crsons under our Consti-
tution. They arc posscssc<l of fu:'l·-:m,cnta.l rights which the state r:ust 
respect. In the .'.lbSQncc of a srecific shcwin~ of constitutionally vnlid 
rcascms to r0i;ul:.1te their speech, students arc cntitlcc to frce~bn of ex-
rrcssi,:~n c•f their views. 11 
fA 
J,Jcc 
I\S\ 
I disagree 
9. "Sch:-ols sh:iuld provide proccdur.;;s .that would clcaily tell students what 
kin::i of r.atcrL1.l oust b~ sul::::!.ttc,l fc·r :1:)pr-.:v:-,l i.ni,'r tn publishi:-;.: in a 
school n.2wsri.:1?er :m,1 how it sh:-mL; k:: su!::nittcc~, :mJ prescribe a definite 
brief pcri.:.1d within uhich review of sub:.1ittc·~ :1::tcrinl woulc: be Cl'r:plctcd. :i 
? A 
J~0 l 
10. 
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11i'h0 Gcl:.-.,1 ~-:- ,r-'. is th~ i:u~U sh ..... r ('f ·Jffici;,.l sdn::;1 ncm,:,.:1:-'crs rmd, ,'1S 
!ouch, n,y :,_ t,.::r:i,,..: ~·it:1-·-1t r ..... .:::trictLn i-1h-:t c:1y n~~JC.::lr in offici::il stu-
c!cnt nL.t..1'!.J: ... ;:·,'--r~, sucn ns th~ Q-Rcvi"-i.,." 
r (\c, \ ..S ASl. d---..... --. ---+---------------------------------c-i_s_::i_;:-,r .... \"'".,:;-, A 
C:::ci::cnt: 
11. "Stu :cr.t n..:~:s~-:i.::.;;rs which :1:::! ;''.'.r~ of th~ jc,urn~lis::i instruction ?ro'.3rao 
of .J. hi 'h Gch::c,·l sh~,ul l hc..v'" th;:. sn:::c privilc::;cs .:md oblip?tions as n 
A 
l 
AS\ 
hisaGrec 
12. "~~1c'!'.l there is :i c::mflict bet·,;ccm g::iod public relations for Senior Hi~h II 
nnc fr~cdon cf cx?=cssion in the Q-Rcvicw, good public relntions should 
t-ikc: ;_)rfority over frcc:!00 of expression." 
.s A~' r A~l. A 
.:lf,rcc I I J I l disagree 
CciCTJ,:mt ! 
13. The estc'.l.blish::icnt of a local press advisory council, ncc:c up of local 
profcssirJn.:11 ncwsr.c::i, would be valuc'.l.ble in aic:ln~ school personnel in 
clctcrrtlng questions related to ~nfcssion:.il ethics and professisnal 
prnctices in the fieln of journ3lisn. 
r p.\\ AS'>-S A 
aJrcc l J I J disai:;ree 
Co::incn t : 
14. 
A 
Th-::re slnulc. Le a written ~olicy stet-.!DC!nt concerning the Q-Review ~h:!.ch 
clc-:-1rly scrv..:!s .'1S .'.l 0ui~c for students, c.Jviser, nnc ndr:rlnistrators re-
c.:ir~fa] the Oi)cr.:ition of the Q-Rcvicw. 
Pf\'>\A;'l.. 
J I J t disn3rec 
15, As£u;~in~ th:it the natori,:il in qucsti.:::n is nc,t such tht!t nc...""linistr~tors 
cou:1.1 rc'lson.:1:1ly forco.st the su~st:::ntinl dis:!:u:,tion of the c~~ucc.tional 
precess if it vcrc to 1)c ;::u1)lishcd, t'!lcrc sh:Juld be no prohi'bition .::ga:i.nst 
criticisl:! of .'.l Senior Hi;:h II .:i,2ninistr:1t,)r in the Q-Rcvicw, ;irovir!cd the 
criticisn is :1S rcs~on3f~,1c ns wculc. ~c require.:: for a rcs;1ectiblc coc,ncr-
ci.:il nc~S?3~cr (liJcl, i~vnsicn of privo.cy, etc.) . 
.s 
I 
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16. Assunin~ tho n:~tcri~l 1~ qu2sti,n is n~t auch th,t a~~inistr~tors coul~ 
rc:-.s . .'n-1~ ly f 'rc,:;1: t'.:..: su'·st.:,nti-:1 .:isr .. ::~tirn cf the c.~uc:1tion process 
if th.: r:,t..:rL,l w..::rc t) :,, ,u~'lishcc1, th ... :r..'. shc1uL! be n0 prohi!)iticn ,,::'.liust 
criticL~::: c:f n sch,x-.1 ~-::,:1r:: ::!..;c~'.;cr in the Q-Rcvicw, i:r::ivicc-~ such criticis::i 
is ns ru;:',a\c:i!·l..: ,,s W,)Ul~ be require.:! for ~ rcs;'CCtible cu:incrci:il ncws-
i '.!1•cr (li'·cl; i:w:1~i ~n c:-f :'ri V'.'.l.cy, etc.). p 
I 
A~I 
I ,~is.:isrce 
C:c:,cnt: 
In nnswerin~ the following quc:stions, rlenseuse the back of the sheet if 
you d'.'> not hnve sufficient s~c1ce on this side. 
17. t.-:'h.,t should be th.:! role of the news~1'.lper adviser in deternininc; the content 
of the Q-R.::vicw? 
13. lJhnt should be the role of the student/staff of the Q-Revicw in detcrnining 
the content of the Q-Rcvi~w? 
19. What should he th.:: role of the principal in dcterninin?, the content of the 
Q-ilcvicw? 
20. Plt.-1t should be the r0lc of the assistant su:,crintcnd~nt or superintendent 
in :.1ctcrninin'i the conte:nt of the Q-Rcvicw? 
21. Hh:1t shoulc be the role of the scho:::-1 board in c!ctcmining the content of 
the Q-Rc•1ic•..:? 
22. irn:1t sh·1ul.1 be th-:! rol..:! cf the school district's attorney in dctcroininr, 
th.:: c:mt.::nt. of the Q-lZ.:::vicw? 
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23. Wh'1t -:;lv'ul·~ h.:? tl1c r,,lc •}f r.ourt decisions concc.rninr, the co;.1tcnt of the 
Q-i:...;vl .... u? 
24. h'ln currently .!-.:tcrcincs what ontcrinl nay appear in the Q-Rcvic~.r? 
PB The stuJ.:..!ut who writ~s the r:iaterial 
f.B The student EJitor-in-Chicf or editorial staff 
p 8 The adviser 
PA The Scni0r Hieh II 1)rincip:il 
B The superintendent or nssintant superintendent 
The sch~iol board 
___ Other 
Plensc cxplnin -----------------------------------------------------------
25. \1hnt criterin would you use in deternining what naterial should appear in 
the Q-Rcvicw? 
26. Hhich of the followini::,; r:-:ntcrit?l do you feel is le~itiD.'.lta for the Q-Review? 
(ple.'lsc 11.,rk "yes" or 11na 11 .) 
A~l P B, Fc::turc stories obout the acconplishmmts of students and faculty 
ASl P /l Editorial ccD!:lcnts conccrnin;; stu<l::!nt [!::>vcrnmcnt 
R~l p J1 Investir;ntivc-type stories concerning school problcos 
A)l. P A Hc.'1lth-rclct~d stories, such cs nn crt:!.clc on th2 danscrs of snaking 
or VD 
ASl ? fl Articlcs concerning the local govcrn.<:1cnt of Quincy 
R~'l. ___E_a_ Editcri,~l cocccnts conccrnin;-; th~ Quincy ooyor and/or city council 
~'l P A :C,.~itori.'11 ccc.12n~s c2nccrninr; intcrn::ition.:il affnirs or national affairs 
R~ 1. f A, I:,~itt,rinl crx.-.~.:mts critic.:11 ,)f schcioJ. rules 
R~l. P A Inv-2sti;~:1tivc-·ty:,;.: nrticl0s conccrninr; coonunity pro':ilcos 
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A~l p 8 r,~it,-ri:l c.~::-~.:nts :-r~isin:- city · ,ffici:lls for connunity :1cc0:::1;>lish~cnts 
· ~--.lt r1·: P a .. ,. . i critic:11 ,cf the st:1t.::; su~i.:::rintcnucnt of pu!.Jlic in-
structLn 
A!>l p a ,·.rticL,:; c~nccrnin: th..: .'.!rr..:sts cf stu~..::nts f.~r low violations on 
sc!n-1 ~r~m:1~::; 
R>l A :.rticL.:s c:·nc.::rnin~ th~ ,"!rrcst cf students f ::ir l.:1w vial.'.lti,~ns 0f f 
sclY::-:-1 '"T 'Un .!s 
ASl _u .\rtich:s C''nccrning r.:1cinl ?r-:it:lcns 
---
,\rticlcs c,::inccrnin" the suspc!!Si(:n ar. cx~:ulsi,Jn of stuJcnts fer brc..'.!k-
ASl 
Asl 
A~l 
RSl 
Rn, 
~Sl 
AS). 
in.: sch::01 rulcn, usinr, the n~r: • .:s of the students invclvcd 
P A l.rticlcs c,:-.nc.::rninr. th~ susr.:-!nsicn or cx~ulsiGn of students f,::r brc[-lk-
in:; schc0l rulC!s, n'Jt usinr~ the nn:.'1;,;S Clf stu:12nts inv:::ilvcd 
p A Articles critic:11 c..,f the EI>C prosran 
f fl t.rticlcs critic.:11 .)f S?Ccific 11 sch:Jcls wit!'iin· the schacli " such ::is PIE 
f ll Articl.:::s critical ,Jf S?CCific courses 
£A Articles critic:11 of specific rcquirc::i~nts for r;raduJtion 
f /l i\rticlcs critic:11 of the Coc::mc1ist Party 
P A f.rticlcs critic.:11 of the John Birch Society 
AS1__f_B Articles critic:11 of th~ Prcsid~nt of the United States 
---
/.rticlc::, ndvoc.:itin~ th:1t decisions of the Surreme Court not be obeyed 
---
Articles ac.vocatinr, th::1t decision of the U.S. District Courts and 
State c~urts not be obeyed 
A~l P A E~it'.)rial c--;r:ocnt prot,:;stin~ c~nsorship of the Q-Review 
M _J_/J H'ltcri.:11 pointin:- out conflicts of interest of school adoinistrators 
Ml__f_A lht:crfal critic::1 of co.1.che:s 
fl,l.__.E_ll r!2.te:ri ;l criticizin,~ pcrfom<:.nccs of the ':)rchcstr.:i or the c.:ist of a ~lay 
R~l___f_J) Inf-:,r:-,,-:tbn c:mcer:1in~ birth c.-mtrol 
th:: Q-:::c-...ric~r ·h1ri.n·· tn,: 1974-75 sch::iol ycc'.r w:-is, 
/J·Y"> P-y,r5 /lS'J..·'fq es1·ti.rt o.lw~1s S-yd 
,, 1-i0rc the;r2 nny st::,ri..::.:; ;ir oth.:!r t:1-:ltcri:11 in th.:: 1974-75 
ccmsi·'.-.:r ir::.~~-=·-~,cr? A-I'/() P-y~> ~SJ.•Nof a.u4.r-l of d,f\r 
S- Sot>,t <t,<Aoi•c""~lt ~~0111 A J~J,mf-.4-1 D<S)(. 
Q-Rcvicw which you 
ASI· yef> 
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9. Do ycu h.'.lv~ nny n(~~!itionnl c:)'r:u:icnts conccrninr, questions rn.iocJ b,· this 
survey? 
--- ----. ----
Your naoc 
-----------------
Fr'.t'SS FOL.ICY QU2STI0\ .. J,\IP.~ 
The followinr, qucsticnnc.irc iG ,ksir.ncd to survey the opinions of various 
1crsons ass~cic.tcd ~ir~ctly or i~!ircctly with the operation of the Senior Hich II 
11:•.rs;:.:1pcr, The Q-Rcvi~w. Thc purr,c,sc of this survey is to provid8 inforn.2tion 
.hich c:1n be utilizcl in n rcs.:::.:1rch :1rojcct rcl:1tc•l t0 the cevclopncnt cf ~ 
~rittcn stntcr.:cnt ,>f policy conccrnin~ the stuccnt n.::wsr,npcr c.t Senior High II. 
{our current Oi1inioP.s ;;re bcin:~ sou~ht; it is rccc<:niz.:::d th:1t these 2?ininns 
x1y ch:mr,c in the futur::. While the project is bcini~ ck,nc in p::rti.'.11 fulfill-
:icnt of n Specie.lists Dc:rce in EJuc1tionr1l Adninistr:1tion, inf.:,ro:1tion cor:pilcd 
,ill c.ls0 be utilized in (~cvclcr,in::; n spccif ic "press :;,olicy" L,r sub:::issicn 
::, Quincy School .:idoinistr:1t:::rs c.nd the I303rd of Educntion. The survey should 
tckc 20 to 30 ninutcs. Your assistance is greatly apprccinted. 
Thunk you, 
Dwisht Connelly / 
QHS II EnGlish, Journaliso, Social Studies 
Please react to the followin0 continuun questions by placing a vertical 
oork through ench line to express the dc;:;rec to which you agree or disagree, 
as in the followins exa:iplc: 
rhis questionnaire is isportant in formulating a written ~olicy for the Q-Rcvicw. 
\ disasrcc 
Coonent: 
1. "Courts will not protect a newspaper that has b~cn proven to def~JC some-
one, with k..rwwlcdr,e that the infomation was false or with reckless dis-
reGnrd of whether it was false or not. 11 
agr.ie disa.:;rcc 
Comcnt: 
2, "Obscene lrmr;uc'.lsc shc1uld not b~ ;:,emitted in ncws;iapers distributed in high 
schoolr;. 11 
disagree 
Cement: 
3. 11Frccd0r.1 of cx:,rcssion nay b-.:? linitcd if ndninistratc,rs cctcrninc that it 
will n:.1.tcrinlly and subst.:mtially interfere with school opcraticns. 11 
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4. "Stud1mts r.rn:it be c:ir.::4:1.il th:!t critic:!.::m of schc,ol ndninistr.:itors is con-
stn1ctiv.:: ,'.m ~ ~.;~s:::;_: t;r. ,_· . .::.:,1·.,u~trn::10 f.:icts. 11 
CC't~.::?nt: 
5. "A student r..:iy c:~,...,rcss his 0pini0n en c:1:-:-:;-ius, even on controversi:ll sub-
jects, if h'1 dc,cs sc with:~ut r::.::itcrialJ.:, :1nG su~st.:?ntially intcrfDd.n'"': with 
th.:: n.:quir..:::-1..:nts ,:,f .:1~i:1r0pri~tc disci;:linc ."ln-~ without collidinr with the 
rir,hts of others." 
agree 
Conncnt; 
disac;rec 
6. "Stuc.cnt ncws?a:>crs :ire vAlu.1.blc Cllucati;m tools, and also serve to nid 
sch0ol ncloinistr:1tors by provi<:in~ then with insi[;ht into student thinJdn:3 
and stuc!cnt problcns. They are vnlunblc peaceful channels of stuccnt 
protest which should be cncc,urnz:cc, n'.'.>t repressed." 
agree 
Ccr.Dcnt: 
disa3rce 
7. "Offici.::i.1 schoclru:wspapcrs should h3vi:i no oorc riroht of frccdot:1 of ex-
pression th,m unoffici~l or uni..lcr;3roun<l p.::ipers, nor any less. 11 
a!?,rcc disar,rce 
Conncnt: 
8. "In our·systcn, statc-cr,erntcd schcols my not be encl.:1vcs of tot.:1litnrianiso 
Schnol offici.'.lls do nat r~sscss absolute nuthority over their stu,icnts. 
Stu~.:?nts in school ns well ::!S out of sch,Jol nrc ,crsons under our Consti-
tu tL:,n. They arc posscsscn of fu!1·:lnncnt:1l rir,hts which the state r..ust 
rcs~).::ct. In the abs..!r.cc of ,'.l s~ccific shcwin;; of constitutiocnlly valid 
rcascins to r..!,;ul:itc their speech, students arc cntitlcc to frccd.::m of cx-
prcssic.n cf th.J.ir views." 
a;rcc disagree 
9, 11 S ch.::-als sh,'ulJ rrovic~ pr,Jcc,~uros .tl1:1t woel,1 clcl".1ly tell stud0nts wh::1 t 
kin: of ;."atcri.:11 oust b.2 sul:::::!.tt-1'.l fer .:1~·:,r,:v.:11 ;iric'r tn publishi::.:, in c1 
sch,.:il n.:ws?,,~cr :m,: hew it s!uuL: !).;:: su'.;~1itt·...:~~. :in.1 t)rcscri!)c n dcffrlitc 
brief ;?0ric'! within whicn review cf saL.::itte·~ n::tcril".l woulG be co11plctcd." 
<lisae;rec 
·-----------··· 
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10. "The scr,.,,:>l l:-cnrc~ is the pu~l:f.sh::..r of :Jffici2.l scho-.Jl ncm::~.'.l~crs an<l, ns 
such, m~y <lctcrsin~ uithout r~striction what c3y apJcar in official stu-
dent ncws~).'l:,crs, such as th;:; Q-Rcvicw. 11 
Cocncnt: 
11. "Stu,lcnt ncwsr,ap.:!rs which nrc r~rt of the journ-'.llis:::i iustruction pro;;rao 
of .::i high school should hav~ the sane privilcz.;cs :ind obligations as a 
r~s:-,onsi~lc ccnncrci.::i.l ncws;i::ircr. 11 
acrcc disn?,rcc 
Conncnt: 
12. "W!1cn there is a conflict between gar,d public relations for Senior Hiijh II 
and frcedon of expression in the Q-Rcvicw, good public relations should 
t:1ke priority over frccd00 of cxprzssion. 11 
agree 
. , 
disagree 
Co0t1ent~ 
13. The cstablishncnt of a local press advisory council, nndc up of local 
profcssi0n3l ncwsncn, would ~c valuable in aidino, school pcrson.~el in 
deterning questions related to professional ethics and professional 
practices in the fiel<l of journalisn. 
11snr;ree 
Conn~nt: 
14. There sh:,uld be a written i)alicy stat0mmt conccrnin3 the Q-Rcvicw 'tlhich 
clc,:irly s~rvcs as a 0ui~c for sttdcnts, adviser, and adoinistr.::itors rc-
r,::ir~ing the Oi)cr:.ition of the Q-Rcvicw. 
dis.:1crcc 
15, As!::unin~ thnt the c.-itcrfol in qucstic·n is net such th.1.t ncninistrc.tors 
cot:.d.1 rc.:1scn.::i~ly forcnst the sut>st.:::nti::il diEr>..tf·tion of the cJuc.:itionnl 
~)roccss if it 'W.:!:'."(.: t.:> !,c :~u1.'lish-2d, th~r.-:; sh:,ul:.~ be no prchibition agn.i!1st 
criticisn of a Sen for Hi:_·h II 11.~ninistr:1.t:)r in th,.} Q-R.:::vicw, ;1rovicccl the 
criticiso is ~5 rc~~Jon::ii.',lc 115 w1)ttl:.1 ~:c require.: fer c. rcs;:,cctiblc conr:icr-
ci:11 n,3ws;_;::1i.1cr (li~cl, inv:!sion cf rriv~cy; etc.) • 
.1r.rc~ 
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16. Assutrl.ng the t:1a.terial in question is not such th.~t a1::dnistrators could 
reasonably forcast the substantial disru~tion of the education process 
if the l!lllterial were to be ?Ublished, there should be no prohibition against 
criticise of a school board OCDber in the Q-Review, provided such criticise 
is as responsible as would be required for a respectible cotltlercial news-
paper (libel, invasion of privacy, etc.). 
agree 
Coment: 
disagree 
In answerinn the following questions, please use the back of the sheet if 
you do not have sufficient space on this side. 
17. What should be the role of the newspaper adviser in deteroining the content 
of the Q-Review? 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
What should be the role of the principal in deterr:dning the content of the 
Q-Review? 
What should be the role of the assistant superintendent or superintendent 
in deterninin3 the content of the Q-Review? 
What should be the roe of the school board in deternining the content of 
the Q-Re7? . _ 1 ./ _ . . 
....;e.~ -d({ ·/u:..,,./ av~ 
-v 
What should be the role of the school district's attorney in deteroining 
the cont~ of the Q-Revicw? 
.... ,. ~.: .: ,i ,,""~ · ~ ... (R( zK ,t~~ . 
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23. What should be the role of r.ourt decisions concerning the content of the 
Q-Rcvicw? 
/) _J ('_ • ~ tJ ,I / / /! / /C-/ L.t~ c• t t.:'raJ:(-«>or0 -:J t<&tdr-J. ,,._ ... f. ... cC few(,,(., ... a .4 J<,tv.,4 
I,· 
24. Who currently dcternines what oatcrial nay appear in the Q-Review? 
25. 
The student who writes the oaterial 
---
The student Editor-in-Chief or editorial staff 
---7 The adviser 
____ The Senior Hieb II princip~l 
_____ The superintendent or assistant superintendent 
The school board 
----
Other 
--- (//~~·~ 
Please explain --='~"'~·~-·~,--/_,_:~:·~!~l-~f-·~,.,..:,;_~--_.;.;:..=;.=i.:.-......c:;..L;::.:..,.._..:.... __ ..:;...;~..:....::~~---
// 
< '~ \.-.,#.. 
What criteria would you 
the Q-Revicw? 
/ * 
•. /',. .A _.--
,_,,. ' . ,,.. :-·,: ( ,,,··t,.., (: .... ~ 
.. / {./ 
\ 
use in deteroining what naterial 
{,/ (.-·· ( 
26. Which of the followin0 ::intcrizil do you feel is legititu1te for the Q-Revicw? 
(please r::iark 11yes" or :ino".) 
lJ/> Fcntur.a stories about the accooplishnents of students and faculty 
'.' 
i...l (. Editorial corments conccrnin;; student 3overnoent 
' I t,: l Investigative-type sturias concerning school probleos 
.J 
, 
1i"..t He:1lth-rcl~ted stories, such as an article on the dangers of soaking 
1 or VD 
Uv Articli!s concerning the local governncnt of Quincy 
J 
Un Editorial cODCi.mts conccrnin;; the Quincy mayor and/or city council 
u 
nc-J E<litorial cor::ncnta c8nccrninp, international affairs or n.:itional affairs 
u 
11: - , Editorial conn~nts critic.J.l of school rules 
u (', , Investi~";ntive-ty-.;,;:; articles concerning coJ:lflunity problems 
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Vt,;> Editorial cements pr:1isin:; city officinls for connunity :1ccooplishncnts 
,-, 
V 
~ Editorinl 
U structicn 
cor:iocnts critical of the stntc su~crintcndent of public in-
v C:J Articles conccrnim; the arrests of stut.!cnts for low violations on 
v school 0roun<ls 
...!!~ Articles concerning the arrest of students for law violations off 
schocl srounds 
\1l~ Articles concerning racial problcns 
0 
?.'rJ Articles conccrnin0 the suspension ex ex?ulsion of students for break-
ing school rules, using the nnnes of the.students invclvcd 
~I&? Articles concerning the suspension or cx:,ulsion of students for break-
} ing school rules, not usinG the na:1es of students involved 
---
I' \,/ 
}l(.) 
I 
J,:. 
----
Articles critical of the EilC progran 
Articles critical of specific "schools within· the school," such as PIE 
Articles critical of specific courses 
Articles criticnl of specific requirco2nts for nraduntion 
Articles critical of the Cocounist Party 
Articles criticnl of the John nirch Society 
Articles criticnl of the Prcsid~nt of the United States 
Articles advocatin~ thnt decisions of the Su?reme Court not be obeyed 
Articles advccatinr, that decision of the U.S. District Courts and 
State Courts not be obeyed 
Editori~l cr.nncnt protcstinr. censorship of the Q-Review 
Ht1tcrfol pointinr, out conflicts of interest of school adninistrators 
.' ~ Material critical of coaches 
. . , 
~ ~.) Matcrinl criticizin~ perforc~nces of the ~rchcstra or the cost of a play 
/ / •· ·_.1 Inf ornetiL)n concerni:1~ birth control 
---
Infon::.:1tion c-::ncurnin0 tho ?r~vcntinn of pre?,nancies 
27, The c.ntcrin.l ;,rcs~ntc~1 i:i th~ Q-~cvicw durhr the 1974-75 sch:)ol ycc.r wns, 
in general, S.'.!tisf::;ctory. '- \ :· , 
-~----"---------------------
28. w0rc the:r.:! any stori.)s or other n::!tcrial :f.p th.:; 1974-75 Q-Re:view which YOl;t 
conGi-~~...;r i~1pr1.Y1,-;.cr? , ,11 ,t .,, ·., .•. ' • ., ~,. .! ,I,. •. /~ .. ... --1 ,' ._• 
~-,-.. _l $,.>'.._., .. ~.I:.., "" ~..._··""'"~"'_,.,.,,.,I . .,,.!_ f #'~~--#'+...__ ~,:'"i i-~·li":" <'.,,_, .. ,_...,,.·(-( nl'i.J"-
r/ 
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if your answer to question 28 is y~s, please ~xplain ~~~~~~~~~~ 
29. Do you h.:ive any additional coCIJents conccrninr, questions raised by this 
survey? 
--;-/ . ~/ ~ ./ /,,./ -/.~,--71 -4 I£ -J • 
. / CJ:il. ,1 , '-t 1 ;'If.,,,, Cf·( ,.-::e_~·L; ,.~ d&(, t .. / Y"'-U ,_,,...( 
j;, I' - • .. • 
V'4f'r,1 f\ ,..-..VF~ a -,- I , _, ... r \ 
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PRESS POLICY QUESTIOt;t-TAIP.E 
The following questionnaire is <lcai~ncd to survey the opinions of various 
persons associated directly or in~ircctly with th~ operation of the Senior Hi£h II 
newspaper, The Q-Revicw. The purpose of this survey is to provide inforoation 
which can be utilized in a research rrojcct rclnted to the dcvclopnent of a 
written statcncnt of policy conccrnin8 the student newspaper at Senior Hi3h II. 
Your current O?inions arc being sour,ht; it is recognized that these cpinions 
n~y chnn~c in the future. While the project is being dcne in pnrtial fulfill-
oent of a Specialists Dc3rec in Educ3tionnl Adninistration, inforontion conpiled 
will nlso be utilized in developinc n specific "press policy" for subnission 
to Quincy School ndoinistrntcrs and the Board of Education. The survey should 
toke 20 to 30 ninutcs. Your essistnnce is greatly apprecintcd. 
Thank you, 
Dwisht Connelly / 
QHS II English, Journaliso, Social Studies 
Please react to the followin0 continuun questions by placing a vertical 
cark through each line to express the debrce to which you agree or disagree, 
as in the following exanple: 
This questiollll3iro is ~rtant in formulating a written ~olicy for the Q-Review. 
a~rcc ~ disagree 
Conncnt: 
1. 11 Courts will not protect a newspaper that has been proven to defn::i.e some-
one, with knowledge that the inforoation was false or with reckless dis-
regard o whether it was false or not. '1 
agree disagree 
Cococnt: 
2. "Obscene lrmr;uasc sh·.:>uld not be ;,emitted in news-papers distributed in high 
schools. 11 
disagree 
Cc1:nc.mt: 
3. "Frccdon of cx~rcssi'.)n rny b.l linited if adoinistrators c!eterninc thnt it 
will onterinlly and subst::mt::ia.lly intcrf.::!re with school operations." 
/,, ,,.· /1 ' 
1 !' , t/ I ,' / / 
,,.-',,,. ,, 
/.r / t 
aprce 
I 
Cor'l1ent: 
----,-----' I 
,' '7 ( 
/ 
'-/-· 
/ IV.' 
dis,3.r,rce /, (;~! />'! j 
-~.. ,-
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4. "Stud<>nta oust tic careful that criticisn of school adoinistrators is con-
otructiv/ based on dcconstraOlc facts." 
agree 
Coment: 
/ 
I 
disagree 
S. "A student nay express hio opinion on cnt:1pus, even on controversial sub-
jects, if he docs so without tu1tcri.:1lJ.y and substnntially interfering with 
the rcquirencnts of appropriate discipline and without collidinr, with the 
rip;htsl others." 
agree ;J' disagree 
Cocoent: 
6. "Student newspapers are valuable e<lucation tools, and also serve to aid 
school adoinistrntoro by providin~ them with insight into student thinld,ng 
and student problefls. They are valuable peaceful channels of student 
protest whic7uld be cncoura;;ed, not repressed." 
agree ~ disagree 
Conc.ent: 
7. "Official schoclnc:.•spapcrs should have no norc riBht of frecdoo of 
pression than unoffici!!l or underground papers, nor any~" 
ex-
acrcc 
Connon t : 
disagree 
8. "In our systco, state-operated schools nay not be enclaves of totalitarianiso 
School officials do not possess absolute authority over their students. 
Stuccnts in school as well as out of school arc ?ersons under our Consti-
tution. They arc possesacci of fun::!ni"'lcntnl rir,hts which the state c.ust 
respect. In the absence of n specific showinr, of constitutionally valid 
reasons to r~r,ulnte their speech, students arc cntitlcc to frcedon of ex-
pression of thuir views.".! 
n~ree 
C0nnen t : 
I 
/ 
I 
disagree 
9. "Schools should provide procedures thnt would clea1ly tell stud.:;nts wh.'.lt 
kind of r.atcri.1.1 nust be sub~ittctl for nppr'.JVnl pri,1r to publinhirn in a 
school newspaper :mr1 how it should bz suboittcd, nn.J prescribe a definite 
brief period within yhich review of suboittc:'l nntcrinl would be completed. 11 
I 
11r,rcc dis.'.lgrce 
Corm~nt:: 
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10. "The school board is the pu~H.sh::..r of off icie.1 school ncwzpn;iers and, as 
such, may dctcmin.a wit!lout r,:striction what oay ap~car in official stu-
dent ncl.mp51pers, such as the Q-Rcview. 11 
Cococnt~ 
11. "Stuccnt newspapers which are part of 
of a high school should havG the sane 
resr.ionsi'!)le c9ooercial ncwspapcr. 11 
arrce 
Conoent: 
disa:;ree 
the journaliso instruction pro~rao 
privileges and obligations as a 
L 
//disagree 
12. "When there is a conflict between good public relations for Senior High II 
and frccdon of expression in the Q-Revicw, good public relations should 
t:ike priority over frecd00 of xpression." 
agree 
Coor:ient: 
disagree 
13. The cstablishnent of a local press advisory council, nncc up of local 
profession.::11 newsncn, would be vnluable in aic11t1~ school pcrson..'1el in 
deterning questions rl:lated to i.)rofessional ethics and professional 
practices/in the field of journalisn. 
I 
agree / disnr;ree 
Cooocnt: 
14. There sh0ulc~ be a written policy statcmmt concerning the Q-Rcvicw t:hich 
clearly serves as a 0uicc for stu,1:::nts, a1viser, nnd ac.1oinistrntors re-
gar2b:3 the opcr;:ition of the Q-Rcvicw. 
ar,rcc 
Cooncnt: 
15. Assunin~ thnt the r::atcrinl in questi.::n is net such th.:-:1t cc.ninistrators 
cotd .. d rc.:1sonably forc.::.st the subst::mtinl disru;)tion of the cJucntional 
process if it were to be :,u1Jlishcd, there sll0ul<l be no prohibition o.gainst 
criticisn of .::i. Scnfor IH~,h II ,'.l,:ninis tr:1tor in the Q-Rcvicw, provi~ed the 
criticisn is ns r~s:_)or..sihlc ns wouL:1. ~J.J required for n rcs~ectiblc conncr-
cinl newsp'.lricr (li!Jct? invc!sion of privr1cy, etc.). /' 
"/ 
dis.:::~;ree 
Cors:1:-.;nt: 
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16. Assuoinc; the: natcrinl in question is not such th'Jt adniniotrators could 
reasonably forcast th~ substnnti::il disr..1~,tion of the education process 
if the n.:itcrial were to ~c )ublishcd, thcr~ should bu no prohibition against 
criticim:i of n school board ncnLcr in the Q-R~view, provided such criticise 
is as rcsronsiblc ns would be required for a respcctiblc connercial news-
paper (libel, invasion of privacy, etc.). 
agree 
Coaocnt: 
_.,/ disagree 
In answerinr, the following questions, please use the back of the sheet if 
you do not have sufficient space on this side. 
17. What should be the role of the newsl')aper adviser in deterriining the content 
, of the Q-Rcview? .,.. 'i, . - _ . , _ 
, ',;<(,' ~- ,, /..., fl;" . (k; . 11/4 ,,,,J,,.-. t1. t ~, r.J7 s U.~ ' .z": /j.l 
\ ~4's= w/ h/·a ,; L ... ( 
f ~. r r 
18. What should be the role of the student/staff of the Q-Review in detcroining 
the content of the Q-Rcview? 
Sl·/ I J dc:ci)& C<¥ '7,,,,;1- ~c..,,4,,~trr ~ 
19. What should be the role of the principal in dctcrriinin~ the content of the 
Q-:acvicw? 
20. Hh::it should be the role of the assistant superintendent or superintendent 
r ' ;A /, , t k ul ",J 
the content of the Q-Rcvicw? 
' ' .,.,_. 
./I, /'MJ 
the role of the schoc•l board in dotcrnining the content of 21. What should be 
the Q-'cvfow? 
\,\.,·----
22, lfaJt BIFmla be 
7h~ content of 
't.h // /, 
the rola of the school district's attorney in d0tcroining 
t1-:.o Q-Rcvicw? 
/ J r / \ / . /'" 
23. 
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r.ourt decisions concernin~ the coutent of the 
24, Who currently dcternincs what tlcltcrial nay appear in the Q-Rcview? 
~ The stuJent who writes the oaterial 
~he student Editor-in-Chief or editorial staff 
,>:::::; The adviser 
2':::7-The Senior Rich II princip~l 
---
The superintendent or assistant superintendent 
The school board 
---
Other 
---
Please explain------------------------------------------------------
25. What criteria would you use in deteroining what oaterial should appear in 
he Q-Revicw? / 
q ~ h d h-, ... /.,_,, -(,,e_-( 
::h, lr:icft-"-i L~-iA ,:U,.; _, f s_c./.d/ ~ J...<~s,7;£. 
'!?fie c 87-,, -:b"-cz( ~Cda Lf /1/1 1/,; ,,,,_ 
26. Uhich of the followin0 nnterinl do you feel is legitioatc for the Q-Revicw? 
(plcnsc nark "yes" or =1no 1',) 
~: Fcnture stories about the nccooplishoents of students and faculty 
X Editorial conncnts cenccrnin;~ stuc.bnt 0ovcrm1ent 
~ 
____ Investigative-type st0rics concernin3 school probleos 
~Hc~lth-rclntcd stories, such as an article on the <lensers of snaking 
or VD 
--~-Articl~s concerninr, tho loc3l r,ovcrnocnt of Quincy 
Editorial couc~nts 
~:~itorial con:ncnta 
~litorial cor.~~nts 
~nvcsti0ativc-t-y?C 
conccrnin;-; the Quincy m.:1yor and/or city council 
c2nccrninp, international affairs or national affairs 
critical of school rules 
articles concerning cor:inunity probleos 
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~ditorial ccaoonts proisinJ city officinls for connunity sccooplishncnts 
Editorinl cor.::o~nts critical of the state superintendent of public in-
--- st ruction 
---
Articles concernin;; the arrests of students for low violations on 
school r,rounus 
---
Articl~s concerning the arrest of students for law violations off 
school grounds 
~Articles conc~rning racial problcns 
---
Articles conccrnin~ the suspension or ex;:,ulsion of students for break-
ing school rules, using the naoes of the students involved 
Articles concerning the suspension or ex;ulsion of students for break-
--- inc school rules,·-not using the na::ies of stu::1ents involved 
Articles criticnl of the El3C pro[;ran 
11.rticles critical of specific "schools within· the school," such ns PIE 
Articles critical of specific courses 
X Articles critical of specific requireoents for r,raduation 
Articles critical of the Coonunist Party 
---
Articles critical of the John Ilirch Society 
Articles critical of the President of the United States 
---
---
Articles advocntin~ that decisions of the Supreme Court not be obeyed 
---
Articles ndvocatin8 that decision of the U.S. District Courts and 
State Courts not be obeyed 
~ Editorinl c0r.incnt prot,::istinr, censorship cf the Q-Review 
---
Mtttcriol pointinr,, out conflicts of interest of school adoinistrntors 
?-1:.-ltcrinl critical of coaches 
---
___ l:Iatcric1l criticizin~ pcrfornanccs of the 0rchcstrn or the cast of n play 
Inf 0r.:1-:1tion c:.mcercii::1~ birth control 
---
Infon.1:J.ti::,n c::mc;:!rnin0 thC! ;;>rcvcntion of prcgn::mcies 
The c:::it0ri:1.l ;,rcs~:ntl.!·1. i:.1 th..:.1~~~-~-)yicw ~1;,i/rl~ ''. th;;, 1974-75 schQol yenr wns, 
in r,cnl.!ro.l, s.:1tisf.:1ctory. /I',;// ;"" •1/« , 
-'-------C---"---'--':>--"'------------
Were. ~h2rc any stcri .:: . .l /r~o,th..:!r n.:1terial in the 1974-75 Q-Rcvicw which you 
con::a ,,.'r ;-y..- ···ic~? i I r- > 
~·- i' ... '-'l ... • 7 
If your answer to question 28 is 
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IJ5~1~7, IV~ 
~ 
~;;'-/c_t,f(>? @(i;~ 
29. Do you have any ndditionnl cot:10ents concerning questions raised b,; this 
survey? 
Your name 
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PR'2SS POLICY g:rzs:ro·;:1AIP.E 
----
The following questionnaire is <lcsi~n~d to survey the opinions of various 
ersons nssocfotcd cir.::ctly or inc.ir..::)ctly with th.:? operation of the Senior High II 
8WSpnper, The Q-Rcvicw. The purpose of this survey is to provide infornation 
hich can be utilized in a research project rclnted to the developncnt cf a 
ritten statenent of policy concernin~ the student newspaper at Senior High II. 
our current opinions arc bcins sou~ht; it is recognized that these opinions 
~y chanr,e in the future. While the project is being done in pnrtial fulfill-
cnt of a Specialists De0rcc in Educationnl Adninistration, infornation conpiled 
ill also be utilized in cevelopinc a spccif ic "press ?Olicy" for subnission 
o Quincy School adoinistrntors and the Bo3rd of Educ3tion. The survey shoulc 
~ke 20 to 30 ninutes. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 
Thank you, 
Dwight Connelly / 
QHS II English, Journalise, Social Studies 
Please react to the fcllowin3 continuun questions by placing a vertical 
ark through each line to express the dcbrec to which you agree or di~agree, 
:s in the following exa':lple: 
his questionnaire is in.portant in formulating a written policy for the Q-Review. 
1grcc 
:oonent: 
., "Courts will not protect a newspaper that has been proven to defa::ie some-
one, with knowledge thnt the infornation was false or with reckless dis-
rcgnrd of whether it was false or not. 11 
1gree / disagree 
:omcnt: 
t, "Obscene lnnsuar,e sh,)uld not be ;>emitted in ncws;a?ers distributed in high 
schools." 
disagree 
:orocnt: 
3. "Frccdon of cx;:rcssion r.iny b.;l linit.:?r:l. if ndninistratcrs c.eterninc thn.t it 
will ruitcrinlly and substantially intcrfcrc with sch::)ol operations. 11 
CoD!:lent: 
.1.1: .1 
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4. "Stud~nts oust be careful that criticisn of school adoinistr3tors is con-
structive and based on denonstra~le f.:icts." 
agree 
Coanent: 
I disa~ree 
S. "A student nay e.q:,rcss hio opinion on cnnpus, even on controversial sub-
jects, if he docs so without oatcrially nnd subst~ntially interfering with 
the requirencnts of appropriate discipline and without collidinr, with the 
rir,hts of others." 
agree 
Comoent: 
I disagree 
6. "Student ncwspa~crs nrc valll.'.lblc c<lucation tools, and also serve to aid 
school adoinistrntoro by provitlin~ thco with insi[ht into student thinking 
and student problcos. They are valuable peaceful channels of stuccnt 
protest which should be encouraged, not reprcss~d." 
agree ( 
CotiJCent: 
disagree 
7. "Official schoclnc.,spapers should have no oorc rir.;ht of frccdoo of ex-
pression than unofficial or un<lergroun<l papers, nor any less." 
I 
I disagree 
Conaent: 
8. "In our systcn, state-or,eratcd schools nay not be encl.:ivcs of totalitarianiso 
School offici31S do not pcsscss absolute authority over their students. 
Stuccnts in school as well as out of school nrc ?ersons under our Consti-
tution. They arc possessed of fundancntal rir;hts which the state nust 
respoct. In the absence of a sr,ecific shcwin~ cf constitutionally valid 
reasons to rcr,ulatc their speech, students arc cntitlcc to frcedon of ex-
pression of their views." 
I I disagree 
Connent: 
9. "Schools sh0uld provide procedures .th:it would clea1ly tell students what 
kin.:i of ratcri.'.11 oust bc sut:::.ittc<l fer n:1?r:)v.:1l ;,ri,.,r t0 publishir.:~ in a 
oc hool neWS?!l?Cr :mn how it should b2 su")nittc.~, nn:. ;irescribe a definite 
brief period within which review of sub.:iittc·l n:;tcricl would be conplctcd. 11 
I 
l 
Ccit:1t.1;~n t : 
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10. "The school board is the pubU.5h.::..r of officinl school ncws;mpcrs and, as 
such, may <lcteminc wit!lout r.:striction whci.t cay np~car in official stu-
dent newspapers, such as the Q-Rcvicw." 
I 
] 
disagree 
Cocoent: 
11. "Student newspapers which are pnrt of the journalis::i instruction pro:.;ran 
of a hish school should hav~ th~ sace privilc0cs and oblisations as a 
responsi'.:llc conncrcial ncwspnpcr. 11 
acrce I l disagree 
Conocnt: 
12. "When there is a conflict bet-... ccn good public relations for Senior High II 
and frcedon of exprcasion in the Q-Revicw, good public relations ehould 
take priority over frecd00 of cxpr2ssion." 
agree 
Cooocnt: 
J 
I disagree 
13. The cstnblishncnt of a local press advisory council, naco U? of local 
professional ncwsncn, would ~c valunble in aiding school pcrson.~el in 
detcrnins questions related to ?r~fessional ethics and professional 
practices in the fiel<l of journalisn. 
acrce 
I 
I disacree 
Conncnt: 
14. There sh::mlc! be a written ~:.)licy stat"'ncnt concerning the Q-Rcvicw which 
clearly s.::rvQ.S as a [;ui<lc for s tu:h:mts, cdviscr, anc a<lclnistrators re-
gnrdi..."10 the oper.'.ltion of the Q-Rcvicw. 
ar,rcc I I 
Connent: 
15. Assunin~ thnt the cat0rinl in question is nc,t such th~t nc."linistr:,.tors 
coD11 rcnson3bly forcast the subst~nticl disruption of the educntionnl 
precess if it we:-c to l)c :,u'_·lishe::, th.::r.-:! sh:.)Ulcl be no pr,Jhi~Jition ngainst 
criticisn of a Senior Hi:_::h II :~.2:.1:i.nistr:1tor in the Q-Rcvicw, i)roviccd tlw 
criticiso is ns rcs~)on::;:i'<.'_.:; cs \-;cul:i ::c require::: for n rcs::cctiblc conncr-
cial ncwS?3pcr (li8cl, invcsicn of privccy, etc.). 
I 
3[?.rcc I disngrce 
Conr::c;.1t.: 
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16. Assuninr, tho naterinl in question is not such th~t a1oiniGtrators could 
rcc.sonn!:Jly f.:,rcnst th.:? substnntir:.l cisru:~ticn of the education process 
if the oatcrinl were to ~c ~u~lishcd, there should be no prohibition egaiust 
criticiao of n school board ncnLcr in the Q-Revicw, provided such criticisn 
is as rcs~onsiblc ns would be require~ for a res?ectiblc connercinl ncws-
p~per (libel, invnsion of privacy, etc.). 
J 
agree 7 disnsrce 
Conncnt: 
In answerinr, the following questions, ?lease use the back of the sheet if 
you do not have sufficient space on this side. 
17. \i..1h:1t should be the role of the news:"a?er ndvis:Yr in ctemining the content 
of the .Q.=Rcvipw? I - '-£ / ,IA 
. f_.,h, ~,_,.e .f--V ,[. 4', / I ~ 1J, f',-X, .:vrr.-... ,t,<'!' s c( c..Ae ., - ;; 
18. tfuat shoul.:! be the role of the student/staff of the Q-Revicw in detcrnining 
the content of the Q-Revicw? 
Jec.lf'?Jrr..,,+s,7"' fc.,J ,._~~t} ·v- /u-1,v 
19. What should be the role of the ?rincipal in dctemininp; the content of the 
20. 
21. 
22. 
/ l 
ln1nt should b~ the 
in detcrninin~ the 
role of the assistant superintendent or su~erinten<lent 
content of the Q-Revicw? 
It"-.f' le~-~ IJ~L""' 
7 crf P~~J11 " /. 7 
/ 
r J 
\Tnnt sh0uL1 l>c the rol.l of th::i sch:-.ol cistrict 's att,."rncy in dctcrninins 
the content Gf the 
(,:··:· 
Q-l'i.0Vicw? 
( . I / 
.. ' \ ( I / 'f l \: /c,._,,;,(.)';).-..J A j. ( _A,-·.,/ J, I,,.. ... _ .. -; 
I 
I 
3. 
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What should be the role of r.ourt decisions conccrninP. the content of the 
Q-Rcvicw? 
24. Who currently dcternincs what oaterial nay appear in the Q-RcvietJ? 
The student who writes the naterial 
---
f.../' The student Editor-in-Chief or editorial staff 
---
7The adviser 
v"The 
-~h_The 
Senior Hir,h II princip~l 
superintendent or assistant superintendent 
The school board 
---
Other 
---
Please explain-------------------------------------------------------
25. What criterin would you use in detcroining what naterial should appear in 
the Q-Rcvicw? 
26. Uhich of the followin;:; :::i.ntcri.'.!l 
(ple::isc na.rk "yes" or i 1na 11 .) 
tf~~ ~Fc~turc stories about the 
do you feel is lcgitirunte. fer the Q-Revicw? 
ncconplishocnts of students and faculty 
t,f (_J· V Editorial cc~2nts conccrnin;, stm:~nt 3::)vernncnt 
L/ { ~) Investigative-type stories concerning school problcns 
~ Hc."llth-rclctcd stories, such cs an crticlc on the dangers of snaking 
or VD 
l( t?f J:..rticl.:::s conccrninr; the local governn.::nt of Quincy 
J.rf__ Editorinl coDDcnts conccrnin-; the Quincy Dl'.)jor and/or city council 
ll .) (<' fa~itorinl cc:::Jents c2nccrnin~ intcrnation.:11 affairs or national affairs 
cc1.r.1~nts critic.::il of schooJ. rules 
(/ 'J 
· t(~ Invcsti;~:itivc-ty~.:: .:1rticlcs conccrnin0 c::::c,nunity prc,"Jlcns 
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l[f!..J"Editorial coooents pr~isin3 city officials for coonunity 3ccooplishoents 
'(c:;s Editorinl cooocnts critical of the state su~erintcndent of public in-
struction t&J Articles conccrnin::; the arrests of stu:~cnts for lnw violations on 
school r,rounJs 
~S Articles concerninr, the arrest of students for law violations off 
school r-;rounds 
~ ATticlcs conc~rnillf\ racial pToblCilfl 
, Articles conccrninG the suspension~ cx?ulsion of stuccnts for break-
ing school rules, using the nnnes of the students invclvcd 
Lf& 
} 
Articles concernin~ the suspension or cx:,ulsion of 
inc school rules, not us int; the nn=i~s of students 
students for brenk-
involved 
l/:t?-_s Articles criticnl of the Enc pror,ran 
!feL_ Articles 
l{ef Articl.::s 
~ Articles 
~ Articles 
lf e J Articles 
_!:lti Articles 
I\J D!Articlcs 
critical of specific "schools within· the school," such as PIE 
critical of specific courses 
criticnl of specific rcquireocnts for nraduation 
critical of the Coa::unist Party 
critical of the John Birch Society 
critical of the Presidont of the Unit~d States 
advocating that decisions of the Supreme Court not be obeyed 
~ /\Jo ,8\rttticlcCs adtvocattinb~r, t?at ~ecision of the U.S. District Courts and a c ours no c oocycc 
~ditorin.l c0oncnt prot•:!stin~ censorship of the Q-Review 
~ Z.ht~rial pointinr out conflicts of interest of school adninistrators 
l( z?(-
__µ;..J. Material critical of coaches 
. } 
'f <"J Material criticizin~~ pcrfomances of the archcstra or the co.st of a play 
~Infornation concernin0 birth control 
_fu Infon:'.ltion C'.:mccrnin:; the ?r.:::v;.;ntinn of prcr,mmcies 
The nntcrir1l ~rcs(!ntcJ i:;. th.3 Q-~cvic;! ~urin': th~ 1974-75 sch:)ol ycnr was, 
i 1 i f Lt£..J n genera, s~t s ~ctory. . 
------+------------------
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!f your answer to question 28 is y~s, r,lcnse explain 
----------
29. Do you hnve any additionnl coooents conccrninp, questions raised 'by this 
survey? 
Your nru:1c 
PRESS POLICY QUESTIO~~AIP.E 
The following questionnaire is designed to survey the opinions of various 
persons associated directly or indirectly with tho operation of the Senior High II 
newspaper, The Q-Review. The purpose of this survey is to provide inforoation 
which can be utilized in a research project related to the development of a 
written stateoent of policy concerning the student newspaper at Senior High II. 
Your current opinions are being sought; it is recognized that thase opinions 
nay chanse in the future. While the project is being done in partial fulfill-
oent of a Specialists Degree in Educational Adoinistration, inforoation coopiled 
will also be utilized in developing a specific "press policy" for suboission 
to Quincy School adrlinistrators and the Board of Education. The survey should 
take 20 to 30 Dinutes. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 
thank you, 
Dwight Connelly / 
QHS II English, Journal!sm, Social Studies 
Please react to ~he following continuun questions by placing a vertical 
cark through each line to express the degree to which you agree or disagree, 
as in the following ex.ample: 
This questionnaire 1s ioportant in fot'IIUlating a written policy for the Q-Review. 
agree 
··. / 
_7·, 
COYJOent: 
disagree 
/ ;' 
1. "Courts will not protect a newspaper that has been proven to defame some-
one, with knowledge that the infomation was false or with reckless dis-
regard of whether it was false or not." 
X lgree disagree 
Coot1ent: 
2. "Obscene lan[.;Uage should not be pemitted in newspapers distributed in high 
schools.n 
.It disagree 
COtXlent: 
3 •. "P'raedoo of expression cay ba lioitad if administrators c!eteroine that it 
will caterially and substantially interfere with school operations." 
agree 
Coooent: 
,· t ., 
·' r \ 
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4. "StudC'nts oust ~c careful that criticisn of school adoinistrators is con-
atructivc and ~nscd on denonstra!Jlc facts." 
agree 
_.....-"J I 
Co men t : / · 
f 
I 
/ , ') ' ) 
) , .. ) 
J 1 • 
• h' / _r-
5. "A student nay c7.1_1ress hio opininn on cnnpus, even on controversia l sub-
jects, if he docs so without oatcrinlly nnd subst~ntinlly interfering with 
the rcquirencnts of appropriate discipline and without collidinr with the K rir,hts o.f others." 
agree disagree 
Comoent: 
6. "Student newspapers arc valuable education tools, and also serve to aid 
school adoinistrntorn by providinr, then with insi[;ht int8 stuccnt thinldng 
and student problcns. They are valuable peaceful channels of stucent 
protest which should be cncoura~ed, not repressed." 
~ .. disagree 
CorJOent: 
7. "Official schoclnc.·.Nspapcrs should have no nore ris ht of frecdon of ex-
prec;sion than unoffici~l or under ground papers, nor any less." 
X ai,r~ disagree 
Coonent: 
8. "In our systeo, state-oper a ted schools ony not be enclaves of totclitarianiso. 
School officials do not possess absolute authority over their students. 
Students in school a s well a s out of school arc ?ersons unGc r our Consti-
tution. They nrc posscs acn of fundnocnta l ri r,hts which the state cust 
respect. In t he abs ence of c s pecific sbowinr, of constitutiocnlly valid 
reasons t o r egulate their speech, stuccnts a rc cntitlcc t o fr cedoo of ex~ 
/ pression o f their vim.rs ." 
disagree 
Connen t: 
9. ''Schools should pr ovi de pr occrlurcs that would cleatly tell students whet 
kind o f rat crinl mus t be subci ttcd f e r cppr : vnl ~ri~ r t n publishi ~~ in a 
ochool nc\vspaper :mr~ how i t should b2 subnittcd , end ;> rcscri~c n dcfinit~ 
brief period within which r evim.r of subuitte:1 n~tcrinl w::>uld be conp l c t cd ." 
ns r cc disagr ee 
Cor.u:.:;Jn 1: : 
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10. "The ochnol bo.:ird is the pu~lish.::.r of official school ncws;ni?crs and, as 
such, n.1y c~ctcrr.in~ iYithc:.it r.:stricticn whu.t cay ap?car in official stu-
"nt ncwspal)crs, such as th.:! Q-Rcvicw. 11 
)-----·- / ~,-f-,- · "'.'-Cisa~--. 
f • , .r • · ' · ' ....-' ../ ~·· A r i._. ) '. .,"' ·;, t..~·(.'..,.~l:. /--·:;.··>·1 
"'I, r- - ---- ... ; ·- --.,~ ) ___..~----.. --J. Ir;- . 
___ ..,... _ __,. ________________ _______ ......,.._...,..._.· __ • ...... "°"t" ___ , , ~ 
, L~·--l .--~-. ...J - ; ... L, ~ ~-:'-
Cooocnt: 
11. 
.,,~- ~ •. • '--../i """.,/'/ • ,., , ~ r·<.~,-~~, .. .r"" 
"Student ncwsr,apcrs which arc r,nrt cf 
of a hi3h school should have the sacc 
rasronsi~lc coancrcial ncwspnpcr.u 
errce 
Conncnt: 
the journ3lis~ instruction rrosrao 
r,rivil~scs and oblisations as a 
disagree 
12. "When there is a conflict between g'.J0d public relations for Senior High II 
and frcedon of c~cprcssion i4 the Q-Rcvicw, ~cod public relations should 
tt.1ke priority over frccd00 of cxprcssfon. 11 
ap,rce 
ConI:lent: ' >,\ l , \ 
13. The cstablishncnt of a local press advisory council, once up of local 
professional ncwsncn, would be valu~ble in aiding school personnel in 
detcrning questions rclatec to ~r:fession~l ethics and professional 
P.rncticcs in the fiel<l of journaliso. X-_ ______ _ 
Corncnt: 
14. There sh:)Ulc. be a written policy statcrJ~nt ccncerning the Q-Rcvicw t:hich 
clcnrly serves 3S n 0uic1c for students, aJviser, and a<loinistratcrs rc-
gnrJfag the operntion of the Q-Rcvicw. 
y 
,,,. 
asrcc 
Conncnt: . . 
., . 
')'' 
15. Assunins thnt the catc:rial in questi:n is n:1t such thnt nc.ninistr.:>.tors 
COll:1.ri rc.:1sonably forcnst the su:istc.nti'!l c~isruption 6f the cJucc.tion.'.!.l 
process if it ucrc to be ~u~lish2~. there sh~ul<l be no prchi~ition ~~ninst 
criticis::1 of 3 Scni•..)r Hi~:h II ,c. :~!~.nis tr:1!:.)!' in the Q-R.:::vic:w, ~rc,vi !cd the 
criticisn is as rcs~xin:::;il1L::: c.s ,.;,:ul:: ': 2 rc:·;;.<Jircd for n r.::s:'cctilJlc ccnncr-
ci:"11 ncwsp.:ipcr (li:)cl, i:w:1si,,:1 of :n::;.v::.cy; (1tc.). 
X 
nrrec disnsroo 
Coar.enc: 
------·-··------· ,'•··-----·------ ... 
J 
l 
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16. Assunin~ the n.qtcrinl in question is not such th~t a~ninistrntors coulc 
rc.::sona~ly f ::ircnst th~ su't-,st.nnti~l cisr..1::ticn of the C(~ucntion process 
if the t:it.::rinl Wl."!rc to~~ :1ublished, thcr.:! should be no prohibition against 
criticiso of n school board ncobcr in th~ Q-Revicw, ?rovid~d such criticisn 
is ns responsible ns would be rcquirci for a res?ectiblc corE1crcial news-
paper (li'bcl, invnsi'Jn of privacy, etc.). 
agree 
Couocnt: 
>< disagree 
In nnswerinr, the following questions, ?lense use the back of the sheet if 
you do not have sufficient space on this side. 
17. ~~1nt should be the role of the ncws~apcr adviser in ceterninins the content 
of he Q-Rcviqw? ' 
cf' -;;Y. ' __, .-1.:::1 
/1/J 
18. What should be the role of the 
of 
/'Y'V;qr-J 
19. MI{nt should be the role of the principal in detcrnini..~o. the content of the 
Q-Rcvicw? 
u LT,=</ --~ d,_ /}-C~/A::z~~~ 
( ) 
22. 
,c__ ' I 
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23. What should be the role of court decisicns concerninr, the content of the 
4~;.i.;:;..i~::.::::..;J.--~..:::..:::....::~..::::::::;....::~:.-::::::.:-._...;__ _________________ _ 
24. urrcntly <lcteroincs what catcrial nay appear in the Q-Reviev? 
~ The student who writes the oa.terial 
--1-- The student Editor-in-Chief or editorial staff 
X The adviser 
~ The Senior High II princip~l 
---
The superintendent or assistant superintendent 
The school board 
---
Other 
---
- 1/1--0<-I • 
Whnt criteri.'.1. would you use in dcteroinin0 
the Q-Reviow? 
Su11J~Ps:. 
" 
in 
26. Uhich of the followin0 nntcri~l do you feel is legitinata for the Q-Rcvicw? 
(pleaso nark "yes" or 11no".) 
~::::::? x_ Fcnturc stories about the accc,nplishocnts of students and faculty 
r-:::::::Jx Editorial coru:.ents conccrnin:; st·m:cnt governoent 
~~)~ Investigative-type stories concerning school problecs 
,~~ Hc~lth-rclatad stories, such as an crt~clc on the dansers of snokin3 
r- - or VD 
Articles concerning tho loc~l governoent of Quincy 
Editorial coun..:mts co:iccrnin:-; the Quincy major and/or city cciuncil 
·, 0 ) 
L ..<:--~ E<litorial co.:::ianta c~nccrning international affairs or national affairs 
-i_,,j Editorial cor.n:1cnts critical of school. rulOs 1/,~ Invcst1iat1vc-ty;,o articles concerning comuni ty proOlcns 
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---- tatorial cot1t1cnts pr~isin3 city officials for connunity accooplishncnts 
--,~~ 1 !itorinl cot:l!:l~nts critical of the state su?crintcndcnt of public in-
.. _'-tya-cA~Jo;14~J 
'r~lcs conccrnins the arrests of stulents for law violations on 
'-r.hool r,rounJs 
~ ~ 1 rticl~s ccnccrninG the arrest of students f~r law violations off 
"chocl srounds 
/ ~ 1 rticlcs ccnc~rning racial probloua ( r;;,f~ 
I Jfu_ 1 rticlcs conccrnirm the suspension ar. expulsion of students for break-
;:?, lng school rules, ~sing the nnoes of the students involved 
.~ ~rticles concerning tha suspension or ex,ulsion of students for break-(Y- ni:; school rules, not using the na::ies tif students involved //7:!_~' rticlcs critical of the EllC prograo 
f 1 rticlcs critical of specific 11schools within· the school," su has PIE 
I 
/ frcicl~s critical of specific courses 
/, 'J:3==- J.~ticlcs criticnl of specific rcquirooents for r,radmtion 
1 /l·::....:::::, / 1 rticles critical of the Cooounist Party 
,-,~ 
, f ~ " 1• rticlcs critic::il of the John Birch Society 
1 '~ '·rticles critical of the President of the United States 
.I lE 1::ticlcs advocatin~ th::it decisions of the Supreme Court not be obeyed 
& '·:ticles advocatinr, that decision of the U.S. District Courts and 
i1!.:ite Courts not be oucycd 
1 itorial c0n:icnt protostin~ censorship of the Q-Review 
11
·tcrinl pointinr, out conflicts of i•1tcrast of/schx•l adoinistrators 
I - ~· ·~ . 
1
. ,f __ . -~·-,.,/,.tcrial criticai of coaches 1./~ tJ r'. ~ 1. ~)-1(11~. 
• 
1
~. 
1 1: tcrinl criticizin:-; perfornrmccs of the ore r::i or the cnst of a. pb.y , 
',~ '• :iornation concernin~ birth control 
·7l•p. '11forc::ition c'.)nc~rnin0 the ?rc:vcntion ,-,f prcgn::1.ncies 
. The tH i • 1 -1- , i h Q .., · ,., i h 1974 75 h 1 i : n.n ;:,rcsen~c(. n t. ~ _ :;-,:.c·..r1.cw , 1t,iT n': t ,:: - sc. '.)O ycnr wns, 
n 8ci, ··:l.l, s3tisf::1ctory. /: .. -:::::/ __ _,,...,..._ __________________ _ 
/ 
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If your answer to question 28 is yes, please ~xplain ~~~~~~~~~-
'77 /.· "2 -._,,-7 ~ 1 Zl(c , ~ ? L , 6 ,,, ~1 ; a...t!- ,_d2,_... C-y +-J S: 7_ 
Your nnnc 
/j,l, I { • ' 1 ' 
,-.--~-----
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PR?SS POLICY QUESTIO~~!iA.IP.E 
The following questionnaire is <lcsi['.ncd to survey the opinions of various 
rsons associntcd dir·;:;ctly or in~~ircctly with tho operation cf the Senior Hish II 
,,spnpcr, The Q ·Review. Tiie purpose of this survey is to p,:ovide info.'."Xlticn 
lch can be utilized in a research ~r0jcct rcl~tc<l to the ccvclopncnt cf a 
ltten statcncnt of policy conccrnin~ the student newspaper nt Senior High II. 
Jr current opinior..s arc bcinr, soup,ht; it is rcccgr.izcd that these opinions 
'f chnnr,c in th,c! future. While the prcjcct is being <lC'nc in p::rtial fulfill-
lt of o Specinlists De:grcc in Educaticn.:11 A.:krl.nistrntion, inforoation conpiled 
Ll clso he utilized in dcvclopins e sr·ccific "prc!3s policy" f :::,r subctsslon 
Quincy School ndoiniotrntors a~d the ~03rd of Education. The survey shoulc 
te 20 to 30 oinutcs. Your assistance is greatly epprcciatcd. 
Thank you, 
Dwight Connelly / 
QHS II English, Journaliso, Social Studies 
Please react to the followin0 ccntinuun questions by placing a vertical 
~k through each line to express the dcbrce to which you agree or disagree, 
in the following cxanplc~ 
ls questionnaire is i.::J?ortnnt in formulating a written policy for the Q-Revicw. 
~cc f disagree 
lOCnt: 
"Courts will not protect a newspaper that has been proven to <lefane some-
one, with knowledge that the infornation was false or with rcckleos dis-
regard of whether it was false or not." 
disa,ercc 
ncnt: 
"Obsr.cnc lnnsuasc should not be ;iernittec in ncws;apers distributed in high 
schools." 
·cc disagree 
ncnt: 
"Frccdon of cx::,rcssion my b.:! lir::itc:d if '.!.Cninistr.1tors c.cterninc t!i::>.t it 
will niltcrinlly nnd substanti.3lly ir.tcrfcre with school operations. 11 
dis.:1rrce 
!!:l.Cllt: 
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4. "Students oust be careful that criticise of school adoinistrators is con-
structive and based on dcoonstra!:>lc facts." 
agree 
Coonent: 
I disagree 
5. "A student nay express his opiniC'ln on cm:1pus, even on controversial sub-
jects, if ha docs so without I:Ultcr:i.all:, and subst.:1ntially inte:r.fcring with 
the rcquirenents of appropriate discipline and without collidin~ with the 
rights of others." 
aBrco 
Comnent: 
disagree 
6. "Student newspapers arc valuable education tools, and also serve to aid 
school adninistrntoro by providin~ th.:?n with insir,ht into student thinking 
and student problCI:l.s. They are valuable peaceful channels of student 
protest which should be cncourar;ed, not repressed." 
agree 
Ccnnent: 
l disagree 
7. "Official schocltla\"spapcrs should have no core richt of frccdoo of ex-
pression than unofficfo.l or underground papers, nor any less." 
aercc l disa~rce 
Connent: 
8. 11In our systco, statC-O?erated schools nay not be enclaves of totalitarianiso 
School officials do not pcsscss absolute authority over their stuJents. 
Stuccnts in school as well as out of school .:i.rc :,ersons.undcr our Consti-
tution. They arc posscssc<l of fu~dnncntal rir,hts which the state nust 
respect. In the absence of ,'.l sr,ecific shcwinr, of constitutisnally valid 
rensons to rcgul.'.lte their spc.ach, stuc!cnts arc entitle.:! to frceclon of ex-
pression of their views." 
disagree 
Coanent: 
9. "Schcols should provide pr,Jccdures thn.t would clen1ly tell students wh'.\t 
kind of t::atcri.'.ll oust be subr.:ittcd fer .:ipprovnl prfor to publishi~,-~ in a 
school newS?.'.l~cr ,"lnri hc-w it sh~iul,:. b~ subnittcd, ~mj prcscri~Je a definite 
brief period within which review of subnitterl natcrinl v~ul<l !,c coo.plcted. 11 
disagree 
Conr.:~n 't: 
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10. "The school board is the pu!Jliohc..r of -::ifficiel school ncws~apcrs and, as 
such, mny <lctcrDinc without r~striction whnt cay ap?oar in official stu-
dent newspapers, such as the Q-Revicw. 11 
Cococnt: 
11. "Student newspapers which nrc part of the journaliso instruction pro::;rao 
of a hi3h school should hava the sacc privilc;es and oblisations as a 
resronsi!,le conncrcial newspaper." 
spree 
Cooncnt: 
) disagree 
12. "When there is a conflict between good public relations for Senior High II 
and frcedon of expression in the Q-Rcvicv, gcod public relations should 
t:ike priority over frccd00 of exprcssicn." 
agree 
Conocnt: 
/disagree 
13. The cstablishnent of a local press advisory council, oadc U? of local 
profession.:il newsncn, would be vnlunble in ai1iug school personnel in 
detcnling questions related to ;,rof ession-:il ethics and prof essicnal 
practices in the fiel<l of journalisn. 
anrcc l disasree 
C')nocnt: 
14. There shoul<l be a written policy statuucnt csncerning the Q-Rcview which 
clcnrly serves as .:i 0uice for students, a~viser, and auoinistr~tors re-
g:1r:.H .• "13 the opcrntion of the Q-Rovicw. 
disa3rce 
Cor.1ncnt: 
15. As~unin~ th.'.lt the catcrinl in question is net such that ncninistr~tors 
CCJuld rc.'.lson.:lbly forcnst the subst.'.'..ntinl c.isruf,'tion of the cjucc.tional 
r:rcccss if it W>c!:'C to he ?U'_,lishcd, t~crc sh::,ulc be no prohibition against 
criticisn of :1 Senior m.:_:h II c.,:ninistnt::-r in the Q-Rcvi2w, ;,rovic!cd the 
er iticLm is ns r.::s~on::;il)l.::! .'.ls woulJ :::.:: require~ for c rcs:--cctil>lc conncr-
ci:-1 l nl...!us;x:1pcr (libel, invc.sion of pri vc.cy, etc.) • 
discgree 
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16. Assuninr, the: n..'1terinl in qucsti'.Jn is not such th:1t adninistrators could 
rc~sonn~ly f.:ircnst th.:: substnnti~l disru~,ticn of the educaticn process 
if the o::it.:?rinl wore to JC ~u~lishcd, thcr~ should be no prohibition agninst 
criticioo of n school !.)oord c.:;o!:icr in the Q-R.1vicw, provic!c:! such criticiso 
is as rcs~onsiblc ns would be rcquircc for a res?cctiblc connercial news-
paper (libel, invnsion of privacy, etc.). 
\agree 
Coaocnt: 
disngrcc 
In answerinr, the following questions, please use the back of the sheet if 
you do not have sufficient space on this side. 
17. What should be the rol2 of the ncwspa~ar ac!viscr in deterninin3 the content 
of the Q-Rcvicw? . . t' ·} . _ 1 . , 
(', ....... -1~ .. -<,· ;T,.::1V~~S.. -·· <',· ,/ J. ,:,·;, -- ' f/,,, ·,-,. 
I 
18. What should be the role of the student/staff of the Q-Review in cetcroining 
the content of the Q-Revicw? 
_C.,J ,1, •. t:~----~ .,. t.:l _, .. / ..... h'._,._,_.,iJ,,,,#,11__ /,'.~---!._ ,z .. .JI l-J-'J... 
-·· i .. l.: J) '' , :J 
J 
19. What should he the role of the ?rincipal in dcternini.~~ the content of the 
Q-Rcvicw? 
I 
20. ln1:1t should be tho role of the assistnnt · su;,Jcrintcndcnt or superintendent 
in dctcn1inin~ the content of the Q-Rcvicw? 
' // .) 
t t J 
l \ ."' '(. .: > .:> .. •• ' -} 
I / 
i· I ' • .. ! ... .. /,, - , 
i .• . I • . / .,..,...,,,),,w~ \--~-
/ 
21. Wh:1t should be the role of the scho::,l board in cctcrnining the content of 
th~ Q-Rcvicw? 
l"'-. - ..... -~__. 
J 
., "\: Sw'I.--_.~•-.;:-\...---<.. I C 
. . ,. 
•
/ p ·\.; •••• • • ••. ·• _; .-"I. ... • .. ., ,.___,, " ,' ), .,·1. L·--- ·,.·1,.,,,.,.L.-f_.·.-, 
-----t--------,+-. ___ .,._ _____ ..,.._..;_·...:.....;;._ .... ' _..;.·;..·'..:..· :.. ... :..··..;_··..;_";..· _ --~-..:.---..:..,--., ;...._;-:_-_ · ....;..:..;-:;..__ / , 
r I ~-"' • 
22. llh.'.lt sh•)ul 1 be th~ rol~ of the sch(')ol district's attorney in d.::!temining 
th..l c;,ntcnt of th..:: Q-Rcvicw? 
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23. Whnt should be the role of rourt decisions conce.rnin~ the co~;tent of the 
Q-Revicw? 
• _/ 1. • • 
.... ..... ->'-~-r , ..~1--.. -<--~--
24. Who currently dcteroincs what caterial nay appear in the Q-Review? 
V The student who writes the oaterial 
I/ The student Editor-in-Chief or editorial staff 
j/ 
--- The adviser 
V The Senior High II princip,'ll 
V The superintendent or assistant S'!.l?crinten.1ent 
The school board 
---
Other 
---
Please explain---------------------------------------------------------
25. What criteri3 would you use in deternining what naterial should appear in 
the Q-Revicw? 
' ·I 
('. :/ ,. ' {' ' ,, , / ·- - - - :. I /'' -
) : ) - (:I/ 
- ' 
. J 
' 
·-. // I , ' ,··o----. / 
I 
26. Uhich of the followini:; ::-1ntcri::il do you fe:el is lecdtin::ite fer the Q-Review? 
(please C1.1.rk "yes" or :ino1'.) ~ /' 
,:~; J~.:."f h•C:-<·'>s,,i,lr •,i.J 
-i1--- Feature stories about the ncconplishncnts of students and faculty 
Y Editorial corJDcnts ccnccrnin;, stucbnt :.:::ivernr.:cnt 
lJ Investigative-type stories concerning school probleos 
/ 
.Y Henlth-rcl.:1tec stories, such us an ert!.clc on the dnngcrs of soaking 
or VD 
\/ 7 Articl2s concerninr, the locc.l govcrnncnt cf Quincy 
-----
Editoric.1 cor.J.C,:mts co!lccrnin:~ the Qui!~cy n.3jor and/or city c8uncil 
---
\J 
/ 
-...--
Ellitori:11 ccE::I~nts ccnccrninr.: intcrna!:i::::n.31 affairs or nntional nffnirs 
\/ 
,Y 
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\,' / Editorinl cot:1t1ents ~r~isin3 city officials for coanunity accooplishoents _.___ 
Y Editorial c0.:n.:!Ilts critical of the stnte su?erintcndcnt of public in-
-t-- struction 
~Articles conccrnin~ the arrests of students for lnw violations on 
sch0ol r,rounJs 
~ Articles c~nccrning the arrest of students for law violationa off 
school grounds 
~ Articles concerning racial problcos 
~-1./--- Articles concerning the suspension 01: expulsion of students for break-
ing school rules, using the nnoes of the students invclvcd 
__j_ Articles concerning the suspension or expulsion of students for break-
ing school rules, not using the na~es of stu1ents involved 
~ Articles criticnl of the Enc prograc 
_j__ .l\rticlcs critical of specific "schools within· the school," such as PIE 
--I- Articles critical of specific courses 
~ Articles criticnl of specific rcquireoents for r,raduntion 
~ Articles criticnl of the Cocounist Party 
~ Articles critical of the John Birch Society 
_..,z:.__ Articles critical of the Prcsid~nt of the United States 
,\I Articles ndvocatin~ that decisions of the Supreme Court not be obeyed 
1V Articles ndvocatin~ that decision of the U.S. District Courts and 
State Courts not be obeyed 
__J!__ Editorial c~rncnt protcstinr, censorship of the Q-Review 
-X__ Mnterinl pointinp; out conflicts of interest of sc!.-.)ol adoinistrators 
I 
Y ?-1:.-ltcrial critical of coaches 
,/ 
__:)!__ Matcri3l criticizin~ pcrfornances of the orchcstrn or the cnst of a play 
\/ Infornation CJncel"!lin~ birth c0ntrol 
-l- InfonJ:ition c::mc~rnin::,; the prcv'"ntion of prer,mmcies 
lJ·~) 
27. The t:'ltcri:11 ~rcs(mtc-J in th~ Q-~cvicw ,brine: thu 1974-75 sch::>ol ycc.r was, 
A 7 in general, s~tisfJctory~ ·; .. 
------------------------/ 
28. Were there any stori~s or other nntcrfol in the 1974-75 Q-Re:vicw which you 
consic~~r ir.r"r,,--, ~r? \ 
'"1 1 .... 1 ~ • -----
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If your answer to question 28 is y~s, plcns~ ~X?lain 
----------
29. Do you hnve any ndditioruil caODents conccrninR questions raised by this 
survey? 
Your ru:unc 
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